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Abstract 

Significant stray magnetic field exists around the coils when charging the electric 

vehicles (EVs) with inductive power transfer (IPT), owning to the large air gap between 

the transmitter and receiver. The methods for field attenuation usually introduce extra 

losses and reduce the efficiency. This study focuses on the synergetic attenuation of stray 

magnetic field which is optimized simultaneously with the efficiency. The optimization is 

realized with Pareto front.  

In this dissertation, three methods are discussed for the field attenuation. The first 

method is to tune the physical parameters of the winding, such as the inner radii, outer 

radii, distribution of the turns, and types of the litz wires. The second method is to add 

metal shields around the IPT coils, in which litz wires are used as shields to reduce the 

shielding losses. The third method is to control the phases of winding currents, which 

avoids increasing the size and weight of the IPT coils. 

To attenuate the stray magnetic field by tuning the physical parameters, the 

conventional method is to sweep all the physical parameters in finite-element simulation. 

This takes thousands of simulations to derive the Pareto front, and it’s especially time-

consuming for three-dimensional simulations. This dissertation demonstrates a faster 

method to derive the Pareto front. The windings are replaced by the lumped loops. As 

long as the number of turns for each loop is known, the efficiency and magnetic field are 



 
 

 
 

calculated directly from the permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. The sweep 

of physical parameters in finite-element simulation is replaced by the sweep of the turns 

numbers for the lumped loops in calculation. Only tens of simulations are required in the 

entire procedure, which are used to derive the matrices. An exemplary set of coils was 

built and tested. The efficiency from the matrix calculation is the same as the 

experimental measurement. The difference for stray magnetic field is less than 12.5%. 

Metal shields attenuate the stray magnetic field effectively, but generates significant 

losses owning to the uneven distribution of shield currents. This dissertation uses litz 

wires to replace the conventional plate shield or ring shield. Skin effect is eliminated so 

the shield currents are uniformly distributed and the losses are reduced. The litz shields 

are categorized to two types: shorted litz shield and driven litz shield. Circuit models are 

derived to analyze their behaviors. The concept of lumped-loop model is applied to 

derive the Pareto front of efficiency versus stray magnetic field for the coils with litz 

shield. In an exemplary IPT system, coils without metal shield and with metal shields are 

optimized for the same efficiency. Both the simulation and experimental measurement 

verify that the shorted litz shield has the best performance. The stray magnetic field is 

attenuated by 65% compared to the coils without shield.  

This dissertation also introduces the method to attenuate the stray magnetic field by 

controlling the phases of winding currents. The magnetic field around the coils is 

decomposed to the component in the axial direction and the component in the radial 

direction. The axial component decreases with smaller phase difference between 

windings’ currents, while the radial component exhibits the opposite property. Because 

the axial component is dominant around the IPT coils, decreasing the phase difference is 



 
 

 
 

preferred. The dual-side-controlled converter is applied for the circuit realization. Bridges 

with active switches are used for both the inverter on the transmitter side and the rectifier 

on the receiver side. The effectiveness of this method was verified both in simulation and 

experiment. Compared to the conventional series-series IPT with 90° phase difference 

between winding currents, stray magnetic field was attenuated by up to 30% and 40% 

when the phase differences of winding currents are 50° and 40°, respectively. 

Furthermore, an analytical method is investigated to calculate the proximity-effect 

resistance of the planar coils with ferrite plate. The objective of this method is to work 

together with the fast optimization which uses the lumped-loop model. The existence of 

the ferrite plate complicates the calculation of the magnetic field across each turn which 

is critical to derive the proximity-effect resistance. In this dissertation, the ferrite plate is 

replaced by the mirrored turns according to the method of image. The magnetic fields are 

then obtained from Ampere’s Law and Biot-Savart Law. Up to 200 kHz, the difference of 

the proximity-effect resistance is less than 15% between calculation and measurement. 
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General Audience Abstract 

Inductive power transfer for the battery charging of electric vehicles uses loosely 

coupled coils to replace the cables and plugs. The power is transferred from transmitter to 

receiver across tens of centimeters. Significant stray magnetic field exists around the 

coils owning to the large gap, which should be attenuated for the safety consideration of 

human beings. Three methods are discussed for the field attenuation. The first method is 

to tune the physical parameters of the winding, such as the inner radii, outer radii, 

distribution of the turns, and types of the litz wires. The second method is to add metal 

shields around the IPT coils, in which litz wires are used as shields to reduce the 

shielding losses. The third method is to control the phases of winding currents, which 

avoids the increase of the size and weight of the IPT coils. 

However, the field attenuation usually comes with reduced efficiency of the system. 

The work in this dissertation is focused on the synergetic attenuation of stray magnetic 

field in inductive power transfer for electric vehicles. The optimization is realized with 

Pareto front. The coils are optimized for low stray magnetic field and high efficiency 

simultaneously. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Research Background 

The conventional method to transfer electric power uses wires which are made of conductive 

materials. The power is transferred to the load with current flowing through wires. Power 

transfer with wires is simple and efficient, with mature theories.  

However, power transfer is prefered to be wireless in some applications. This is called 

wireless power transfer (WPT). One example is to charge the biomedical implant such as the 

pacemakers [1]–[5]. With wireless power transfer, patients don’t have to suffer surgeries to 

charge the batteries of the pacemakers. Another example is the battery charging for electric 

vehicles [6]–[9]. Wireless power transfer is safer than the plug-in method when charging the 

vehicles in the humid environment. Using wireless power transfer, the vehicles can be charged 

when they are moving [10], [11]. This helps to reduce the size of battery pack so the weight of 

the electric vehicles is reduced. 

Several methods to achieve wireless power transfer have been investigated: microwave [12]–

[14], laser [15], [16], capacitive power transfer [17]–[21], and inductive power transfer. Figure 

1-1 shows the comparison of the four methods, including the working principle, the energy form, 

the distance of power transfer, the power level, and the drawbacks. 

The microwave method works based on the electromagnetic radiation, using the energy form 

of microwave beam. Large amount of energy is transferred with microwave through a long 

distance for up to kilimeters range. The drawbacks of the microwave method are the large 

antenna size and the serious radio frequency interference. 
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The laser method works based on the electromagnetic radiation, using the energy form of 

laser beam. Large amount of energy is transferred through a long distance up to kilometers. The 

drawbacks include the low conversion efficiency between electric power and laser, and the 

atmospheric absorption. 

The capacitive power transfer utilizes the electric induction with coupled electric field. 

Typically, a small amount of power is transferred in the charging range of millimeters. The 

power level and transfer distance are the limitation of the capacitive power transfer. Capacitive 

power transfer can also be used to charge electric vehicles in the power level of kilowatts [20], 

 
 

Figure 1-1. The comparison of four methods for wireless power transfer: microwave [12]–

[14], laser [15], [16], capacitive power transfer [17]–[21], and inductive power transfer 

[1]–[11]. 
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[21]. However, since the capacitance value is influenced by the permittivity between the metal 

plates, humid environment may cause problems for capacitive power transfer when the gap 

between the transmitter and receiver plates is large. 

Inductive power transfer is mostly used for wireless power transfer across the distance which 

ranges from millimeters to meters. The amount of transferred power is from several watts to tens 

of kilowatts. The power is transferred according to the coupling of magnetic near field and 

magnetic resonance. Inductive power transfer has been widely used for the charging of medical 

implants, electric vehicles, and consumer electronics. 

The historic review for the development of inductive power transfer is shown in Figure 1-2. In 

1890’s, Nikola Tesla managed to light three incandescent lamps wirelessly with the distance up 

to one hundred feet. His method is to resonate the coils and capacitors [22], [23]. Inductive 

power transfer was used for biomedical applications in 1960’s [24]–[26] .Starting from 1990’s, 

Prof. John Boys and his team in Auckland University made great contributions to the inductive 

power transfer for electric vehicles [27]–[35]. They incorporated power inverters and resonant 

circuits to improve the performances of the systems. Since 2000’s, Dr. Ron Hui and his team in 

University of Hong Kong came up with many brilliant ideas to charge the consumer electronics 

with inductive power transfer [36]–[38]. 

Although the concept of inductive power transfer is attractive, there are still quiet a few 

problems. The major problems include: (1) significant stray magnetic field exists around the 

transmitter and receiver coils, which presents potential hazard to human safety [39]; (2) system 

performance degrades when there is misalignment between the transmitter and receiver coils; (3) 

foreign objects between the coils may degrades system performance and causes safety issues 
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[40]. This dissertation focuses on the attenuation of the stray magnetic field around IPT coils, 

especially for the application of electric vehicle charging. 

 

1.2. Introduction of Inductive Power Transfer 

1.2.1. Working Principles 

Inductive power transfer is realized by the coupling of magnetic near field and the magnetic 

resonance. In Figure 1-3, the excitation current in the transmitter coil generates magnetic field in 

the air. Part of the magnetic field is coupled to the receiver coil and induces voltage. The induced 

voltage on the receiver then supplies power to the load. 

The coupling between the transmitter and receiver coil is weak owning to the large air gap. 

For the application on EV charging with tens of centimeters’ air gap, the coupling coefficient is 

usually smaller than 0.3. The weak coupling will limit the power transferability and coil-to-coil 

efficiency of the IPT system. In order to improve the efficiency, the compensation networks are 

added to both the transmitter side and receiver side [28], [41]. The compensation networks are 

usually composed of capacitors, which can be either external capacitors or the parasitic 

capacitors of the coils. The capacitance values are selected according to the resonant frequency 

 

Late 1800's 
Nikola Tesla

1960's
Biomedical

1990's
EV Charging

2000's
Mobile Phones

 
 

Figure 1-2. Historical review for the development of inductive power transfer. 
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[27], [28]. At the resonance condition, the efficiency is highest because the smallest amount of 

circulating energy is generated for the desired power transfer. 

 

In some cases, additional coils are inserted between the transmitter and receiver coils to 

increase the distance of power transfer. Reference [42] applies a 4-coil system and managed to 

transfer 60 W power through the distance of 2 meters. The resonant frequencies of the 4 coils are 

tuned to be the same. 

1.2.2. Topologies 

According to how the compensation networks are connected to the coils, the basic topologies 

of inductive power transfer systems are categorized as series-series topology, parallel-series 

topology, series-parallel topology, and parallel-parallel topology [27], [28]. Figure 1-4 shows the 

four basic topologies. The capacitance values of the compensation capacitors are calculated 

according to [28]. 

In these four basic topologies, the series-series compensation is popular for its simplicity. The 

values of C1 and C2 are selected according to the self inductances L1 and L2 and the resonant 

frequency, so they are independent of the load or coupling conditions. The receiver current is 

 

Coupled Flux

Receiver

Transmitter

Compensation
Network

Compensation
Network

 
 

Figure 1-3. Working principle of inductive power transfer. 
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controlled by the input voltage at resonance condition, providing current source behavior. 

However, the voltage stress on the resonant capacitors is high for the series-series compensation. 

Capacitor banks are applied to deal with the voltage stress for the charging of electric vehicles. 

The power transferability is influenced significantly by the coupling between the coils, so 

additional control method or specific design of coils is required to deal with the misalignment 

between the coils. 

 

Besides the four basic topologies in Figure 1-4, other topologies have been proposed to 

overcome different issues in inductive power transfer. A series-parallel-series topology has been 

discussed in [43], which has high tolerance for misalignment between transmitter and receiver 

coils. The topology with double-sided LCC compensation network has been demonstrated in 

[44]. When using the LCC compensation, the transmitter side behaves like a current source, with 

the switching frequency independent of load or coupling conditions. Reference [45] summarizes 

 

M

L2L1
C1 C2

 

M

L2L1C1
C2

 

(a) (b) 
M

L2L1
C1 C2

 

M

L2L1C1 C2
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Figure 1-4. Basic circuit topologies of inductive power transfer system with: (a) series-

series compensation, (b) parallel-series compensation, (c) series-parallel compensation, 

and (d) parallel-parallel compensation. 
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all the topologies with multi-element resonant components, and catogarizes them as structures 

with current-source behavior and with voltage-source behavior. 

1.2.3. Control Methods 

A full bridge inverter is typically used to supply the AC voltage to the resonant tank, for the 

application of electrical vehicle charging in kilowatts power. Figure 1-5 is the topology of the 

series-series inductive power transfer with a full bridge inverter. The power is transferred to the 

load from the receiver coil. The diodes bridges on the receiver side rectify the receiver current 

before charging the load. The topology in Figure 1-5 behaves as a DC-DC resonant converter. 

 

The methods to control the transferred power include phase shift between the bridge legs of 

the inverter [46], control of the switching frequency [47], a dual control by combining phase 

shift and switching frequency [48], the dual-side control with active switches on both transmitter 

and receiver sides [49], and adding a DC-DC stage after the diodes bridges [50]. 

Phase shift between inverter bridges controls the inverter’s output voltage with variable pulse 

widths, which changes the amplitude of the fundamental voltage and the bulk power transferred 
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Figure 1-5. Topology of the series-series inductive power transfer systems with a full 

bridge inverter. 
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to the load. The full bridge inverter is operated with constant switching frequency when using the 

phase shift control. However, soft switching is lost for devices of the leading leg, which 

increases the switching loss. 

The transferred power can be controlled by tuning the switching frequency of the full bridge 

inverter. In this case, complimentary gate signals are supplied to the devices of the inverter, 

which means Q1 and Q4 have the same gate signal, and Q2 and Q3 have the same gate signal. The 

inverter’s output voltage is square wave with 50% duty cycle. The switching frequency is 

selected for inductive operation of the converter, and soft switching is realized for all the 

switches. However, the converter works off resonance in this condition, resulting in more 

circulating energy and increased conduction loss. 

The dual control combines the phase shift and the frequency control [48]. Its control scheme 

is shown in Figure 1-6. The zero crossings of the transmitter current are detected to trigger the 

leading leg (Q1 and Q2). The trigger of Q3 and Q4 is determined by the pulse width of inverter’s 

output voltage. Zero-voltage switching is realized for all the devices. The converter still works 

off resonance, but there is less circulating energy compared to the method which uses the 

frequency control only. 

The dual-side control in Figure 1-7 is proposed in [49] to improve the system efficiency over 

a wide operating range. It achieves high efficiency even with partial load or low coupling. The 

pulse widths of the inverter’s output voltage and the rectifier’s input voltage are controlled to 

realize the optimal efficiency and the required power transfer. Hard switching of the devices and 

the increased number of active switches are the major concerns of this method. 
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Figure 1-8 shows the archetecture with a DC-DC converter after the rectifier on the receiver 

side. The DC-DC converter is added in order to achive the optimal value of equivalent load 

resistance for higher efficiency. The regulation of the output voltage or output current is easier 

with the DC-DC converter.  

 

 
 

Figure 1-6. The scheme of dual control for the topology in Figure 1-5 [48]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1-7. The circuit topology for the dual-side control [49]. 
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1.3. Stray Magnetic Field in Inductive Power Transfer 

The planar coils are popularly used in inductive power transfer, thanks to their low profiles. 

Because the air gap is comparable with the dimensions of the coils, severe stray magnetic field 

exists around the coils as shown in Figure 1-9. Plates or bars made of ferrite are usually added to 

the coils in order to reduce the stray magnetic field and to increase the coupling coefficient 

between the transmitter and receiver. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1-8. The archetecture of inductive power transfer with a DC-DC stage after the 

rectifier on the receiver side [50]. 
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Figure 1-9. Stray field around planar coils. 
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Figure 1-10 shows the plot of flux density for the stray magnetic field around the planar coils, 

from top view and side view. The magnetic field are derived from finite-element simulation 

using Ansys Maxwell [51]. The magnetic field is not severe below the transmitter and above the 

receiver, because of the ferrite plates. However, the magnitude of the magnetic field is large on 

the side of the coils, which should be attenuated with extra shield structures. 

 

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) reports that the 

effects such as the stimulation of nervous tissues and the induction in the retina of phosphenes 

are caused by the exposure to time-varying magnetic field [39]. For safety considerations of 

human beings, the magnitude of stray magnetic field for the IPT in EV charging should meet the 

standard of ICNRIP guidelines 2010 [39] in Figure 1-11. 
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Figure 1-10. Flux density of stray magnetic field for coils in Figure 1-9 from (a) side view 

and (b) top view. 
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1.4. Methods to Attenuate Stray Magnetic Field 

1.4.1. Magnetic Shield 

As shown in Figure 1-10, adding magnetic materials attenuate the stray magnetic field. The 

ferrite material is a good candidate for magnetic shield. The most commonly used structures are 

the ferrite plate in Figure 1-12(a) [46] and the ferrite in Figure 1-12(b) [35], [36], [49]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1-11. Reference levels of ICNRIP 2010 [39] for the exposure to time varying 

magnetic fields. 
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The magnetic shield not only attenuates the stray magnetic field, but also increases the 

coupling coefficient between transmitter and receiver coils. However, its attenuation is not good 

enough for the high power applications such as the charging of electric vehicles, especially for 

the field on the side of the coils [52]. The metal shield or active shield is always applied together 

with the magnetic shield, which will be demonstrated later on. 

1.4.2. Metal Shield 

Metal shield is a simple method to attenuate stray magnetic field [34], [35], [53]. It always 

works together with the magnetic shield. Shield structures made of conductive materials are 

placed around the IPT coils. The stray magnetic field is attenuated by the current flowing 

through the metal shield. 

The current of the metal shield is either eddy current or winding current. Figure 1-13 shows 

the how the eddy current attenuates the stray magnetic field. With conductive materials of plate-

structure or ring-structure placed around the coils, eddy current on the shield is induced by the 

stray magnetic field. The eddy current flows in the opposite direction as the winding current, so 

 

 

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 1-12. Magnetic shield with (a) ferrite plate [46] and (b) ferrite bars [49]. 
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the magnetic fields generated by the eddy current and by the winding current cancel each other 

on the side of the IPT coils. 

 

References [34] and [35] apply shield structures in Figure 1-14 to attenuate the stray magnetic 

field. The shields combine plate structure and ring structure. Figure 1-15 shows the comparison 

of flux lines for coils with magnetic shield only and with magnetic shield plus metal shield. Stray 

magnetic field around the coils is obviously reduced by the metal shield.  

Reference [53] uses winding current for the metal shield. Figure 1-16 shows the structure and 

working principle of this method. The cancel coil is connected to the main coil in series, but in 

the reverse direction. The magnetic fields generated by the main coils and by the cancel coils 

then attenuates each other on the side of the coils, as shown in Figure 1-16(b). 

 

 

Metal Plate (Metal Shield)  

Copper 
Plate

Stray
Field

Eddy Current  

(a) (b) 
  

Figure 1-13. (a) Coils with passive shield. (b) Eddy current flowing through the metal 

shields. 
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Copper
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(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1-14. Metal shields for (a) circular pad and (b) DD-DDQ pad in references [34] and 

[35]. 
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Figure 1-15. Side view for the flux lines of stray magnetic field for coils (a) with magnetic 

shield only and (b) with magnetic shield plus metal shield. 
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The metal shield effectively attenuates the stray magnetic field with simple implementation. 

However, it significantly decreases the coil-to-coil efficiency. The size and weight of the coils 

are increased as well.  

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 1-16. Metal shield with supplied winding current [53]. 
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1.4.3. Active Shield 

Figure 1-17 shows the working principle of the active shield. The coils working as active 

shields are placed around the power-transfer coils. Field sensors are used to sense the stray 

magnetic field penetrating the active shields. The phase and magnitude of the shields are 

calculated and actively controlled according to the sensed field. 

 

Figure 1-18 illustrates two methods to change the current in the active shields. In Figure 

1-18(a), the shield current is directly supplied from an AC current source. In Figure 1-18(b), 

tunable capacitors are connected to the active shields. Voltage is induced on the active shields by 

the stray magnetic field. The impedances of the shields are changed by actively tuning the 

capacitance, which then controls the magnitude and phase of the shielding current for field 

attenuation.  

In reference [54], active shields with tunable capacitors are applied in the inductive power 

transfer for electric buses. Figure 1-19 shows the architecture of the system. Active shields 

together with field sensors are placed on the sides of the buses. The capacitor block with active 

switches are used to realize tunable capacitance. 

 

 

Active 
Shields

Active 
Shields

Stray 
Field

Stray 
Field

Cancel Field Cancel Field

 
 

Figure 1-17. Working principle of active shields to attenuate stray magnetic field. 
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Active 
Shields

Current
Source

 

Active 
Shields Tunable 

Capacitors  

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1-18. Active shields with (a) supplied current or (b) tunable capacitors. The current 

source and the capacitance are actively controlled according to sensed magnetic field. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1-19. Active shield in reference [54]. 
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The disadvantages of the active shields include decreased efficiency, increased size and 

weight to the system, difficulties for the implementation, the requirement of the field sensors, 

and complicated control algorithm. 

1.5. Challenges to Attenuate Stray Magnetic Field 

1.5.1. Reduced Efficiency 

The synergetic optimization of the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field is required. 

Although the metal shield in Section 1.4.2 and the active shield in Section 1.4.3 effectively 

attenuate the stray magnetic field, the efficiency is reduced as the price. The shields bring in 

extra losses. The conventional metal shields with plate structure or ring structure introduce 

significant shielding losses owning to the uneven distribution of the shield current. The shields 

also decrease the coupling coefficient between the coils, resulting in higher winding loss when 

transferring the same amount of power. 

1.5.2. Time-Consuming Optimization 

A fast method is needed to realize the synergetic optimization. Pareto front is applied to 

optimize the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field. The front is derived by plotting the 

results of different structures in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. In the 

conventional method, the physical parameters are swept in finite-element simulations. This takes 

thousands of simulations which is very time-consuming, especially for three-dimensional 

simulations. 
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1.5.3. Increased Size and Weight of Coils 

A compact structure of IPT coils is preferred in the real application. However, the metal 

shields and active shields makes the coils bulkier and heavier. A method should be investigated 

to attenuate the stray magnetic field without increasing the weight and size of the coils. 

1.6. Research Objectives and Contributions 

1.6.1. Synergetic Optimization of Efficiency and Stray Magnetic Field 

The coil-to-coil efficiency is defined as the ratio of the receiver’s output power to the 

transmitter’s input power [55]. Losses of the coils contribute 30% to 50% to the total loss of the 

IPT circuits [46], [49], [56], which means the system’s efficiency will be poor if the coil-to-coil 

efficiency is low. In order to increase the coil-to-coil efficiency, physical parameters of the IPT 

coils, such as inner radii and outer radii of the windings as well as the distribution of the turns, 

should be optimized [27], [57], [60]. 

Magnetic field is dominant compared to electric field in the near-field range where IPT works 

[61]. Significant stray magnetic field exists around the coils owning to the large air gap between 

the transmitter and receiver coils. One method to attenuate the stray magnetic field is to optimize 

the physical parameters of the planar coils [52], [62]. 

Since both the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field are influenced by the physical 

design of IPT coils, their synergetic optimization is important. Pareto front is suitable for the 

multi-objective optimization, and it has been used a lot on the design of converters [63], [64]. In 

this dissertation, synergetic optimization of the coils is realized with Pareto front as well. The 

fronts are plotted on a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis and 
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vertical axis represent magnetic field and efficiency, respectively. The optimal design of the coils 

should be selected along the fronts. 

1.6.2. Fast Optimization Method 

One straightforward way to derive the Pareto fronts is to sweep all the physical parameters of 

the IPT coils in finite-element simulation. The results from the parametric sweep are plotted on 

the Cartesian coordinate system to derive the Pareto fronts. However, this takes for thousands of 

simulations, which is very time-consuming, especially when three-dimensional simulations are 

required [52]. 

This dissertation demonstrates a faster optimization method which requires only tens of 

simulations during the entire procedure. The windings are replaced by several lumped loops [65], 

[66]. The permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices are used to calculate the inductances 

and stray magnetic fields, respectively. As long as the number of turns for each loop is known, 

the efficiency and magnetic field are calculated directly from the matrices. Only tens of 

simulations are implemented to derive the permeance matrices and the current-to-field matrices. 

Therefore, sweeping the physical parameters in finite-element simulation is replaced by 

sweeping numbers of turns for the lumped loops in calculation. This makes the optimization fast 

without losing the accuracy. 

An analytical method is investigated to calculate the proximity-effect resistance of the 

winding, which is used to work together with the fast optimization. The magnetic fields across 

each turn are critical to calculate the resistance, but the existence of the ferrite plate complicates 

the derivation of the the magnetic fields. According to the method of image, the ferrite plates are 

replaced by mirrored turns. Then the magnetic fields are obtained from Ampere’s Law and Biot-

Savart Law analytically. 
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1.6.3. Shield Structures with Less Losses  

The conventional metal shields cause significant shielding losses, owning to the uneven 

distribution of shielding current. The skin depth is 0.2 mm for copper and 0.26 mm for aluminum 

at 100 kHz. Most of the shield current flows on the surface which increases conduction losses. 

Litz wires are used as metal shields to reduce the shielding losses, in which the shield current are 

almost uniformly distributed. 

Two structures of litz shields are discussed in this dissertation, which are named shorted litz 

shield and driven litz shield [67]. Turns of litz wires are placed around the windings for shielding 

purpose. In shorted litz shield, the shield turns of litz wire are self-shorted and not connected to 

the windings. Eddy current is induced on the shield for field attenuation. In driven litz shield, the 

shield turns are connected to the windings in series, but in the reverse direction. The induced 

eddy current in shorted litz shield and the supplied current in driven litz shield are evenly 

distributed in the shields, so the shield loss should be smaller than that of the plate shield and 

ring shield. 

Circuit models are derived to analyze the behaviors of the coils with litz shields. The litz 

shields are modeled as inductors coupled with the windings, so the coils with litz shields are 

represented as four coupled inductors. Currents of windings and shields, equivalent inductances, 

and equivalent series resistances (ESRs) are all calculated from the circuit models. 

Both the coil-to-coil efficiency and the stray magnetic field should be considered during the 

design of litz shield. Pareto fronts are used for their optimization. The fronts are derived with the 

concept of lumped-loop model. The windings and litz shields are replaced by several lumped 

loops. Sweeping geometrical parameters in finite-element simulation is replaced by sweeping the 

numbers of turns for the lumped loops in calculation. The inductances and stray magnetic fields 
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are derived from matrices and turns vectors. The resistances of windings and shields are 

analytically calculated by replacing the ferrite plate with mirrored turns according to the method 

of image. 

1.6.4. Field Attenuation without Increasing Coils Size 

To avoid making the coils bulkier, a method to attenuate stray magnetic field by controlling 

the phases of winding currents is investigated. Magnetic field is decomposed to components in 

axial and radial directions. The axial component decreases when the phase difference between 

winding currents is smaller, whereas the axial component exhibits the opposite property. Because 

the axial component of stray magnetic field on the side of IPT coils is dominant, it’s preferred to 

decrease the phase difference. 

The dual-side-controlled converter is applied for the circuit realization. Bridges with active 

switches are used for both the inverter on the transmitter side and the rectifier on the receiver 

side. Switching frequency equals the resonant frequency. The magnitudes of winding currents 

are controlled by pulse-widths of inverter voltage and rectifier voltage. The phases of winding 

currents are tuned with phases of voltages. Equations are derived from the equivalent circuit 

model of the converter, and thery are used to predict the field attenuation with phases of currents. 

The increased winding loss is analyzed with the equivalent circuit model. 

1.6.5. Systematic Procedure to Design IPT Coils 

The requirements of power transferability and efficiency in inductive power transfer are 

satisfied by proper design of coils. Complex iterations are always required for coils design in IPT 

because the electrical parameters of coils (such as self-inductance, mutual inductance, and 

winding resistance) and converters (such as resonant and switching frequencies, and load 
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conditions) are coupled together. Reference [68] demonstrates an iterative process to optimize 

the coils’ power transferability and efficiency using a design factor. Another method by 

sweeping parameters is proposed in [57] to minimize transmitter current for high efficiency. One 

way to avoid iterations is to pre-evaluate the coils’ performance using the figure of merit (FOM). 

Reference [55] describes k*Q as the FOM for IPT coils because it determines the maximum 

efficiency that the coils can potentially achieve when the system operates at resonant frequency 

and optimal load conditions, where k is the coupling coefficient and Q is the quality factor of the 

coil. Coils in [5] and [46] are selected to maximize this FOM. However, in some cases the IPT 

system is not operating at resonant frequency or the load is not optimal for efficiency. It’s not 

intuitive to use k*Q to predict whether the efficiency meets the requirement under specific 

conditions. 

Coils with high Q are preferred in order to meet efficiency requirement. Coils either with 

larger size and thicker wire or with special structures such as that in [69] can be applied to 

achieve high Q, but these may increase the size and weight of coils or complicate the fabrication 

process. In order to minimize the size and ease the fabrication of the coils, the smallest value of 

Q to meet efficiency requirement should be derived, based on which the coils are designed and 

fabricated. 

A method is discussed in this dissertaion to design the coils for series-series IPT system 

systematically to meet given specifications. It avoids trial-and-error which is always required in 

the conventional design method. Requirements of power transferability and efficiency are met 

with the smallest value of Q. Two possible operating conditions of the series-series IPT are 

discussed: when the compensation capacitor resonates with self-inductance or resonates with 
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leakage inductance. The design procedure is good for both cases, and it includes two steps: 

electrical design and physical realization. 

1.7. Dissertation Outline 

Chapter 2 demonstrates a systematic procedure which designs the IPT coils to maximize the 

coil-to-coil efficiency, without considering stray magnetic field. The electrical parameters of IPT 

coils and converters are normalized to simplify the design process. Physical realization of the 

electrical parameters is implemented with finite-element simulations. A set of coils with 99% 

efficiency was developed to transfer 3.3 kW across 100 mm gap. 

Chapter 3 investigates how to fast optimize the coils for efficiency and stray magnetic field. 

The coils with real turns are replaced with lumped-loop model. Turns vectors are used to 

represent the physical parameters of coils, such as radiis of the winding, distribution of the turns, 

and sizes of litz wires. The inductances and stray magnetic field are calculated using permeance 

matrices and current-to-field matrices. Only tens of finite-element simulations are required in the 

entire optimization, so it’s much faster than the conventional method which takes thousands of 

simulations. 

Chapter 4 shows the method to approximate the proximity-effect resistance of IPT coils. In 

order to calculate the proximity-effect loss, magnetic fields across each turn should be derived. 

The conventional method to derive the magnetic fields is from finite-element simulation. 

However, it’s not suitable to simulate the magnetic fields for all the cases during the optimization 

process. An analytical method is investigated in this chapter to approximate the magnetic fields 

with the existence of ferrite plate. The ferrite plate is replaced by mirrored turns, according to the 

method of image. After that, the magnetic field is analytically derived from Ampere’s law and 
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Biot-Savart law. The difference of the proximity-effect resistance between calculation and 

measurement is less than 15% for a set of exemplary coils. 

Chapter 5 discusses litz shields for IPT coils which have smaller shielding losses than the 

conventional metal shields. Two structures of litz shields are discussed, namely shorted litz 

shield and driven litz shield. The equivalent circuit models are given to analyze the behavior of 

the coils with litz shields. The optimization for the efficiency and field attenuation is realized 

using the concept of lumped-loop model which is mentioned in Chapter 3. With the same 

efficiency, shorted litz shield attenuated the stray magnetic field by up to 65% compared to the 

coils without metal shield. 

Chapter 6 illustrates a method to attenuate the stray magnetic field without increasing the size 

and weight of the coils. The stray magnetic field is attenuated by controlling the phases of 

winding currents of the transmitter and receiver. In order to realize this, full bridges with active 

switches are implemented on both sides. The phases and amplitudes of winding currents are 

controlled by proper switching sequence of the bridges. Compared to the conventional series-

series IPT which has 90° phase difference between winding currents, stray magnetic field is 

attenuated by up to 30% and 40% when the phases differences of winding currents are 50° and 

40°, respectively. The comparison of the methods in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 shows metal shield 

has better performance for field attenuation than the method of phase control, but these two 

methods can be combined for further attenuation of stray magnetic field. 
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Chapter 2. Baseline Coils Design – Efficiency Maximization without 

Considering Stray Magnetic Field 

Nomenclature 

f0 Resonant frequency in (2-1). 

fN Normalized switching frequency in TABLE 2-2. 

fNH Normalized switching frequency for constant voltage gain in (2-27). 

fs Switching frequency of the inverter. 

Iout Output current in Figure 2-1. 

k Coupling coefficient between transmitter and receiver. 

L0 Self-inductance of the simplified model with one turn in Figure 2-9(b). 

L1 Self-inductance of transmitter. 

L2 Self-inductance of receiver. 

M Mutual inductance between transmitter and receiver. 

MV Voltage gain in (2-4). 

n Turns ratio of receiver coil over transmitter coil. 

N1 Turns number of transmitter. 

N2 Turns number of receiver. 

Q1 Quality factor of transmitter in TABLE 2-2. 

Q2 Quality factor of receiver in TABLE 2-2. 

QZNopt The smallest value of Q for the required efficiency when ZN = ZNopt. 
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r1 ESR of transmitter at switching frequency. 

r2 ESR of receiver at switching frequency. 

Rinner Inner radius of the winding. 

RLac Equivalent load resistance in Figure 2-3. 

Router Outer radius of the winding. 

Vin Input DC voltage in Figure 2-1. 

Vin_ac Amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage source in Figure 2-3. 

Vout Output DC voltage in Figure 2-1. 

Vout_ac Amplitude of the load voltage in Figure 2-3. 

Zin,ω Input impedance of the equivalent circuit model in Figure 2-3. 

ZN1 Normalized impedance of transmitter to load in TABLE 2-2. 

ZN2 Normalized impedance of receiver to load in TABLE 2-2. 

ZNopt Optimal value of ZN for maximum efficiency in (2-32) and (2-38). 

α Pulse-width of inverter output voltage in Figure 2-2. 

λcoil Loss factor of the coils in (2-5). 

φZin Phase of Zin,ω in (2-6). 

ω0 Resonant angular frequency. 

ωs Switching angular frequency. 

2.1. Introduction 

Loosely coupled coils are applied in inductive power transfer (IPT) systems to replace the 

cables and plugs in the conventional charging method for electric vehicles (EVs) [6]–[9]. Power 

is transferred through a distance up to tens of centimeters based on magnetic resonance and near-
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field coupling. Advantages of IPT include convenience for drivers, safety for charging in humid 

environment, and potential of dynamic charging when vehicles are moving [10], [11]. 

Figure 2-1 shows the circuit topology with series-series compensation. Switching frequency 

and inverter output voltage can be tuned for different conditions to realize desired power transfer 

[46], [48]. Coils are crucial to the performance of series-series IPT system [70], [71]. The 

requirements of power transferability and efficiency are satisfied by proper design of coils. 

 

Trial-and-error is always required for coils design in IPT because the electrical parameters of 

coils (e.g. self-inductance, mutual inductance, and winding resistance) and converters (e.g. 

resonant and switching frequencies, and load conditions) are coupled together. The objective of 

this chapter is to systematically design the coils for series-series IPT system to meet the given 

specifications. The requirements of power transferability and efficiency are met with the smallest 

value of Q. Two possible operating conditions of series-series IPT are discussed: when the 

compensation capacitor resonates with self-inductance or with leakage inductance. The design 

procedure is good for both cases, and it includes two steps: electrical design and physical 

realization. 

 

 
 

Figure 2-1. The circuit topology with series-series compensation of coils for IPT. 
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Electrical parameters are normalized and then systematically designed, which makes the 

design faster and more generalized. Normalized parameters include normalized impedance ZN, 

coil quality factors Q, normalized switching frequency fN, coupling coefficient k, and turns ratio 

n. Power transferability is determined by n. Optimal ZN is selected to meet the efficiency 

requirement with the smallest value of Q. Because all the electrical parameters are normalized, 

the equations and plots are generalized and they are good to use for different specifications. 

Physical realization is implemented after electrical design. Planar coils with spiral winding 

and ferrite plate are mostly used for IPT due to low profile [29], [35]. Finite-element simulations 

are used to derive plots of electrical parameter (such as coupling coefficient and self-inductance) 

versus physical parameters (such as inner radii and outer radii of winding). Then turns number to 

realize optimal ZN and wire size to satisfy Q are calculated and selected from these plots. 

Section 2.2 analyzes IPT with simplified circuit model and introduces design equations with 

normalized parameters. Section 2.3 presents the procedure to systematically design electrical 

parameters for efficient power transfer with smallest Q. Section 2.4 demonstrates the physical 

realization of coils using generalized plots derived from finite-element simulation. In Section 

2.5, the coils for a 3.3 kW IPT system with dimensions of 250 mm × 250 mm and an air gap of 

100 mm were built for experimental verification. The coils’ loss factor of 1.1% was achieved 

which was designed for 1%. 

2.2. Design Equations for Converter and Coils 

Figure 2-1 shows the circuit topology with series-series compensation of coils for IPT. 

Resonant frequency f0 of C1 and L1 is the same as that of C2 and L2 
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0
1 1 2 2

1 1 2 f
L C L C

 (2-1) 

where L1 and L2 are the self-inductances of transmitter and receiver coils, respectively. 

Switching frequency and phase-shift between legs are two commonly used methods to 

regulate output [46]–[49]. Switching frequency moves the operating point of the system and 

minimizes the effect when coupling or load condition changes. Phase-shift controls the inverter 

output voltage as shown in Figure 2-2, and it directly regulates the bulk power transferred to the 

load. Both methods can be used in coordination to control the power transfer and maintain the 

efficiency. 

 

Simplified circuit model in Figure 2-3 is used for analysis. Under the first harmonic 

approximation, input DC voltage source and inverter are modeled as sinusoidal voltage source 

vin_ac, ω (t) with peak amplitude (4/π)Vin, switching angular frequency ωs = 2πfs, and pulse-width 

α. Passive rectifier and load are modeled with equivalent resistor RLac. Expressions of vin_ac, ω (t) 

and RLac are 

 

 
 

Figure 2-2. Output voltage of inverter vin_ac in Figure 2-1 with phase shift. 
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 (2-3) 

where Vin, Vout, Iout and are input voltage, output voltage, and output current in Figure 2-1; α is 

the pulse-width of inverter output voltage in Figure 2-3. 

 

Voltage gain MV in Figure 2-3 is defined as the ratio of Vout_ac,ω over Vin_ac,ω as 

_ ,

_ , sin
2

out ac out
V

in ac
in

V VM
V V

 
(2-4) 

When phase-shift is not used, α is 180° and MV equals the ratio of Vout over Vin.  

The loss factor λcoil of coils is determined in (2-5) as the ratio of coils’ loss Pcoil over the 

transferred power Pout in Figure 2-3. The loss factor should be small for high efficiency of coils. 

coil
coil

out

P
P

 (2-5) 

When MOSFETs are used in the inverter, high current stress and turn-on loss are caused by 

the reverse-recovery of body diode of the opposite switch if zero-voltage turn-on is lost. 
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Figure 2-3. Equivalent circuit model of the circuit topology in Figure 2-1. 
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Inductive impedance Zin,ω = RZin,ω + jXZin,ω in Figure 2-3 for soft-turn-ons of switches is 

equivalent to positive φZin. The phase angle of Zin,ω equals 

,

,

arctan Zin
Zin

Zin

X
R

 (2-6) 

Equations (2-7) and (2-8) are derived from Figure 2-3 to analyze the behavior of the circuit. 

_ , 1 1 1 2
1

1
in ac s s
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V r j L I j M I
C

 (2-7) 

1 2 2 2
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s

j M I r R j L I
C

 (2-8) 

where L1 and L2 are the self-inductances; M is the mutual inductance; r1 and r2 are the equivalent 

series resistances (ESR) of transmitter and receiver coils at switching frequency; C1 and C2 are 

the resonant capacitors; RLac is the equivalent load resistance in (2-3); I1 and I2 are the currents of 

transmitter and receiver coils, respectively. 

Expressions of MV, λcoil, and φZin in (2-4) – (2-6) are derived from (2-7) and (2-8) [9], [47] as 

2
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There are eight unknown parameters in (2-9) – (2-11) which are listed in TABLE 2-1. They 

are calculated to meet the requirements of power transferability and efficiency. This results in 

complicated iterations. The parameters in TABLE 2-1 are normalized as shown in TABLE 2-2 in 

order to simplify the design procedure. The number of unknowns for calculation is reduced from 

eight to six. 

 

 
TABLE 2-1. Unknown Parameters for the Design of Coils 

 

Parameters Symbols 

Self-inductance of coil 1 L1 

Self-inductance of coil 2 L2 

Mutual inductance M 

ESR of coil 1 at switching frequency r1 

ESR of coil 2 at switching frequency r2 

Load resistance RLac 

Resonant angular frequency ω0 = 2πf0 

Switching angular frequency ωs = 2πfs 
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Coupling coefficient k is used to define the coupling condition of coils as 

1 2

Mk
L L

 (2-12) 

The self-inductances L1 and L2 and the mutual inductance M are derived from finite-element 

simulation or analytical equations [72]–[76]. 

Equations (2-9) – (2-11) are represented as (2-13) – (2-15), using the normalized parameters 

listed in TABLE 2-2. 

2
2 221

2 2 2 2 2
2 22 2

1 2 1 2

1 11 1 1

N
V

N
N N N

N N
N N

Z kM
Z

Q Z Z Zk Z Z
Q Q f Q Q f

 
(2-13) 

2 2

2 2 2
2 2 2

2 1 2 2 1

1 1 11N N N
coil

N N

Z Z Z
Q k Q Z Q k Q f

 (2-14) 

 
TABLE 2-2. Normalized Parameters for the Design of Coils 

 

Normalized Parameters Symbols 

Coupling coefficient k 

Normalized switching frequency fN = fs / f0 

Normalized impedance of transmitter coil to load ZN1 = ωsL1 / RLac 

Quality factor of transmitter coil Q1 = ωsL1 / r1 

Normalized impedance of receiver coil to load ZN2 = ωsL2 / RLac 

Quality factor of receiver coil Q2 = ωsL2 / r2 
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 (2-15) 

To simplify the design, equations (2-13) and (2-15) are replaced with (2-16) and (2-17), with 

the assumption that ZN1 << Q1 and ZN2 << Q2. In most cases this assumption is reasonable 

because coils’ ESR should be small for high efficiency. 
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(2-16) 
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 (2-17) 

When geometries of transmitter and receiver coils are the same, L1 and L2 are proportional to 

N2, where N is the turns number of litz wire. In this case, ZN1 and ZN2 are proportional to N2 as 

well. The relationship between Q1, Q2 and N is more complicated because both DC loss and 

proximity effect contribute to the value of Q. The DC resistance is proportional to N since it’s 

related to the length of the coil. The proximity effect is proportional to N3 because it’s 

proportional to the square of the magnetic field as well as the length of the coil [77]–[79]. 

However, the proximity effect is weak in the frequency range where IPT works for EV charging. 

Besides, the coil size for EV application is large, so usually limited number of turns is needed for 

the desired inductance value. This further weakens the proximity effect. Figure 2-4 shows an 

exemplary planar coil. The percentages of its proximity resistance and DC resistance to its 
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winding resistance versus N at 100 kHz is plotted in Figure 2-5(a). The proximity effect is not 

significant. Figure 2-5 (b) shows that ZN is roughly proportional to N2 and Q is proportional to N. 

Therefore, the relationship of Q1, Q2, ZN1, ZN2 is 

22

1 1

N

N

ZQ n
Q Z

 (2-18) 

where n is the turn ratio of receiver coil over transmitter coil as 

2

1

Nn
N

 (2-19) 

To simplify the design process, ZN1 and ZN2 are represented with ZN as 

1N NZ Z  (2-20) 

2
2N NZ n Z  (2-21) 

 

 

Turns
Cylindrical Axis

Ferrite plate N = 7

125 mm

N = 13

N = 25

 
 

Figure 2-4. Cylindrical 2D model of an exemplary coil to analyze the influence of 

proximity-effect resistance. Turns number increases from N = 7 to N = 25 while inner radii 

and outer radii of the winding are kept the same. The litz wire consists 1650 strands of 

AWG 44 wires.  
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Similarly, Q1 and Q2 are represented with Q as 

1Q Q  (2-22) 

2Q n Q  (2-23) 

Equations of MV, λcoil, and φZin in (2-14), (2-16), and (2-17) are simplified with ZN, Q, and n in 

(2-20) - (2-23) as 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-5. (a) Percentage of the proximity resistance and DC resistance to the total 

resistance of winding for different turns number N in Figure 2-4 at 100 kHz; (b) 

normalized impedance ZN is proportional to N2 and quality factor Q is proportional to N. 
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The six unknowns in TABLE 2-2 are now further reduced to five: coupling coefficient k, 

normalized switching frequency fN, normalized impedance ZN, coil quality factor Q, and turns 

ratio n. The feasibility to systematically design the normalized paraemters is demonstrated in the 

next session. 

2.3. Systematic Design of Electrical Parameters 

Normalized parameters k, fN, ZN, Q, and n are designed in this section for power transferability 

and efficiency. Figure 2-6 shows MV in (2-24), φZin in (2-26), and λcoil in (2-25) versus fN and ZN. 

A series-series IPT can be designed with the compensation capacitors resonating with leakage 

inductances or with self-inductances. When the normalized switching frequency fN equals fNH, 

the capacitors resonate with the leakage inductances. When the normalized switching frequency 

fN = 1, the capacitors resonate with the self-inductances. The value of fNH is derived from 

equation (38) in [80] as 

1
1NHf

k
 (2-27) 
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(b) 
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0.02

0.01

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2-6. (a) MV in (2-24), (b) φZin in (2-26), and (c) λcoil in (2-25) versus fN and ZN when 

n = 1, k = 0.25, and Q = 1000. 
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2.3.1. Operating Condition fN = fNH 

When the switching frequency is no lower than fNH, the highest output voltage is achieved at 

fN = fNH. Smaller output voltages are realized with either phase-shift or setting fN > fNH. The 

benefits of operating at fNH include easier controllability of output voltage [80] and avoidance of 

bifurcation when load condition changes [28], [57], [81]. The bifurcation generates two peaks of 

MV as shown in Figure 2-6 with ZNmax, which complicates the control. The major disadvantages 

to operate at fN = fNH include the dependence of fNH on the values of k and higher λcoil compared 

to fN = 1. The higher λcoil at fN = fNH is also shown in Figure 2-6(c) and discussed in [82]. 

Voltage gain MV in (2-24), phase φZin of input impedance in (2-26), and loss factor λcoil in 

(2-25) are calculated with fN = fNH as 

VM n  (2-28) 

2

1arctanZin
Nk n Z

 (2-29) 

2
2

2

1 1N N N
coil V V

V N

Z Z ZM M
Q Q k Q M Z Q

 (2-30) 

Equation (2-28) demonstrates that the power transferability is realized by simply choosing the 

turns ratio n of the coils. Equation (2-29) shows φZin is always positive when fN = fNH for different 

load conditions.  

Ideally, Q should be as high as possible to reduce the loss factor in (2-30) for high efficiency. 

This is not practical in many cases because either special structure of coils or customized thicker 

wire should be applied to increase Q. It’s important to calculate the smallest value of Q that 

satisfies the efficiency requirement. The loss factor λcoil is determined by ZN and Q. For each Q, 

the smallest λcoil is achieved when partial derivative of (2-30) to ZN equals to zero as 
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∂λcoil /∂ZN = 0 (2-31) 

The solution of (2-31), which is represented as ZNopt, is derived as 

2

1
Nopt

V V V

Z
k M M M

 (2-32) 

The smallest value of Q to meet efficiency requirement is when ZN = ZNopt. In (2-32), ZNopt is 

independent of Q, and it’s determined by k and MV only. This means ZN and Q can be optimized 

sequentially. Figure 2-7(a) shows ZNopt versus MV and k. Because MV is selected from 

specifications, ZNopt is only determined by k. 

The smallest value of Q for the required λcoil, which is represented as QZNopt, is calculated 

from (2-30) with k, MV, and ZN = ZNopt. As an example, QZNopt for λcoil = 1% is plotted in Figure 

2-7(b) versus k and MV. The requirement for λcoil is realized when Q > QZNopt. Figure 2-7(b) 

shows that the value of QZNopt should be larger than 1200 to realize λcoil < 1% when k is lower 

than 0.2. The size of coils should be optimized to increase k and to achieve required λcoil with 

practical value of Q which is usually smaller than 1200. Physical realization of coils is discussed 

in detail in Section 2.4. 

Up to now, normalized parameters n, ZNopt, and QZNopt have been derived to meet the 

requirement of power transferability and efficiency when fN = fNH for different k. The derived 

equations and plots in this section are valid for different converter specifications. TABLE 2-3 

summarizes the systematic design of electrical parameters. 
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TABLE 2-3. Systematic Design of Electrical Parameters, fN = fNH 

 

Parameters Methods 

n VM n  

ZN = ZNopt 2

1
Nopt

V V V

Z
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QZNopt for λcoil 
2

2
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1 1N N N
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V N

Z Z ZM M
Q Q k Q M Z Q  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2-7. (a) ZNopt in (2-32) and (b) QZNopt for λcoil = 1% versus MV and k when fN = fNH. 
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2.3.2. Operating Condition fN = 1 

When switching frequency equals the resonant frequency, the compensation capacitors 

resonate with self-inductances of the coils. In this case fN equals 1. The procedure of coils design 

for fN = 1 is the same as fN = fNH but with different equations. 

When fN = 1, MV, λcoil, and φZin in (2-24) – (2-26) are simplified as 

1
V

N

M
k Z n

 (2-33) 

2

2

1 1N N
coil

N

Z Zn
Q k Q n Z Q

 (2-34) 

0Zin  (2-35) 

The optimal ZN, when the efficiency requirement is satisfied with the smallest value of Q, is 

derived by equating ∂λcoil / ∂ZN to zero as 

3
21

NoptZ n
k

 (2-36) 

The voltage gain MV when ZN = ZNopt is derived by combining (2-33) and (2-36) as 

VM n  (2-37) 

Then ZNopt is represented with k and MV by combining (2-36) and (2-37) as 

3

1
Nopt

V

Z
k M

 (2-38) 

Equation (2-38) shows ZNopt is independent of Q. This means ZN and Q can be optimized 

sequentially. The smallest value of Q when ZN = ZNopt, which is represented as QZNopt, is 

calculated from (2-34) for the required λcoil. Figure 2-8 shows ZNopt and QZNopt versus MV and k. 
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TABLE 2-4. Systematic Design of Electrical Parameters, fN = 1 

 

Parameters Methods 
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Figure 2-8. (a) ZNopt in (2-38) and (b) QZNopt for λcoil = 1% versus MV and k when fN = 1. 
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2.4. Physical Realization of Electrical Parameters 

Analytical or numerical approaches are usually used for physical realization of the electrical 

parameters such as inductances and resistances. Analytical equations have been proposed to 

calculate the inductances of planar coils with air core [72] and infinite-size ferrite plate [73]–

[76]. There is no simple analytical model for planar coils with finite-size ferrite plate. Numerical 

method is more suitable in this case. 

Physical parameters of coils, such as inner radii and outer radii of winding Rinner and Router, 

number of turns N, and wire size, are optimized in ANSYS Maxwell [51] to achieve ZN = ZNopt 

and Q > QZNopt. The values of ZNopt and QZNopt are plotted in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8. The 

procedure is demonstrated for the circuit topology in Figure 2-1 with specifications in TABLE 

2-5. The peak value of output power is 3.3 kW. Input voltage is 400 V. Output voltage increases 

from 200 V to 400 V. Output current is constant to be 8.25 A. Switching frequency is 100 kHz at 

peak power. Loss factor λcoil of coils is designed to be less than 1% at peak power. 

 

 
TABLE 2-5. Specifications of IPT Coils for Design 

 

Parameters Values 

Vin in Figure 2-1 400 V 

Vout in Figure 2-1 200 – 400 V 

Iout in Figure 2-1 8.25 A 

fs 100 kHz 

λcoil at peak power < 1% 

Air Gap 100 mm 
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The ground clearance for electric vehicles is usually larger than 140 mm. The exemplary set 

of coils specified in TABLE 2-5 is a scaled-down version of the coils in practical application. 

The air gap between transmitter and receiver coils is limited to 100 mm because the size of coils 

is reduced under this condition. The scaled-down coils are used herein to verify the design 

method. The design procedure is the same when the gap between coils is increased for real 

application. 

A typical set of planar coils is shown in Figure 2-9(a). A circular spiral winding is placed 

above a square ferrite plate. Circular winding is chosen because of its easy fabrication. The 

choice of square ferrite plate is for its easy accessibility with commercial products. Coils with 

different shapes such as those in [35], [83], [84] are also applicable following this design 

procedure. Single layer of winding is mostly used in practice for inductive power transfer, in 

order to control the thickness of the planar coils and the parasitic capacitance. 

 

 

Gap = 100 mm 

Rinner

Router

Ferrite Plate

Winding

Ferrite Thickness = 5 mm

 

Rinner

Router

Ferrite Plate

WindingGap = 100 mm 

Ferrite Thickness = 5 mm

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 2-9. (a) Structure of planar coils with spiral winding and (b) simplified coils with 

single-lumped-turn winding for finite-element simulation. 
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The physical realization of coils includes two steps. The first step is to sweep physical 

parameters Rinner and Router in finite-element simulation and to plot electrical parameters k and L 

versus Rinner and Router. The second step is to sequentially select Rinner, Router, turns number N, and 

wire size from the plots, in order to realize the desired electrical parameters for ZN = ZNopt and 

Q > QZNopt. 

2.4.1. Operating Condition fN = fNH 

The gap between the coils is 100 mm in this example, determined by the specifications in 

TABLE 2-5. A 5 mm thick ferrite plate is used according to the commercialized N95 plates, and 

the spacing between the ferrite and winding is set to be 1.25mm. Spiral winding with litz wire in 

Figure 2-9(a) is lumped to one flat turn in finite-element simulation with the same Rinner and 

Router as depicted in Figure 2-9(b). Simulation time is reduced by more than half with this 

simplification. The accuracy of the simulated inductances and magnetic field using the simplified 

model is good enough for the physical design of coils [83].  

With a 100 mm gap between coils, Router and Rinner are parametrically swept in finite-element 

simulation as shown in TABLE 2-7. The ferrite width equals twice of Router, in order to achieve 

the highest k and Q within limited dimensions [71]. The simulation results of coupling 

coefficient k and one-turn self-inductance L0 of the simplified model in Figure 2-9(b) are plotted 

in Figure 2-10 versus different Router and Rinner. 
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The coupling coefficient k is the same for coils in Figure 2-9(a) and Figure 2-9(b). Self-

inductance L for the coils with N turns of winding in Figure 2-9(a) is derived from the self-

inductance L0 of the simplified model with one turn in Figure 2-9(b) as 

2
0L N L  (2-39) 

The normalized impedance of the coils in Figure 2-9(a) is calculated from the simplified coils 

in Figure 2-9(b) as 

2
0s

N
Lac

N LZ
R

 (2-40) 

Physical parameters, including inner radii Rinner, outer radii Router, turns number N, and size of 

litz wire, are selected sequentially to realize ZN = ZNopt and Q > QZNopt. 

Equation (2-32) shows that ZNopt is determined by MV and k. Specifications in TABLE 2-5 

determines MV = 1, assuming phase shift is not used for peak power. The values of k for different 

Router and Rinner are plotted in Figure 2-10(a). Then the values of ZNopt for different Router and Rinner 

are calculated from (2-32) with MV = 1 and k in Figure 2-10(a). They are plotted in Figure 

2-11(a). 

 
TABLE 2-6. Sweep of Rinner and Router in Figure 2-9(b) and Other Background Information 

 

Parameters Values 

Router 100 mm, 125 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm, 400 mm 

Rinner From Router * 0.1 to Router * 0.9, step = Router * 0.1 

Gap 100 mm 

Ferrite thickness 5 mm 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-10. (a) Coupling coefficient k and (b) self-inductance L0 of single-lumped-turn 

model in Figure 2-9(b) with gap = 100 mm. The gap is 100 mm as shown in Figure 2-9 and 

TABLE 2-5, and Router is normalized to gap. The normalized Router = 1.25, 2, and 3 

represent Router = 125 mm, 250 mm, and 300 mm, respectively. 
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The turns number N to realize ZN = ZNopt is calculated from (2-40) and plotted in Figure 

2-11(b). The values of ZNopt and L0 for different Router and Rinner are plotted in Figure 2-11(a) and 

Figure 2-10(b), respectively. Switching frequency fs is 100 kHz, and RLac is 39 Ω at peak power 

calculated from (2-3) with Vin = 400 V and Vout = 400 V. There are some variations between ZN 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-11. (a) With simulated k for corresponding Rinner and Router in Figure 2-10(a), ZNopt 

is calculated from (2-32) with fN = fNH and MV = 1; (b) turns number N to realize ZN = ZNopt 

is calculated from (2-39) with ZNopt in (a) and L0 in Figure 2-10(b). 
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calculated from (2-40) and ZNopt because N should be an integer, but the variation is small so 

ZN ≈ ZNopt. 

The smallest values of Q to satisfy λcoil < 1%, which is represented as QZNopt, is derived from 

(2-30) with MV = 1, k in Figure 2-10(a), and ZN = ZNopt in Figure 2-11(a). The results of QZNopt are 

plotted for different Router and Rinner in Figure 2-12(a). When the size of coils is increased, the 

coupling coefficiency is higher, which helps to transfer the power more efficiently. Therefore, 

the value of QZNopt is smaller for coils with larger size. 

The self-inductance L is derived from (2-39) with L0 in Figure 2-10(b) and N in Figure 

2-11(b). The mutual inductance M is derived from (2-12) with k in Figure 2-10(a) and L. 

Inductances are used to calculate or simulate winding currents i1 and i2 from Figure 2-3. After 

that, i1 and i2 are imported as stranded excitations to coils in Figure 2-9(b) in finite-element 

simulation. Winding loss Pwinding is calculated based on the method proposed in [78]. Core loss 

Pcore is derived from simulation directly. The equivalent series resistances of coils are determined 

from: 

2
winding corer P P I  (2-41) 

The numbers and diameters of strands for the litz wire are swept to guarantee that Q is larger 

than the QZNopt in Figure 2-12(a). The swept candidates of litz wire are selected according to the 

commercialized products from the manufacturers. The diameters of strand are chosen for 

negligible skin effect at 100 kHz, so AWG 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 are all taken into consideration. 

Strands with AWG larger than 48 are not considered because of the cost. Numbers of strands for 

sweep are selected from the manufactures’ datasheet. Figure 2-12(b)-(d) plots the quality factors 

for litz wires with 660, 1050, 1650, and 2625 strands of AWG 44, calculated from the definition 

of Q in TABLE 2-2 with L in (2-39), fs = 100 kHz, and r in (2-41). The values of Q with the litz 
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wires are compared with QZNopt for λcoil = 1%, for different values of Router such as 125 mm in 

Figure 2-12(b), 200 mm in Figure 2-12(c), and 300 mm in Figure 2-12(d). The missing circles 

for some values of Rinner means the wire is too thick for winding with single layer to realize the 

optimal turns. Values of Router, Rinner, and wire size that produce Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-12(b)-(d) 

are the candidates that satisfy the requirements of MV = 1 and λcoil < 1% when fN = fNH. The 

corresponding turns number N is found in Figure 2-11(b). 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 

Figure 2-12. (a) QZNopt calculated from λcoil = 1% in (2-30) with ZN = ZNopt in Figure 2-11(a) 

and k in Figure 2-10(a); (b) – (d) the values of Q with different litz wires (660, 1050, 1650, 

2625 strands of AWG #44 wire) and turns number N in Figure 2-11(b) for Router of 

125 mm, 200 mm, and 300 mm. Candidates of Rinner and Router are selected for Q > QZNopt. 
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TABLE 2-7 summarizes the design procedure and results of the example when fN = fNH. The 

voltage gain MV is 1 and the switching frequency fs is 100 kHz at peak power, according to the 

specifications in TABLE 2-5. The equivalent load resistance RLac at peak power equals 39 Ω, 

calculated from (2-3) with Vin = 400 V and Vout = 400 V.  

Outer radii Router, inner radii Rinner, and strands number of litz wire are selected to guarantee 

Q > QZNopt from Figure 2-12(b)-(d). Corresponding k is known from Figure 2-10(a). Optimal 

normalized impedance ZNopt is calculated from (2-32) with k and MV = 1. Turns number N for 

ZN = ZNopt is calculated from (2-40) with ZNopt in Figure 2-11(a) and L0 in Figure 2-10(b).  

The designed values of the exemplary coils are listed in TABLE 2-7. The loss factor λcoil is 

1% when fN = fNH, with MV = 1, k = 0.247, ZN = 2.8, and Q = 1043. Inductances and ESR, 

resonant frequency, and resonant capacitances for the designed coils in TABLE 2-7 are listed in 

TABLE 2-8. 

 

 
TABLE 2-7. Procedure of Physical Realization and Design Results when fN = fNH 

 

Parameters Design Methods Values 

Router Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-12 (Q = 1043) 125 mm 

Rinner Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-12 62.5 mm 

Strands number Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-12 1650 

k Figure 2-10(a) at Rinner = 62.5 mm, Router = 125 mm 0.247 

ZNopt (2-32) with k = 0.247 and MV = 1 2.8 

N (2-40) with ZNopt = 2.8 and L0 in Figure 2-10(b) 20 

λcoil (2-30) with ZN = 2.8, Q = 1043, k = 0.247, MV = 1 1% 
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The designed coils are simulated with the circuit topology in Figure 2-1, with Vin = 400 V and 

Iout = 8.2 A. Output voltage varies from 400 V to 200 V. Figure 2-13 shows the simulation 

waveforms when Vout = 400 V and Vout = 200 V using the parameters in TABLE 2-8. Switching 

frequency is 100 kHz when Vout = 400 V and is 107 kHz when Vout = 200 V. 

2.4.2. Operating Condition fN = 1 

The physical parameters, including inner radii Rinner, outer radii Router, turns number N, and 

size of litz wire, are selected sequentially to realize ZN = ZNopt and Q > QZNopt when fN = 1. 

The values of ZNopt for different Router and Rinner are calculated from (2-38) with MV = 1 and k 

in Figure 2-10(a), as shown in Figure 2-14(a). The turns number N to realize ZN = ZNopt is 

calculated from (2-40) and plotted in Figure 2-14 (b).  

Values of QZNopt for λcoil = 1% is derived from (2-34) with ZN = ZNopt. The results of QZNopt are 

plotted for different Router and Rinner in Figure 2-15(a). Coil quality factors with four types of litz 

wires, e.g. 660, 1050, 1650, and 2625 strands of AWG #44 wires, are compared with QZNopt in 

Figure 2-15(b)-(d), with Router of 125 mm, 200 mm, and 300 mm. Values of Router, Rinner, and wire 

 
TABLE 2-8. Parameters of Exemplary Coils Design in TABLE 2-7 

 

Parameters Values 

L1, L2 (μH) 175, 175 

M (μH) 43 

f0 (kHz) 88 

C1, C2 (nF) 19.2, 19.2 

r1, r2 (mΩ) at 100 kHz 104, 104 
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size that produce Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-15(b)-(d) are the candidates that satisfy the requirements 

of power transferability and efficiency. The corresponding turns number N is found in Figure 

2-14(b). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-13. Simulation waveforms of inverter output voltage vac_in and current i1, rectifier 

input voltage vout_ac and current i2 for circuit topology in Figure 2-1: (a) peak power with 

Vin = 400 V, Vout = 400 V, Iout = 8.2 A, and fs = 100 kHz; (b) half power with Vin = 400 V, 

Vout = 200 V, Iout = 8.2 A, and fs = 107 kHz. The square waves are voltages, and the 

sinusoidal waves are currents. Parameters of the converter and coils are listed in TABLE 

2-8. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-14. (a) ZNopt versus Rinner and Router with k in Figure 2-10(a) and MV = 1, calculated 

from (2-38); (b) turns number N to realize ZN = ZNopt is calculated from (2-39) with ZNopt in 

(a) and L0 in Figure 2-10(b). 
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TABLE 2-9 summarizes the procedure of physical realization when fN = 1. Corresponding 

inductances and ESR, resonant frequency, and resonant capacitance are listed in TABLE 2-10. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

 

Figure 2-15. When fN = 1, (a) QZNopt is calculated from λcoil = 1% in (2-34) with ZN = ZNopt 

in Figure 2-14(a) and k in Figure 2-10(a). Q values with different litz wires (660, 1050, 

1650, 2625 strands of AWG #44 wire) and turns number N in Figure 2-14(b) for Router of 

(b) 125 mm, (b) 200 mm, and (b) 300 mm. Candidates of Rinner and Router to select is when 

Q > QNopt. 
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Designed coils are simulated with the circuit topology in Figure 2-1, with Vin = 400 V and 

Iout = 8.2 A. Output voltage varies for different load conditions by phase-shifting inverter 

voltage. Figure 2-16 shows simulation waveforms with the coils in TABLE 2-10, when output 

 
TABLE 2-9. Procedure of Physical Realization and Design Results when fN = 1 

 

Parameters Design Methods Values 

Router Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-15 (Q = 861) 125 mm 

Rinner Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-12 62.5 mm 

Strands number Q > QZNopt in Figure 2-15 1050 

k Figure 2-10(a) at Rinner = 62.5 mm, Router = 125 mm 0.247 

ZNopt (2-38) with k = 0.247 and MV = 1 4.0 

N (2-40) with ZNopt = 4.0 and L0 in Figure 2-10(b) 23 

λcoil (2-34) with ZN = 4.0, Q = 861, k = 0.247, MV = 1 1% 

 
 

TABLE 2-10. Parameters of Exemplary Coils Design in TABLE 2-9 
 

Parameters Methods 

L1, L2 (μH) 249, 249 

M (μH) 62 

f0 (kHz) 100 

C1, C2 (nF) 10.2, 10.2 

r1, r2 (mΩ), at 100 kHz 182, 182 
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voltage is 400 V and at half power when output voltage is 200 V. Switching frequency is fixed at 

100 kHz for different load conditions. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2-16. Simulation waveforms of inverter output voltage vac_in and current i1, rectifier 

input voltage vout_ac and current i2 for circuit topology in Figure 2-1 when fN = 1: (a) peak 

power with Vin = 400 V, Vout = 400 V, Iout = 8.2 A, and fs = 100 kHz; (b) half power with 

Vin = 400 V, Vout = 200 V, Iout = 8.2 A, and fs = 100 kHz. The square waves are voltages, 

and the sinusoidal waves are currents. Parameters of converter and coils are listed in 

TABLE 2-9. 
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2.5. Experimental Verification 

Following the procedure in TABLE 2-7, coils with 62 mm Rinner, 125 mm Router, and 20 turns 

of 1650/44 litz wire were selected and built as shown in Figure 2-17. The 250 mm × 250 mm 

ferrite plate was composed of four pieces of 150 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm of EPCOS N95 ferrite 

[85]. The gap between coils was set to be 100 mm. The measured parameters are listed in 

TABLE 2-11. All the values in TABLE 2-11 were measured in the presence of both transmitter 

and receiver coils as shown in Figure 2-17(c). 

Figure 2-18 shows the full-bridge inverter, rectifier, and bank of resonant capacitors to test the 

coils. The inverter was built with STY139N65M5 from STMicroelectronics. Its schematics and 

PCB layout is provided in Appendix C. The fast recovery epitaxial diodes DSEI120-06A from 

IXYS were used for the rectifier. Resonant capacitance is 19.8 nF for both C1 and C2. 

 

 

250 mm

250 mm

N95 Ferrite
 

125 mm 62 mm

1650/44 litz wire  

Transmitter

Receiver

100 mm

 

(a) (b) (c) 
 

Figure 2-17. Fabricated coils which were designed for 3.3 kW at fN = fNH as in TABLE 2-8 

following the procedure in TABLE 2-3 and TABLE 2-7 with (a) 4 pieces of 

150 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm of EPCOS N95 ferrite plates, (b) winding with 1650/44 litz 

wire, and (c) 100 mm air gap. 
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TABLE 2-11. Simulated and Measured Parameters of Coils Designed for fN = fNH in 

TABLE 2-8 
 

Parameters Simulated Values Measured Values 

L1, L2 (μH) 175, 175 166, 163 

M (μH) 43 39 

k 0.247 0.25 

r1, r2 (mΩ), at 100 kHz 104, 104 110, 108 

 

 

200 mm

DC Link Cap

Fans and Heatsink

Gate Drives

MOSFETs

 

Diodes

150 mm
100 mm

 
(a) (b) 

160 mm

100 mm

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2-18. (a) Full bridge inverter, (b) rectifier with diode bridges, (c) resonant capacitor 

bank with 19.8 nF and 1.4 kV voltage rating to test the coils in Figure 2-17. 
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The measured waveforms of inverter output voltage vin_ac and current i1, as well as rectifier 

input voltage vout_ac and current i2 at peak power are shown in Figure 2-19. Voltage gain MV is 1 

with Vin = 400 V and Vout = 400 V. Voltages vin_ac and vout_ac were measured with Tektronix 

THDP0200 voltage differential probes, current i1 was measured with PEM CWT015 Rogowski 

coil, and current i2 was measured with Tektronix A6302 current probe and Tektronix TM503B 

current probe amplifier. On the transmitter side, i1 is lagging vin_ac because switching frequency 

is designed to be higher than resonance frequency on purpose. Zero-voltage turn-on is realized 

for all the devices under all the load conditions as in (2-29) and Figure 2-6(b). The trade-off is 

higher turn-off loss of inverter devices and higher conduction loss due to circulating energy. 

 

Switching frequency fs was changed for different output voltages in experiment without 

phase-shift for inverter output voltage. Figure 2-20 shows fs and λcoil in experiment for different 

load conditions. Loss factor of coils at peak power is 1.1%. In Figure 2-20, coils’ efficiency 

 

vin_ac

vout_ac

i1

i2

 

46 A

26 A

800 V

800 V

 
 

Figure 2-19. Waveforms of inverter and rectifier for circuit topology in Figure 2-1 when 

Vin = 400 V, Vout = 400 V, Iout = 8.2 A, and fs = 100 kHz. 
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increases with output voltage because switching frequency is going closer to resonant frequency. 

Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20 verify that desired power transferability and loss factor, as well as 

ZVS turn-on of inverter devices, are satisfied following the design method. The end-to-end 

efficiency of the circuit in Figure 2-1 is 95.9% at peak power with the fabricated coils. 

 

2.6. Summary 

Coils’ parameters were designed systematically to satisfy the requirement of power 

transferability and efficiency for series-series inductive power transfer system. The parameters 

were normalized as coupling coefficient k, normalized switching frequency fN, normalized 

impedance ZN, coil quality factors Q, and turns ratio n. The power transferability is determined 

by n when geometries are the same for transmitter and receiver coils. Efficiency requirement is 

 

 
 

Figure 2-20. Switching frequency and measured coils’ efficiency with Iout = 8.2 A, 

Vout = 200 to 400 V, and specifications in TABLE 2-5. Switching frequency were changed 

from 107 kHz to 100 kHz for different voltage gains and constant output current. 
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satisfied by choosing ZN = ZNopt and making Q > QZNopt, where ZNopt is the optimal value of the 

normalized impedance, and QZNopt is the Q value for desired loss factor of coils λcoil when 

ZN = ZNopt. Physical realization for designed electrical parameters were optimized by parametric 

sweep in finite-element simulation. Inner radii and outer radii of the winding, Rinner and Router, as 

well as the size of litz wire, were selected for Q > QZNopt. Number of turns N is chosen for 

ZN = ZNopt. 

Following this procedure, a set of coils was designed for the operating condition when the 

compensation capacitor resonates with leakage inductance. In order to meet the efficiency 

specification when transferring 3.3 kW power across 100 mm gap, the coils dimensions should 

be no smaller than 250 mm × 250 mm. Litz wire with strands of AWG 44 is selected for 

negligible skin effect, and either 1650 or 2625 strands should be chosen to guarantee the coil 

quality factor. The coils were built and tested in a series-series IPT system rated at 3.3 kW, for 

the operating condition fN = fNH. The coil-to-coil efficiency reached 98.9% at 100 kHz for peak 

power. The operating frequency should range between 100 kHz – 107 kHz to realize the 

requirements of power transferability. Soft-turn-ons were achieved for switches. 

The design procedure in this chapter focuses on maximizing the efficiency of the coils. The 

stray magnetic field is not considered. The coils design following the procedure are used as the 

baseline design, which will be compared with the coils optimized for both efficiency and field 

attenuation in the later chapters. 
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Chapter 3. Synergetic Attenuation of Stray Magnetic Field for IPT Coils 

Nomenclature 

B Quantified magnetic field. 

BRXn,i Stray magnetic field in the i orientation generated by loop n of the receiver, 
with i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 

BTXn,i Stray magnetic field generated in the i orientation by loop n of the 
transmitter, with i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 

BX Stray magnetic field in X direction. 

BY Stray magnetic field in Y direction. 

BZ Stray magnetic field in Z direction. 

dc Strand diameter of litz wire. 

f0 Resonant frequency. 

fs Switching frequency of the inverter. 

Iout Output current in Figure 2-1. 

IRX RMS value of receiver current. 

ITX RMS value of transmitter current. 

L1 Self-inductance of transmitter. 

L2 Self-inductance of receiver. 

LRXn Self-inductance of loop n in the receiver in Figure 3-8. 

lt Average length of one turn. 

LTXn Self-inductance of loop n in the transmitter in Figure 3-8. 
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M Mutual inductance between transmitter and receiver. 

MRXn-RXm Mutual inductance between loops n and m in the receiver in Figure 3-8. 

MTXn-RXm Mutual inductance between loop n in the transmitter and loop m in the 
receiver in Figure 3-8. 

MTXn-TXm Mutual inductance between loops n and m in the transmitter in Figure 3-8. 

NRX(m) Turns number of loop m in the receiver in Figure 3-7. 

NTX(m) Turns number of loop m in the transmitter in Figure 3-7. 

Pe Proximity-effect loss of a turn. 

r1 ESR of transmitter at switching frequency. 

r2 ESR of receiver at switching frequency. 

Rinner Inner radius of the winding. 

RLac Equivalent load resistance in Figure 2-3. 

Router Outer radius of the winding. 

αRXn,i Current-to-field coefficient for loop n of the receiver in Figure 3-9, with 
i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 

αTXn,i Current-to-field coefficient for loop n of the transmitter in Figure 3-9, with 
i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 

θ Phase difference between transmitter and receiver currents. 

ω0 Resonant angular frequency. 

ωs Switching angular frequency. 

ρc Resistivity of copper. 

3.1. Introduction 

Both the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field are influenced by the physical design 

of IPT coils. Their synergetic optimization is important. The coil-to-coil efficiency is defined as 
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the ratio of the receiver’s output power to the transmitter’s input power as shown in Figure 2-3 

[55]. The physical parameters of the IPT coils should be optimized to increase the coil-to-coil 

efficiency, such as inner radii and outer radii of the windings, the distribution of the turns, and 

the type of litz wires [27], [57]–[60], [62], [65]. Significant stray magnetic field exists around the 

coils since the gap between the transmitter and receiver is comparable to the dimensions of the 

coils. The objective of this chapter is to attenuate the stray magnetic field by optimizing the 

physical parameters of the planar coils. 

Pareto fronts are used for the multi-objective optimization in this chapter. The fronts are 

plotted on a two two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis and vertical 

axis represent the quantified value of the magnetic field and the coil-to-coil efficiency, 

respectively. The optimal designs should be selected along the fronts.  

In the conventional way [52] to derive the Pareto fronts, all the physical parameters of the 

planar coils are swept in finite-element simulation. The simulation results of the magnetic fields 

and efficiencies for all the swept cases are plotted on the Cartesian coordinate system, from 

which the Pareto fronts are derived using mathematical software such as Matlab. The main 

drawback of this method is that it takes thousands of simulations which is very time-consuming, 

especially when three-dimensional simulations are required. 

This chapter demonstrates a method of fast optimization. The key concept of this method is 

the lumped-loop model, in which the windings of the planar coils are replaced by several lumped 

loops. As long as the number of turns for each loop is know, the inductances and stray magnetic 

fields are calculated with the permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices, respectively. The 

coil-to-coil efficiency is then derived with the inductances and the winding resistances. The 

winding resistances are calculated analytically using the method that will be illustrated in 
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Chapter 4. Only tens of simulations are required during the entire optimization, which are used to 

derive the permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. By replacing the parametric sweep 

in finite-element simulation by sweeping the numbers of turns for the lumped loops in 

calculation, the method in this chapter makes the optimization faster than the conventional 

method without losing the accuracy. 

Section 3.2 introduces optimizing the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field of the 

IPT coils with Pareto fronts. Section 3.4 demonstrates how to use the lumped-loop model to 

derive the fronts. Section 3.5 uses a design example to describe the detailed procedure of the fast 

optimization. In this example, the coils are optimized to transfer 100 W power across 40 mm 

gap, and the maximum dimensions of the coils are limited to be 100 mm × 100 mm. The Pareto 

front derived from the lumped-loop model matches well with that derived from parametric sweep 

in finite-element simulation. In Section 3.6, an optimal design selected along the front in Section 

3.5 was fabricated and tested in experiment to verify the accuracy of the calculation results with 

permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. The coil-to-coil efficiencies from calculation 

and measurement are the same, and the difference for stray magnetic field is less than 12.5%. 

3.2. Pareto Front of Coil-to-Coil Efficiency versus Stray Magnetic Field  

Stray magnetic field is defined as the magnetic field around the IPT coils. Its flux lines are 

shown in Figure 3-1. The stray magnetic field at one point represents either the leakage field or 

the coupling field, depending on its distance to the coils. 
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The stray magnetic field is generated by the winding currents of the transmitter and receiver 

together. The winding currents are sinusoidal in IPT application, and their expressions are 

( ) 2 sin( )TX TX si t I t  (3-1) 

( ) 2 sin( )RX RX si t I t  (3-2) 

where ωs is the switching radial frequency; ITX and IRX are the RMS values of winding currents. 

For series-series compensation, θ is 90° when switching frequency equals resonant frequency, 

and the winding currents are derived from the simplified circuit model in Figure 2-3 as 

2

2 2
Lac

TX out

r R
I I

M
 (3-3) 

2 2RX outI I  (3-4) 

In Figure 3-2, the magnetic field B (t) at the point for measurement is decomposed into 

Bi (t) (i = X, Y, Z) in three orthogonal directions X, Y, and Z. According to superposition, Bi (t) 

includes BTX,i (t) and BRX,i (t), which are generated by the transmitter and receiver currents, 

respectively. BTX,i (t) and BRX,i (t) are proportional to iTX (t) and iRX (t). 

Transmitter

ReceiverRRRReReReRe eeeeiiiicecececeivivivivererererrrrRRRRReReReRe eeiiiicececeivvivivererrrrr
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Figure 3-1. Side view of the flux lines of stray magnetic field around the IPT coils 
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, ,( ) ( )TX i TX i TXB t i t  (3-5) 

, ,( ) ( )RX i RX i RXB t i t  (3-6) 

where αTX,i  and αTX,i  are the current-to-field coefficients, which will be discussed in details in 

Section 3.4. The time-varying magnetic fields Bi (t) are calculated from BTX,i (t) and BRX,i (t) as 

, , , ,( ) ( ) ( ) 2 sin( ) 2 sin( )i TX i RX i TX i TX s RX i RX sB t B t B t I t I t  (3-7) 

 

 

Equation (3-7) verifies that Bi (t) is sinusoidal with switching frequency. In this dissertation, 

the magnetic field Bi (t) is quantified with 

2

, ,
i

i X Y Z
B B  (3-8) 

where Bi is the RMS value of the sinusoidal Bi (t). According to (3-7) and (3-8), the stray 

magnetic field is determined by winding currents iTX (t) and iRX (t) and the current-to-field 

coefficients αTX,i  and αTX,i  

The coil-to-coil efficiency is defined as the ratio of the receiver’s output power to the 

transmitter’s input power. Both the stray magnetic field and coil-to-coil efficiency are influenced 

Gap  

Rinner

Router

Ferrite Plate
Winding

X Y

Z
BZ(t)

BY(t)

Point for 
Measurement

BX(t)

 
Figure 3-2. Components of the stray magnetic field – BX (t), BY (t), and BZ (t) – in three 

orthogonal directions X, Y, and Z. 
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by the design of IPT coils. Their synergetic optimization is realized with Pareto front. The front 

is plotted on a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. The horizontal axis and vertical axis 

represent magnetic field and coil-to-coil efficiency, respectively. The optimal designs of the coils 

should be selected along the fronts. 

Figure 3-3 shows an example of the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency versus stray 

magnetic field. The front is used to optimize the coils with the structure in Figure 3-2. The coils 

are designed to transfer 100 W power across 40 mm gap, using the series-series compensation in 

Figure 2-1. The maximum dimensions of each coil are 100 mm by 100 mm.  

 

 

Each marker in Figure 3-3 represents the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field for 

one set of physical parameters of the coils, including inner radii and outer radii of the winding, 

the distribution of turns, and the type of litz wire. After all the physical parameters are swept and 

all the markers are plotted, the Pareto front is derived on the upper left of all the markers, as 

shown in Figure 3-3. 

 
 

Figure 3-3 An example of the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency versus stray magnetic 

field. The front is used to optimize the coils with the structure in Figure 3-2. 
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3.3. Conventional Method to Derive Pareto Front 

Figure 3-4 summarizes the conventional method to derive the Pareto front, in which all the 

physical parameters are swept in the finite-element simulations. The procedure starts off by 

drawing the model of the coils in simulation. After that, the physical parameters are swept, 

including the inner radii and outer radii of the windings, the distribution of the turns, and the 

types of litz wire. 

Two simulations are required to get the efficiency and magnetic field for each set of the 

physical parameters. The objective of the first simulation is to simulate the inductances L1, L2, M 

as well as the magnetic fields across each turn. The inductances are used to calculate the winding 

currents iTX (t) and iRX (t). The magnetic fields across each turn are used to calculate the winding 

resistances r1 and r2 from (3-22). The coil-to-coil efficiency is then derived from (2-10). The 

second simulation excites the windings with iTX (t) and iRX (t) to obtain the stray magnetic field.  

With these two simulations, the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field of the 

corresponding set of physical parameters are marked on the Cartesian coordinate such as that in 

Figure 3-3. After the results of all the physical parameters are calculated and simulated, the 

Pareto front is derived using Matlab. 
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However, the method in Figure 3-4 asks for thousands of simulations, which is very time-

consuming. This is because the finite-element simulations are inside the iteration of the 

Coils with real turns
e.g. Figure 3-2

Parameters to sweep
Rinner, Router, turns distribution, type of litz wire

Fixed parameters
Ferrite size, gap, misalignment

Inductances L1, L2, M Magnetic fields across turns

Winding resistances: r1, r2

Equation (3-22)

Winding currents iTX (t), iRX (t)

Equations (3-3) – (3-6) 

Stray magnetic field

Excitations: iTX (t), iRX (t)

Coil-to-coil efficiency

Equation (2-10)

Simulation #1

Simulation #2

Draw a marker in Figure 3-3

Sweep finished?

Derive the Pareto front in Matlab

Stray magnetic field

Excitations: iTX (t), iRX i (t)

Simulation #2

Yes

No

 
 

Figure 3-4. The conventional method to derive the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency 

versus stray magnetic field, which sweeps the all the physical parameters in finite-element 

simulation. 
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parametric sweep. If M sets of parameters are swept, a total number of 2M simulations are 

required to derive the Pareto front. The simulations should be taken out of the iteration to make 

the optimization faster. This is realized with the concept of lumped-loop model, which will be 

demonstrated in Section 3.4. 

3.4. Fast Method to Derive Pareto Front 

Figure 3-5 shows the procedure of the fast method to derive the Pareto front [66]. Because the 

finite-element simulation is taken out of the iteration, only tens of simulations are required in the 

entire procedure. All the simulations are implemented before the iteration starts. They are used to 

derive the permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. 

There are five major steps in this procedure: determine the lumped-loop model, derive the 

permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices from finite-element simulations, calculate the 

stray magnetic field, calculate the coil-to-coil efficiency, and derive the Pareto front using 

Matlab. Details about each step will be demonstrated in the following parts. 

3.4.1. Lumped-loop Model and Turns Vectors 

The procedure in Figure 3-5 starts with replacing the original coils with the lumped-loop 

model. The original winding of turns in Figure 3-2 is replaced by several lumped loops. Each 

loop is composed of certain number of turns. Figure 3-6 shows the lumped-loop model of the 

coils structure in Figure 3-2. Several loops are distributed on top of the ferrite plate with equal 

spacing.  
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Figure 3-5. The fast method to derive the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency versus stray 

magnetic field, using lumped-loop model. 
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Turns vectors TXNN  and RXNN  are used to describe the number of turns for each loop. 

1 2TX TX TX TXNN N N NN N TXNNT  (3-9) 

1 2RX RX RX RXNN N N NN N RXNNR  (3-10) 

where NTX(m) and NRX(m) represent the turns number of the loop in the transmitter and receiver, 

respectively, with m = 1, 2, … N. Loop 1 represents the outermost loop, while loop N represents 

the innermost loop. Figure 3-7 shows the definitions of the turns vector, using the cylindrical 

view of the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-6. 

The physical parameters of the coils, such as inner radii, outer radii, and distribution of turns, 

are equivalent to the turns vectors. In Figure 3-7, the loops with dashed circles are assigned zero 

turn to realize the labeled inner radii and outer radii of the winding. The numbers of turns for the 

loops with solid circles represent the distribution of turns in the original coils. Therefore, by 

using the lumped-loop model and turns vectors, the sweep of the physical parameters is 

equivalent to the sweep of the elements of the turns vectors in (3-9) and (3-10). 

Lumped 
Loops

Receiver

Transmitter

Gap

Ferrite
Width

 
 

Figure 3-6. The lumped-loop model of the coils structure in Figure 3-2, which is used to 

start the procedure in Figure 3-5 to derive the Pareto front. 
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3.4.2. Permeance Matrices and Current-to-Field Matrices 

The permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices are used to calculate the inductances 

and stray magnetic fields from the turns vectors of the lumped-loop model. Figure 3-5 shows that 

2N + 1 simulations are required to derive the permeance matrices and the current-to-field 

matrices, when there are N loops in the lumped-loop model of each coil. 

3.4.2.1. Permeance Matrices 

The definitions of permenace matrices is explained in Figure 3-8. In this lumped-loop model, 

each loop is assumed to have one turn. The permeance matrices LTX, LRX, and M are defined as 
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Figure 3-7. The cylindrical view of the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-6 to demonstrate 

the turns vector [NTX1, NTX2, …, NTXN] of transmitter and the turns vector [NRX1, NRX2, …, 

NRXN] of the receiver. 
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 (3-13) 

where LTXn is the self-inductance of corresponding loop n in the transmitter; MTXn-TXm is the 

mutual inductance between loops n and m in the transmitter; LRXn is the self-inductance of 

corresponding loop n in the receiver; MRXn-RXm is the mutual inductance between loops n and m in 

the receiver; MTXn-RXm is the mutual inductance between loop n in the transmitter and loop m in 

the receiver.  
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Figure 3-8. The elements of permeance matrices in (3-11) – (3-13) for the lumped-loop 

model, which are derived in one finite-element simulation with unity turn in each loop. 
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All the elements of the permeance matrices in (3-11) – (3-13) are derived from one finite-

element simulation of the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-8, with one turn for each loop. 

The inductances L1, L2 and M of the coils are calculated with the turns vectors TXNN and RXNN and 

the permeance matrices LTX, LRX, and M. 

1
T

TX TXL N NTXL TN N  (3-14) 

2
T

RX RXL N NRXL TN N  (3-15) 

T
TX RXM N NM TN NNN  (3-16) 

3.4.2.2. Current-to-Field Matrices 

The current-to-field matrices are used to calculate the stray magnetic field from winding 

currents and turns vectors. The similar concept has been described in [86]. 

Figure 3-9 shows the cylindrical view of the lumped-loop model. The stray magnetic field 

Bi (t) at the point of measurement equals the summation of the magnetic fields generated by all 

the loops in the transmitter and receiver coils. Since the magnetic field is proportional to the 

winding current, the magnetic field BTXn,i (t) generated by loop n of the transmitter coil is 

calculated as 

, ,( ) ( )TXn i TXn i TXn TXB t N i t  (3-17) 

where αTXn,i is the current-to-field coefficient for loop n of the transmitter; NTXn is the number of 

turns for this loop; iTX (t) is the winding current of transmitter; i represents the orientations X, Y, 

or Z in Figure 3-2. 

Similarly, the magnetic field BRXn,i (t) generated by loop n of the receiver coil is calculated as: 

, ,( ) ( )RXn i RXn i RXn RXB t N i t  (3-18) 

According to superposition, the stray magnetic fields Bi (t) at the point for measurement is 
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, ,
1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
N N

T T
i TXn i TXn TX RXn i RXn RX TX TX RX RX

n n
B t N i t N i t N i t N i tTX,i RX,iα α( ) ( )( ) (( ) (( )( )(( )(( ) ( )T T( ) (( )( )( )( )( )( )  (3-19) 

where TX,iαTX iα and RX,iαRX iα are current-to-field matrices in X, Y, Z orientations for transmitter and 

receiver, respectively. They are composed of the current-to-field coefficients in (3-17) and (3-18) 

as 

1, 2, ,TX i TX i TXN iTX,iα TTX iα ,i,i  (3-20) 

1, 2, ,RX i RX i RXN iRX,iα RRX iα ,i,i  (3-21) 

 

 

The current-to-field coefficient of one loop in Figure 3-9 is derived by setting 1 Ampere-turn 

to this loop and setting 0 Ampere-turn to all the others. If there are N loops for transmitter and N 

loops for receiver, 2N simulations are required to derive all the elements in the current-to-field 

matrices. 

Receiver

Transmitter

Cylindrical Axis

Ferrite

Ferrite

αRX1,i

Bi(t)

αRX2,iαRXN,i

αTX1,iαTX2,iαTXN,i

 
Figure 3-9. The elements of current-to-field matrices in (3-20) and (3-21). Index i 

represents orientations X, Y, and Z in Figure 3-2. 
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3.4.3. Calculation of Stray Magnetic Field 

For each set of turns vectors, the self-inductances L1, L2 and mutual inductance M are 

calculated from (3-14) – (3-16) with permeance matrices. The winding currents iTX (t) and iRX (t) 

are derived from (3-1) – (3-4) with the inductances. The stray magnetic fields in X, Y, Z 

directions are calculated from (3-19) with the winding currents, turns vectors, and current-to-

field matrices. 

3.4.4. Calculation of Coil-to-Coil Efficiency 

The coil-to-coil efficiency is calculated from (2-10) with inductances and winding resistances. 

The winding resistances r1 and r2 include DC part and AC part. The DC resistance is analytically 

calculated from physical parameters of the litz wire, including the cross-sectional area and 

length. The AC resistance is mostly caused by the proximity effect when litz wire is used for the 

coils. Several methods have been proposed to calculate the proximity-effect loss [78], [79], [87], 

[88]. The method in [78] is applied here with 

24 ( )
64

t c
e

c

l Nd dB tP
dt

 (3-22) 

where Pe is the proximity-effect loss of a turn; lt is the average length of the turn; N is the 

number of strands; dc is the diameter of the strand; ρc is resistivity of copper; B(t) is the time-

varying flux density across the turn; x is the spatial average over the turn’s cross section; x is 

the time average. 

The magnetic field across each turn is needed to calculate the proximity-effect resistance in 

(3-22). To analytically calculate these fields, the lumped-loop model is translated back to the 
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original coils with real turns, according to the turns vectors. Details are demonstrated in Section 

4.3 to approximate the fields across the turns. 

3.4.5. Plotting the Pareto Front 

After the coil-to-coil efficiencies and stray magnetic fields are calculated for all the turns 

vectors, the results are marked on the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Then the 

Pareto front is derived from all these markers, as shown in Figure 3-3. In this dissertation, the 

Pareto fronts are derived with Matlab, using the code in Appendix A. 

3.5. Design Example 

A design example is demonstrated in this section to explain how to use the fast method to 

optimize the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field.  

The coils are designed for the series-series compensation with the circuit topology in Figure 

2-1. The power of 100 W is transferred across 40 mm gap, with 35 V output voltage on the load 

and 100 kHz switching frequency of the full bridge inverter. The structure of the coils is the 

same as Figure 3-2. The dimensions of the 3C96 ferrite plate are 100 mm by 100 mm, with the 

thickness of 5 mm. The maximum dimensions of each coil are limited to be no larger than the 

ferrite plate. 

The steps to derive the Pareto front for the synergetic optimization include two parts. The first 

part requires finite-element simulations: determine the lumped-loop model, extract the 

permeance matrices from one simulation, and extract the current-to-field matrices from several 

simulations. The second part is done with Matlab: sweep the turns vectors of the lumped-loop 

model, calculate the inductances, winding currents, and the stray magnetic field, approximate the 
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winding resistances, calculate the coil-to-coil efficiency, and finally derive the Pareto front. The 

Matlab code is provided in Appendix B. 

1. Determine the lumped-loop model 

Figure 3-10 shows the lumped-loop model for the design example. The original structure of 

the coils is the same as Figure 3-2. There are 10 lumped loops for the transmitter and 10 lumped 

loops for the receiver. The loops are labeled as TX1 to TX10 and RX1 to RX10. The loops TX1 

and RX1 are the outermost loops, with 48 mm radii. The loops TX10 and RX10 are the 

innermost loops, with 10 mm radii. All the loops are distributed with equal spacing of 4.2 mm, 

which is about one tenth of the radius for the outermost loop. The wire thickness is set to be 1.2 

mm. The influence on inductances and stray magnetic field of wire thickness is ignored because 

it’s much smaller compared to the gap. 

2. Extract the permeance matrices from one finite-element simulation 

After the lumped-loop model is determined in Figure 3-10, the permeance matrices are 

derived from one finite-element simulation. In Ansys Maxwell, all the 20 loops are excited with 

stranded excitation. The permeance matrices are extracted directly from the solution. 

The lumped loops models of the transmitter and receiver are the same, so the permeance 

matrices LTX and LRX equal each other. TABLE 3-1 lists the elements of the 10 by 10 matrix 

LTX. The elements of LRX are the same as those of LTX. TABLE 3-2 shows the elements of the 

10 by 10 matrix M. 

3. Extract the current-to-field matrices from finite-element simulations 

The current-to-field matrices are extracted from 20 finite-element simulations. The stray 

magnetic field is optimized for the point (0, 100 mm, 0) in Figure 3-11(a). When deriving the 

current-to-field coefficients of one loop, the RMS value of the excitation in this loop is 1 
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Ampere-turn, and all the other loops are supplied with 0 Ampere-turn. The current-to-field 

coefficients equal the RMS values of the magnetic fields in X, Y, or Z directions, when the RMS 

value of the excitation is 1 Ampere-turn. 

 

 

 

Loop TX1

Receiver

Transmitter
Gap = 40 mm

Loop TX10

Loop RX1

Loop RX10

 
(a) 

 

10 mm

48 mm

4.2 mm

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3-10. The lumped-loop model for the design example, with 10 loops in the 

transmitter and 10 loops in the receiver. 
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TABLE 3-1. Permeance Matrices LTX for the Lumped-loop Model in Figure 3-10 
(Unit: nH) 

 

 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 TX5 TX6 TX7 TX8 TX9 TX10 

TX1 400 242 167 120 87 61 42 27 16 8 

TX2 242 369 220 149 104 72 49 31 18 9 

TX3 167 220 332 194 128 86 57 36 21 10 

TX4 120 149 194 291 164 105 67 42 24 11 

TX5 87 104 128 164 249 135 82 49 28 13 

TX6 61 72 86 105 135 206 106 60 33 15 

TX7 42 49 57 67 82 106 165 80 41 19 

TX8 27 31 36 42 49 60 80 125 54 23 

TX9 16 18 21 24 28 33 41 54 88 32 

TX10 8 9 10 11 13 15 19 23 32 54 

 
TABLE 3-2. Permeance Matrices M for the Lumped-loop Model in Figure 3-10 (Unit: nH) 

 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 TX5 TX6 TX7 TX8 TX9 TX10 

RX1 66 62 56 48 40 31 23 16 10 5 

RX2 62 59 54 47 39 31 23 16 10 5 

RX3 56 54 50 44 37 30 23 16 10 5 

RX4 48 47 44 40 34 28 21 15 9 5 

RX5 40 39 37 34 30 24 19 13 8 4 

RX6 31 31 30 28 25 20 16 12 7 4 

RX7 23 23 23 21 19 16 13 9 6 3 

RX8 16 16 16 15 13 12 9 7 4 2 

RX9 10 10 10 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 

TX10 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 
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Figure 3-11. (a) The lumped-loop model to derive the current-to-field matrices; (b) current 

excitation of loop TX1 with 1 A-turn RMS; (c) the magnetic fields in X, Y, Z directions at 

the point (0, 100 mm, 0), which are extracted using the fields calculator in Ansys Maxwell. 
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Figure 3-11(a) shows how to excite the loop TX1 to derive the corresponding current-to-field 

coefficients. The excitation of 1 Ampere-turn in Figure 3-11(b) is supplied to TX1, and all the 

other loops are supplied with 0 Ampere-turns. In Ansys Maxwell, the magnetic field is 

decomposed to components in X, Y, and Z directions, with the commands ScalarX(B_Vector), 

ScalarY(B_Vector), and ScalarZ(B_Vector) in the Fields Calculator. The waveforms of the 

magnetic fields are plotted in Figure 3-11(c). The current-to-field coefficients for the loop TX1 

equal the ratio of the magnetic fields in Figure 3-11(c) over the current excitation in Figure 

3-11(b). The horizontal axis of Figure 3-11(b) and (c) is the phase from 0° to 360° which is 

equivalent to one period of time. 

Following the similar procedure, finite-element simulations are implemented to derive the 

current-to-field coefficients for the other loops. TABLE 3-3 and TABLE 3-4 list the elements of 

the current-to-field matrices TX,iαTX iα and RX,iαRX iα .  

 

 

 

TABLE 3-3. Current-to-Field Matrix for the Lumped-loop Model of Transmitter in Figure 
3-10 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 

 

 TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4 TX5 TX6 TX7 TX8 TX9 TX10 

X 0.021 0.006 0.000 0.007 0.011 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.001 0.001 

Y -0.594 -0.394 -0.229 -0.185 -0.123 -0.067 -0.049 -0.029 -0.019 -0.01 

Z 1.083 0.906 0.688 0.620 0.521 0.359 0.255 0.174 0.096 0.07 
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In the previous steps, 1 simulation is used to extract the permeance matrices, and 20 

simulations are used to extract the current-to-field matrices. A total number of 21 finite-element 

simulations are required during the entire optimization. All the following steps will be realized 

using Matlab. 

4. Sweep the turns vectors in the lumped-loop model 

There are 10 loops for both the transmitter and receiver in the lumped-loop model of Figure 

3-10, so the turns vectors are: 

1 2 10TX TX TX TXN N N NN N 10N  (3-23) 

1 2 10RX RX RX RXN N N NN N 10N  (3-24) 

The turns vectors are swept to derive the Pareto fronts. In this example, the winding turns are 

assumed to be evenly distributed. TABLE 3-5 lists how to sweep the elements of the turns 

vectors. 

The outermost loop is swept to represent the outer radii of the winding. For the transmitter, its 

outermost loop NTXo is swept from NTX1 to NTX5, whereas the outermost loop of the receiver NRXo 

is swept from NRX1 to NRX5. 

TABLE 3-4. Current-to-Field Matrix for the Lumped-loop Model of Receiver in Figure 
3-10 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 

 

 RX1 RX2 RX3 RX4 RX5 RX6 RX7 RX8 RX9 RX10 

X 0.021 0.006 0.000 0.007 0.011 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.001 0.001 

Y 0.594 0.394 0.229 0.185 0.123 0.067 0.049 0.029 0.019 0.01 

Z 1.083 0.906 0.688 0.620 0.521 0.359 0.255 0.174 0.096 0.07 
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The innermost loops NTXi and NRXi are selected according to the outermost loops NTXo and 

NRXo, respectively. The innermost loop of the transmitter, NTXi, is selected by sweeping from 

NTX(o+1) to NTX10, whereas the innermost loop of the receiver, NRXi, is selected by sweeping from 

NRX(o+1) to NRX10.  

 

 

The turns number is swept according to the wire diameter D. In this example, litz wires with 

AWG #38 strands are selected. The strand numbers are selected from 40, 66, 100, 162, 260, 420, 

660, 1050, 1650. The corresponding wire diameters are 0.9 mm, 1.1 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.9 mm, 

2.3 mm, 2.9 mm, 3.8 mm, 4.8 mm, and 6 mm. The maximum number of turns, Nmax, is calculated 

TABLE 3-5. Turns Vectors to be Swept for the Lumped-loop Model in Figure 3-10 
 

Procedure Swept Values 

The outermost loop of transmitter NTX(o) o = 1 to 5 

Router of the transmitter 50 mm – (o – 1) * 4.2 mm  

The innermost loop of transmitter NTX(i) i = (o + 1) to 10 

Rinner of the transmitter 50 mm – (i – 1) * 4.2 mm 

Wire Diameter D  0.9 mm to 6 mm 

Sweep the turns number of the transmitter From 1 to floor[(Router – Rinner) / D] 

The outermost loop of receiver NRX(o) o = 1 to 5 

Router of the receiver 50 mm – (o – 1) * 4.2 mm 

The innermost loop of receiver NRX(i) i = (o + 1) to 10 

Rinner of the receiver 50 mm – (i – 1) * 4.2 mm 

Sweep the turns number of the receiver From 1 to floor[(Router – Rinner) / D] 
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from the innermost loop, outermost loop and D. The number of turns is swept from 1 to Nmax. All 

these turns are evenly distributed between the loops NTXi and NTXo, or between the loops NRXi and 

NRXo. The other loops are assigned zero turns. 

5. Calculate the inductances with lumped-loop model 

For each set of turns vectors, the inductances are calculated with the permeance matrices in 

TABLE 3-1 and TABLE 3-2, using (3-14) – (3-16). For the example of Figure 3-12, 

NTXo = NTX2 , NTXi = NTX9 , NRXo = NRX2 , NRXi = NRX9 . There are 21 turns for the transmitter and 

21 turns for the receiver. The corresponding turns vectors of the example are: 

0 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3TXN 0N  (3-25) 

0 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3RXN 0N  (3-26) 

The inductances of the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-12 is calculated as L1 = L2 = 36.9 μH, 

and M = 8.6 μH. 

 

 

100 mm

2.3 turns per loop

10 mm11110

45 mm

 
 

Figure 3-12. An exemplary lumped-loop model to calculate the inductances, winding 

currents, and stray magnetic field.  
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6. Calculate the winding currents from the inductances 

For the example in Figure 3-12, the winding currents are derived from (3-1) – (3-4) as: 

( ) 8 sin(2 100 )TXi t k t  (3-27) 

( ) 4.5 sin(2 100 2)RXi t k t  (3-28) 

7. Calculate the stray magnetic field with lumped-loop model 

The stray magnetic fields in X, Y, Z directions at the point (0, 100 mm, 0) are calculated from 

(3-19), with the winding currents in (3-27) and (3-28) , turns vectors in (3-25) and (3-26), and 

current-to-field matrices in TABLE 3-3 and TABLE 3-4. The RMS values of calculated BY (t) 

and BZ (t) are 17.9 μT and 55.4 μT, respectively. The magnitude of BX (t) is negligible due to 

symmetry. The quantified magnetic field is 58.1 μT at the point (0, 100 mm, 0). 

8. Approximate the winding resistances 

In order to calculate the winding resistances, the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-12 is 

translated back to the coils with real turns as shown in Figure 3-13, according to the turns vectors 

in (3-25) and (3-26). The inner radius is 10 mm and the outer radius is 45 mm. When the litz 

wire is composed of 100 strands with 0.1 mm strand-diameter, the calculated winding resistance 

is 100 mΩ. Detailed procedure will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.  

9. Calculate the coil-to-coil efficiency 

The coil-to-coil efficiency of the exemplary coils in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 is calculated 

from (2-10), with inductance M = 8.6 μH and winding resistances r1 = r2 = 100 mΩ. The 

calculated efficiency is 95.7%. 
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10. Derive the Pareto front 

The efficiency and stray magnetic field for the exemplary coils in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 

is marked on the two-dimensional Cartisan coordinate in Figure 3-19. After all the turns vectors 

in TABLE 3-5 are swept, the Pareto front is derived in Matlab. The solid line in Figure 3-14 is 

derived using the method of lumped-loop model. The dashed line is derived following the 

procedures in Figure 3-4 by sweeping physical parameters in finite-element simulations. The 

results are almost the same, which proves the accuracy of the method using the lumped-loop 

model. 

The red circle on the upper right of Figure 3-14 represents the scaled-down coils of Figure 

2-17, which is designed to maximize the efficiency without considering stray magnetic field. 

Although the efficiency of the red circle almost reaches the maximum, its stray magnetic field is 

10 μT higher than the optimal design which is located along the Pareto front with similar 

efficiency.  

10 mm

45 mm

100 mm

21 turns

 
 

Figure 3-13. Coils with real turns for the lumped-loop model in Figure 3-12, which are 

used to calculate winding resistances. 
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3.6. Experimental Verification 

3.6.1. Coil-to-Coil Efficiency 

The exemplary coils in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 locates along the Pareto front in Figure 

3-14, which means it is one of the optimal designs. Figure 3-15 is the coil fabricated according to 

Figure 3-13. A 3C96 ferrite plate with dimensions of 100 mm by 100 mm by 5 mm is placed 

underneath the winding. The fixture of the winding was made with PLA using the 3D printer, 

and the fabrication procedure is provided in Appendix C. 

 

Scale-down coils 
of Figure 2-17

 
 

Figure 3-14. Comparison of the Pareto fronts derived from the procedures in Figure 3-4 

and Figure 3-5. The coils are used with the circuit topology in Figure 2-1, to transfer 

100 W power across 40 mm gap. The maximum dimensions of the coils are 100 mm by 

100 mm. The red circle on the upper right represents the scaled-down coils in Figure 2-17, 

which is designed to maximize the efficiency without considering stray magnetic field. 
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TABLE 3-6 shows the inductances and winding resistances of the coils in Figure 3-12, Figure 

3-13, and Figure 3-15, which are derived from matrix calculation, finite-element simulation, and 

measurement, respectively. The matrix calculation and simulation results are almost the same. 

The maximum difference between calculation and measurement is 4% for inductances and 6% 

for winding resistances. One reason for the error is the deviation of turns’ radius during the 

fabrication process. As shown in Figure 3-15, the fixture of the winding makes the turns 

unevenly distributed. This is caused by the resolution of the 3D printer, which is not fine enough 

to make a slot for each turn. 

The coil-to-coil efficiencies in TABLE 3-6 are calculated from (2-10) with the inductances 

and winding resistances. All the coils in Figure 3-15 achieve 95.7% efficiency for the same 

specifications in Figure 3-3. 

100 mm

10 mm

 
 

Figure 3-15. Fabricated coils of Figure 3-14, using litz wire composed of 100 strands with 

0.1 mm strand-diameter and 3C96 ferrite plate with dimensions of 100 mm by 100 mm by 

5 mm. 
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3.6.2. Stray Magnetic Field 

Near-field probe Langer EMV LF-R 50 [89] is selected for the measurement of magnetic 

field. The probe is designed with 10 mm loops as in Figure 3-16(a). It’s used to measure 

magnetic field from 100 kHz to 50 MHz.  

When the probe is placed into the magnetic field as shown in Figure 3-16(b), the voltage 

which is induced on the probe loops with spatial directions is calculated from Faraday’s law with 

, ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,ind i i i
d dv t B t dA NA B t i X Y Z
dt dt

dd( )( )( )( )( )( )  (3-29) 

where N is the turns number of loops in field probe, A is loop area; Bi (t) is the magnetic field 

flowing through the field. 

 

TABLE 3-6. Inductances, Resistances, and Coil-to-Coil Efficiencies for Coils in Figure 
3-12, Figure 3-13, and Figure 3-15 

 

Parameters Matrix Calculation 
Figure 3-12 

Simulation 
Figure 3-13 

Measurement 
Figure 3-15 

L1, L2 (μH) 36.9, 36.9 36.8, 36.8 35.4, 36.0 

M (μH) 8.6 8.6 8.7 

r1 and r2 (mΩ), at 100 
kHz 100, 100 100, 100 102, 106 

Coil-to-coil efficiency 95.7% 95.7% 95.7% 
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The induced voltage vind,i (t) goes through calibration network, which is integrated with the 

probe and is used to improve the performance of frequency response. The waveform of the 

calibrated voltage vi (t) is displayed on the oscilloscope after the calibration network. This 

process is demonstrated in Figure 3-17(a). With the correction values in Figure 3-17(b) which 

are supplied by the manufacture, the information of magnetic field Bi (t) is calculated from vi (t) 

as 

( )
20

0( ) ( ) 10
CorrectionValue

i iB v  (3-30) 

where μ0 is the permeability of air; ω is the radial frequency of the signal; vi is the RMS value of 

the induced voltage on the oscilloscope for the magnetic field in one spatial direction; Bi is the 

RMS value of the magnetic field in one spatial direction; the correction value is plotted in Figure 

3-17(b).  

10 mm  

Inverter

Rectifier

Function Generator

Load 
Resistor

C1 C2

Near-Field Probe

Coils
100 mm

50 mm by 50 mm, 
each square

 
(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3-16. (a) Near-field probe and (b) hardware setup up for field measurement. 
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The hardware setup for the field measurement is shown in Figure 3-16(b). At each position, 

the near-field probe is used to measure the magnetic fields BX (t), BY (t), and BZ (t) in X, Y, and Z 

directions. The quantified magnetic fields were calculated according to (3-8). 

With 40 mm gap between transmitter and receiver coils, the magnetic fields along Y axis in 

Figure 3-18(a) were calculated, simulated, and measured for the coils in Figure 3-12, Figure 

3-13, and Figure 3-15, respectively. The distances from the measure points to the center range 

from 75 mm to 150 mm. The comparison of the quantified magnetic field is shown in Figure 

3-18(b), which shows that the difference between the measurement and calculation is less than 

12.5%. One reason of the error is cause by the fabrication process using 3D printer, as 

domenstrated in 3.6.1. Another reason is that the probe has a 10 mm diameter as in Figure 

3-16(a). The measured field is the spatial average of the field penetrating the probe instead of the 

field at one point.  

Calibration

Bi(t) vind,i(t) vi(t)  

 
(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3-17. (a) Process of transferring measured field to voltage; (b) values of the voltage-

to-field correction versus frequency [89]. 
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Figure 3-19(a) and (b) show the time-domain waveforms of stray magnetic fields in Y and Z 

directions at two points along the Y-axis. One point is 100 mm away from the center, and the 

other one is 150 mm away from the center. The dashed lines are the calculated results of the 

lumped-loop model in Figure 3-12 with the turns vectors in (3-25) and (3-26) and the current-to-

field matrices in TABLE 3-3. The solid lines are the measured results of the coils in Figure 3-15 

using the hardware setup in Figure 3-16. The calculated waveforms match well with the 

measured waveforms. The magnetic fields are not purely sinusoidal owning to the harmonics in 

40 mm

Z
Y

Measure
Point 

Distance to center

100 mm

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3-18. (a) Side view of the coils; (b) quantified stray magnetic fields along Y axis 

when the measure points are located from 75 mm to 150 mm to the center. The magnetic 

fields are are calculated, simulated, and measured with the coils in Figure 3-12, Figure 

3-13, and Figure 3-15, respectively. 
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winding currents. However, the influence of this non-sinusoidal effect is negligible when 

quantifying the magnetic fields. 

 

 

BY(t)

BZ(t)

Solid line: measurement   Dashed line: calculation
Distance to center = 100 mm

time (μT)  
(a) 

 

BY(t)

BZ(t)

Solid line: measurement   Dashed line: calculation
Distance to center = 150 mm

time (μT)  
(b) 

 
Figure 3-19. Time-domain waveforms of the stray magnetic fields in Y and Z directions at 

the points with (a) 100 mm and (b) 150 mm distances to the center of the coils (solid lines: 

measurement results of the coils in Figure 3-15; dashed lines: calculation results of the 

lumped-loop model in Figure 3-12). 
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3.7. Summary 

This chapter discusses the synergetic attenuation of stray magnetic field when designing IPT 

coils for high efficiency. Pareto front is applied for the optimization. A fast method for 

optimization is described, using the concept of lumped-loop model The coil-to-coil efficiency 

and stray magnetic field are calculated with permeance matrices, current-to-field matrices, and 

turns vectors. The turns vectors are swept to get the Pareto front. Only tens of simulations are 

required during the entire procedure, so this method is much faster than the conventional method 

which requires thousands of simulations. 

Detailed procedure of the optimization is demonstrated using an example. The coils are used 

in the series-series compensation to transfer 100 W power across 40 mm gap. The dimensions of 

each coil are 100 mm by 100 mm. The Pareto front derived from the lumped-loop model 

matches well with that derived from parametric sweep in finite-element simulation. An 

exemplary set of coils located along the front was fabricated and tested in experiment. The coil-

to-coil efficiencies are the same for calculation and experimental measurement, and the 

difference for stray magnetic fields from calculation and measurement is less than 12.5%. 

In this chapter, the analytical method to calculate winding resistance is not discussed. All the 

details for the resistance calculation will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4. Approximation of Proximity-Effect Resistance 

Nomenclature 

a Radius of turn m in Figure 4-7. 

Bexternal External field across a turn in Figure 4-1, generated by all the other turns. 

Bexternal-r Component of Bexternal in the radial direction in Figure 4-1. 

Bexternal-a Component of Bexternal in the axial direction in Figure 4-1. 

Binternal Internal field across a turn in Figure 4-1, generated by the turn itself. 

Binternal-r Component of Binternal in the radial direction in Figure 4-1. 

Binternal-a Component of Binternal in the axial direction in Figure 4-1. 

Bmirror Magnetic field generated by the mirrored turn in Figure 4-3. 

Bm-mirror The magnetic fields generated by the mirrored turn m in Figure 4-6. 

Bm-original The magnetic fields generated by the original turn m in Figure 4-6. 

Br, m-mirror Component of Bm-mirror in the radial direction in Figure 4-6. 

Br, m-original Component of Bm-original in the radial direction in Figure 4-6. 

Bself Magnetic field generated by the original turn in Figure 4-3. 

Ba, m-mirror Component of Bm-mirror in the axial direction in Figure 4-6. 

Ba, m-original Component of Bm-original in the axial direction in Figure 4-6. 

d Distance between the centers of the original turn and the corresponding 
mirrored turn. 

dc Strand diameter of litz wire. 
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I Peak value of winding current. 

lt Average length of a turn. 

Pe Proximity-effect loss of a turn. 

R Radius of the turn’s cross section in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. 

r Distances in radial direction between the center of turn m and the measure 
point of turn n in Figure 4-7. 

re Proximity-effect resistance of a turn. 

Rinner Inner radius of the winding. 

Router Outer radius of the winding. 

z Distances in axial direction between the center of turn m and the measure 
point of turn n in Figure 4-7. 

μ0 Permeability of free space. 

ρc Resistivity of copper. 

ω Radial frequency of winding current [rad/s]. 

4.1. Introduction 

Because of the low coupling caused by the air gap, the efficiency of an IPT system is 

significantly influenced by the winding resistances of the coils. Litz wire is popularly used to 

reduce the winding loss. The winding resistance of the litz wire include DC part and AC part. 

The DC resistance is analytically calculated from the physical parameters of the wire, such as the 

cross-section area and the length. The AC resistance is caused by the skin effect and the 

proximity effect, which is generated by the eddy current in the wire [90], [91]. When the strand 

diameter of the litz wire is properly selected, the skin-effect loss is negligible. The proximity-

effect loss is inevitable for planar coils, and several methods have been proposed to calculate it 

[78], [79], [87], [88]. The proximity-effect loss is proportional to the square of magnetic fields 
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across the turns of winding. The derivation of the magnetic fields is essential to calculate the 

proximity-effect resistance of litz wire. 

The magnetic fields across turns can be derived using either numerical method or analytical 

method. Numerical method with finite-element simulation [51] generates accurate results, but it 

is time-consuming, especially for three-dimensional simulations. Things get even worse when 

the coils are optimized with parametric sweep, which has been discussed in Chapter 3. Analytical 

method is faster to calculate the magnetic field, and it is more suitable for the optimization 

procedure of coils such as the fast method in Figure 3-5.  

However, when the ferrite plate with finite size is placed below the planar winding, the 

analytical equations become complicated [73]–[76] or less accurate [92]. The objective of this 

chapter is to demonstrate an analytical method that is simple and accurate to calculate the 

magnetic fields across turns of planar coil with ferrite plate. This method should work well 

together with the concept of the lumped-loop model in Chapter 3.  

The method of image [93]–[96] is applied for field calculation in this chapter. The ferrite with 

sufficiently high magnetic permeability is modeled as a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC). 

Setting tangential H fields at the interface to zero, the PMC can be modeled using just a single 

mirror image. Therefore, the ferrite plate is replaced by the mirrored turns, which have the same 

current as the original turns. The magnetic field across one turn is decomposed into internal field 

and external field. The internal field is generated by the turn itself, and it’s calculated from 

Ampere’s Law [97]. The external field is generated by all the other turns, and it’s calculated 

from Biot-Savart Law [98]. The proximity-effect resistance is derived directly with internal and 

external fields. Thanks to the sinusoidal currents in inductive power transfer, the analytical 

equations to calculate the magnetic fields are further simplified. 
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It’s found that the size of the ferrite plate has negligible influence on the proximity-effect 

resistance as long as it is larger than the size of the winding. This requirement is reasonable in 

inductive power transfer for EV charging. The size of ferrite plate is always designed to be no 

smaller than the winding, in order to increase the coupling [46], [71] and to reduce the field 

emission [62] within the limited dimensions.  

Section 4.2 introduces the equations to calculate the proximity-effect loss of litz wire in 

inductive power transfer. Section 4.3 presents the method to calculate the equivalent structure of 

planar coils with ferrite plate and the magnetic fields across the turns of winding. Section 4.4 

demonstrates the influence of ferrite size on the proximity-effect resistance. In Section 4.5, the 

accuracy of the calculation is verified by comparing with the measurement results.  

4.2. Proximity-Effect Loss of Litz Wire in Inductive Power Transfer 

Different methods have been proposed to calculate the proximity-effect loss of litz wire [78], 

[79], [87], [88]. The proximity-effect loss is caused by the proximity effect at strand level and 

bundle level. Bundle level effects relate to current circulating in paths involving multiple strands, 

whereas strand-level effects take place within individual strands. 

The bundle-level effect is negligible since it is controlled by the twisting or weaving pattern 

of the litz wire. The strand-level effect is dominant, and (3-22) is applied in this dissertation to 

calculate the proximity-effect loss in strand-level [78]. 

The spatial average of 2( )dB t dt  over the cross section of the turn should be derived to 

calculate the proximity-effect loss according to (3-22). Finite-element simulation is accurate to 

do so, but it’s not suitable for the optimization of coils. The objective of this chapter is to 

investigate a simple and accurate method to calculate 2( )dB t dt . 
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For the IPT circuit in Figure 2-1, the winding current is almost sinusoidal, expressed as 

( ) sin( )i t I t  (4-1) 

where I is the peak value of winding current, and ω is the radial frequency of the inverter’s 

switching frequency. Because magnetic field is proportional to current, the field generated by the 

current in (4-1) is sinusoidal as well: 

( ) sin( )B t B t  (4-2) 

where B is the peak value of the magnetic field, and ω is the radial frequency of winding current 

in (4-1). The value of 2( )dB t dt  is calculated from (4-2) as 

2 2
2( )

2
dB t B

dt
 (4-3) 

The spatial average 2( )dB t dt  over the cross section of the turn is simplified from (4-3) 

as 

2 2
2( )

2
dB t B

dt
 (4-4) 

According to (3-22) and (4-4), the proximity-effect loss of the litz wire in IPT application is 

calculated as 

4 2
2

128
t c

e
c

l NdP B  (4-5) 

4.3. Magnetic Fields across Turns of the Planar Coil with Ferrite Plate   

4.3.1. Components of the Magnetic Field across Each Turn 

The magnetic field across one turn is composed of the internal field Binternal (t) and the external 

field Bexternal (t), as shown in Figure 4-1(a). The internal field is generated by the turn itself. It’s 
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determined by the current distribution of the turn. The external field is generated by all the other 

turns. It’s roughly uniform across the turn, because the cross section of the turn is much smaller 

than the dimensions of the coil. Since Binternal (t) and Bexternal (t) are both generated by the winding 

current in (4-1), their time-domain waveforms are sinusoidal with the same phase as the winding 

current. In the following discussion, Binternal (t) and Bexternal (t) are represented by their peak 

magnitudes Binternal and Bexternal. 

An axis of symmetry is drawn across the turn in Figure 4-1(a), in the same direction as the 

axial axis. The pair of points 1 and 1’ in Figure 4-1(b) are symmetrical about this axis. The 

internal field is decomposed to Binternal-a and Binternal-r, where Binternal-a is the component in the 

axial direction, and Binternal-r is the component in the radial direction. Similarly, the external field 

is decomposed to Bexternal-a and Bexternal-r. Their relationships are 

2 2 2
internal internal r internal aB B B  (4-6) 

2 2 2
external external r external aB B B  (4-7) 
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Thanks to the symmetry, the magnitude and direction of Binternal-r and the magnitude of 

Binternal-a at point 1 are the same as those at point 1’, whereas the direction of Binternal-r at point 1 is 

opposite to that at point 1’. For the external field, both Bexternal-r and Bexternal-a at point 1 are the 

same as those at point 1’ because the external field is almost uniformly distributed across one 

turn when the cross section of the turn is much smaller than the dimensions of the coil. Owning 

to the influence of the ferrite plate, Bexternal-a is more dominant than Bexternal-r. 

According to Figure 4-1(b), the magnetic fields BP1 (t) at point 1 and BP1’ (t) at point 1’ are 

derived as 

2 2
1P internal a external a internal r external rB B B B B  (4-8) 

Ferrite

Turn

Bexternal

Binternal

Axis of Symmetry

axial

radial
 

(a) 
 

Binternal-a

Binternal-r
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Binternal-r

Point 1 Point 1'

Axis of Symmetry

Bexte rnal-a Bexte rnal-a

Bexte rnal-r Bexte rnal-r
t 111

axial

radial

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4-1. (a) Internal field Binternal and external field Bexternal across one turn of the planar 

coil; (b) axial and radial components of Binternal and Bexternal at symmetrical points 1 and 1’. 
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2 2
1'P internal a external a internal r external rB B B B B  (4-9) 

The summation of B2 at points 1 and 1’ is derived from (4-6) – (4-9) to be 

2 2 2 2
1 1' 2P P internal externalB B B B  (4-10) 

Because there are infinite pairs of symmetrical points like points 1 and 1’, 2( )dB t dt in 

(3-22) is derived from all these pairs as: 

2 2
'

2 1

( ) ( )

( )
Pn Pn

n

dB t dB t dS
dt dtdB t

dt S
 (4-11) 

where dS is the differential area of each point, and S is the cross-sectional area of the turn. With 

the similar calculation procedure as (4-3), 2( )PndB t dt and 2
' ( )PndB t dt are represented as: 

2 2
2( )

2
Pn

Pn
dB t B

dt
 (4-12) 

2 2
2'

'
( )

2
Pn

Pn
dB t B

dt
 (4-13) 

Equation (4-11) is simplified from (4-12) and (4-13) to be 

2 2
2 2 '

1( )
2

Pn Pn
n

B B dS
dB t

dt S
 (4-14) 

According to (4-10), 2
PnB  and 2

'PnB  are represented by 2
internalB  and 2

externalB , so (4-14) is 

simplified as 
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2 2
2 2

1 1
2 2

( )
2

internal external
n n

B dS B dS
dB t

dt S S
 (4-15) 

The components on the right side of (4-15) equal the spatial average of 2
internalB and 2

externalB

across the turn, with 

2

21
2 internal

n
internal

B dS
B

S
 (4-16) 

2

21
2 external

n
external

B dS
B

S
 (4-17) 

According to (4-16) and (4-17), (4-15) is simplified as 

2 2
2 2( )

2 internal external
dB t B B

dt
 (4-18) 

Equation (4-18) proves that Binternal and Bexternal are decoupled. They should be derived 

separately to calculate 2( )dB t dt  for the proximity-effect loss in (3-22). 

4.3.2. Equivalent Structure to Calculate Magnetic Fields 

When the ferrite plate is placed below the winding as shown in Figure 4-2(a), the analytical 

equations to calculate 2( )dB t dt  become complicated or less accurate compared to the case 

with air core. According to the method of image, the equivalent structure in Figure 4-2(b) is 

derived by replacing the ferrite plate with mirrored turns.  
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The original turns and the mirrored turns are symmetrical about the upper surface of ferrite 

plate. They have the same dimensions and excitations. Since the equivalent structure is 

composed of windings with air core, the magnetic fields across the original turns are calculated 

directly using Ampere’s Law and Biot-Savart Law. Detailed calculation will be demonstrated in 

4.3.3 and 4.3.4. 

4.3.3. Internal Magnetic Field 

Only the original turn and its mirrored turn are considered when calculating the internal 

magnetic field Binternal of one turn. As shown in Figure 4-3, there are two components for Binternal 

– Bself which is generated by the original turn and Bmirror which is generated by its mirrored turn. 

The axis of symmetry in the horizontal axis is drawn in Figure 4-3 across the original turn. 

Points 1 and 1’ are symmetrical about this axis. The magnitudes of Bself at point 1 and 1’ are the 

same, but the magnitudes of Bmirror are different. Field Bself is decomposed into radial component 

Ferrite Plate

Original Turns

Cylindrical axis

axial

radial

R

d/2

 
(a) 

 
Cylindrical axis

Mirrored Turns

axial

radial
d

R
Original Turns

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4-2. (a) Cylindrical structure of the planar coils with ferrite plate and (b) its 

equivalent structure derived from the method of image.  
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Bself-r and axial component Bself-a as (4-19), while field Bmirror is mostly in the radial direction 

across the original turn. 

2 2 2
self self r self aB B B  (4-19) 

The magnitudes of Bself-r and Bself-a at point 1 are the same as those at point 1’. The values of 

Bmirror at the two points are different, and they are expressed as Bmirror-P1 and Bmirror-P1’, 

respectively. According to Figure 4-3, the magnetic fields BP1 (t) at point 1 and BP1’ (t) at point 1’ 

are calculated as 

2 2
1 1P self r mirror P self aB B B B  (4-20) 

2 2
1' 1'P self r mirror P self aB B B B  (4-21) 

The summation of B2 at points 1 and 1’ is derived from (4-20) and (4-21) as 

2 2 2 2 2
1 1' 1 1'2P P self mirror P mirror PB B B B B  (4-22) 

Following the similar procedure in (4-10) – (4-18), 2( )internaldB t dt is derived from all the 

symmetrical pairs of points, which is 

2 2 2
2 2 2( )

2 2
internal

internal self mirror
dB t B B B

dt
 (4-23) 

Equation (4-23) shows that 2
selfB  and 2

mirrorB  are decoupled, and they should be derived 

separately to calculate 2
internalB . 

In order to calculate 2
selfB , only the original turn is excited. The flux density Bself (r) of the 

differential ring in Figure 4-4 is calculated using Ampere’s Law, with 
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2

2
0

( )
2selfB r rr I

R
 (4-24) 

where r is the radius of the differential ring; I is the peak value of the current excitation in the 

original turn; μ0 is the permeability of free space; R is the radius of the turn’s cross section.  
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Figure 4-3. Components to calculate the internal fields at symmetrical points 1 and 1’: Bself 

generated by the original turn and Bmirror generated by the mirrored turn. 

 

r

dr
R

 
 

Figure 4-4. Cross section of the original turn in Figure 4-3 to calculate the internal field in 

(4-24). 
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By integrating (4-24) over the cross-sectional area of the original turn, 2
selfB is 

22
0

20
2

2

2
2

R

self

I r r dr
r R

B
R

 (4-25) 

where R is the radius of the cross section. 

Only the mirrored turn is excited to derive 2
mirrorB . The flux density of the differential strip 

in Figure 4-5 is calculated using Ampere’s Law, and 2
mirrorB is derived by integrating flux 

density over the cross section of the original turn, with 

2

2 20

2
2

2
2

R

R

mirror

I R x dx
d x

B
R

 
(4-26) 

where d is the distance between the centers of the original turn and the mirrored turn; x is the 

distance between the centers of the differential strip and the mirrored turn. 

 

Original
Turn

Mirrored
Turn

R

x dx

d

Bmirror

 
 

Figure 4-5. Cross sections of the original turn and the mirrored turn in Figure 4-3 to 

calculate the internal field in (4-26). 
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4.3.4. External Magnetic Field  

Figure 4-6 shows the equivalent structure to calculate 2
externalB  across the original turn n of a 

planar coil. There are N turns totally. The ferrite plate is replaced with the mirrored turns. In the 

equivalent structure, turn n is not excited so its mirrored turn is not drawn. All the other original 

turns and mirrored turns are excited with sinusoidal current. 

 

 

The magnetic fields generated by the original turn m and the mirrored turn m are represented 

as Bm-original and Bm-mirror, respectively. Bm-original and Bm-mirror are decomposed into components in 

the radial direction, Br, m-original and Br, m-mirror, and components in the axial direction, Ba, m-original 

and Ba, m-mirror. Then 2
externalB across turn n is calculated by summing up all the fields generated by 

other turns in Figure 4-6 as 

2 2

2
, , , ,

1 1 1 1

N N N N

external r m original r m mirror a m original a m mirror
m m m m
m n m n m n m n

B B B B B  (4-27) 

The values of Br, m-original, Br, m-mirror, Ba, m-original and Ba, m-mirror are calculated from Biot-Savart 

Law. Figure 4-7 shows the magnetic field B across turn n, generated by turn m. Its components in 

Cylindrical 
axis

Original Turns

Mirrored Turns

n 12N N - 1 n - 1n + 1 axial

radial

 
 

Figure 4-6. Equivalent structure to calculate the external field on the original turn n for a 

planar coil with N turns. Turn n is not excited and all the other original turns and mirrored 

turns are excited with current I. 
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the radial and axial directions are calculated from from (4-31) and (4-32), respectively. The 

details to derive (4-31) and (4-32) will be demonstrated in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

According to Biot-Savart Law, the field generated by the small segment of conductor d ss  with 

length ds and excitation current I in Figure 4-8 is calculated as 

0
24

I d s rd B
r
s r0IB  (4-28) 

where r is the distance from the segment to the measure point P; rr  is the unit vector pointing 

from the segment to P; μ0 is the permeability of free space. 
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Figure 4-7. The example to calculate external field B across turn n, which is generated by 

turn m with excitation I. The components of B in the radial and axial directions, Br and Ba, 

are calculated from (4-31) and (4-32), respectively. 
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Figure 4-8. Magnetic field dB at the measure point P, generated by the small segment of 

conductor ds with current excitation I. 
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The magnetic field generated by the circular loop m in Figure 4-7 is calculated by integrating 

(4-28) along the loop. The magnetic fields in the radial and axial directions at the measure point 

in loop n are 

20
3 20 2 2 2

sin
4 2 sin

r
I a zB d

a r z r a
 (4-29) 

20
3 20 2 2 2

sin
4 2 sin

z
I a a rB d

a r z r a
 (4-30) 

Equations (4-29) and (4-30) are calculated to be 

2 2

0
1( ) ( )

4rB B E k K k
QQ

 (4-31) 

2 2

0
1 1( ) ( )

4zB B E k K k
QQ

 (4-32) 

where functions K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic integral functions of the first kind and 

second kind; definitions of B0, α, β, γ, Q, and k are 

0
0 2

IB
a

 (4-33) 

r
a

 (4-34) 

z
a

 (4-35) 

z
r

 (4-36) 

2 21Q  (4-37) 
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4k
Q

 (4-38) 

where I and a are the peak current and radius of turn m, respectively; r and z are the distances in 

the radial and axial directions between the center of turn m and the measure point of turn n, 

respectively. 

In summary, the values of 2( )dB t dt  across all the turns, which are critical to calculate 

the proximity-effect loss of planar coil with ferrite plate in Figure 4-2(a), are derived by 

calculating 2
internalB  and 2

externalB  in (4-25) – (4-27) with the equivalent structure in Figure 

4-2(b). The proximity-effect resistance is then derived from (4-5) with all the magnetic fields as 

4 2
2 2 2

2128
t c

e self mirror external
c

l Ndr B B B
I

 (4-39) 

4.4. Influence of Ferrite Plate’s Size 

In order to derive the most accurate values of magnetic fields across the turns for the planar 

coil with finite size of ferrite plate, the winding currents should be mirrored about the surfaces of 

the ferrite plate for infinite times [94], [95]. In Figure 4-2(b), the original turns are mirrored 

about the upper surface of the ferrite plate for only once, as shown in Figure 4-2(b). The major 

benefit of the equivalent structure in Figure 4-2(b) is making the calculation of the field simpler 

and faster, but it’s not able to predict the influence of ferrite plate’s size on proximity-effect 

resistance. In this section, this influence is parametrically studied using an exemplary planar coil, 

by sweeping the size of ferrite plate. 
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Figure 4-9(a) shows the structure and dimensions of the exemplary planar coil for the 

parametrical study. The winding’s inner and outer radii are 8 mm and 45 mm, respectively. Litz 

wire is composed of 100 strands with 0.1 mm diameter. The thickness of ferrite plate is 5 mm. 

 

Figure 4-9(b) is the equivalent structure to calculate 2B , using the method of image. The 

spacing between an original turn and its corresponding mirrored turn is 3.8 mm in the axial 

direction. TABLE 4-1 lists all the parameters that are used to calculate the magnetic fields in 

(4-25), (4-26), (4-31), and (4-32). Figure 4-10 shows the calculated 2B  of each original turn 

for the equivalent structure in Figure 4-9(b). The simulated 2B  using the coil with ferrite plate 

in Figure 4-9(a) are plotted in Figure 4-10 as well. The radius of the ferrite plate is parametrically 
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Figure 4-9. (a) Cylindrical structure of the exemplary coil with ferrite plate; (b) equivalent 

structure of (a) using the method of image to calculate B2. 
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swept from 45 mm to 90 mm in Ansys Maxwell. The size of the ferrite plate is no smaller than 

that of the winding, in order to increase the coupling [46], [71]and to reduce the field emission 

[62] in IPT. 

 

Figure 4-10 proves that the magnetic fields are accurate for most of the inner turns. Some 

errors exist for the outer turns owing to the fringing, but their influences on the proximity-effect 

resistance is negligible, because the magnetic fields across the outer turns are much weaker than 

those across the inner turns. For a proper design, the inner radii of the winding is less than half of 

the outer radii, in order to improve the quality factor of the coil and to increase the coupling 

between the transmitter and receiver [71]. In this case, most turns are placed further away from 

the edge of the ferrite plate, and the influence of fringing is minimized. 

TABLE 4-1. Parameters Values to Calculate Magnetic Fields for the Equivalent Structure 
in Figure 4-9(b) 

 

Field Equations Variables in Equations Values 

Bself in (4-25) R 1.5 mm 

Bmirror in (4-26) 
R 1.5 mm 

d 3.8 mm 

Bexternal in (4-31) and (4-32) 

a 8 mm – 45 mm 

r 8 mm – 45 mm 

z 3.8 mm 
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The proximity-effect resistances in Figure 4-11 are calculated from (4-39), using the values of 

2B  in Figure 4-10. TABLE 4-2 list the values of the parameters that are used for the 

calculation. The red line is the calculated resistance with the calculated 2B . All the other lines 

are calculated from the simulated 2B , with different radii of the ferrite plate. The frequency 

stops at 200 kHz because IPT for EV charging works below this frequency. Figure 4-11 shows 

that the differences are less than 8% between the calculation result and the simulation results. 

Therefore, the influence of ferrite size is negligible on the proximity-effect resistance. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-10. Calculated B2 for the equivalent structure in Figure 4-9(b) and simulated B2 

for the real structure in Figure 4-9(a) with different sizes of ferrite plate. 
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4.5.Experimental Verification 

The exemplary planar coil in Figure 4-9(a) was fabricated as shown in Figure 4-12. 

Commercialized ferrite plate with dimensions of 100 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm is placed below the 

 
 

Figure 4-11. Proximity-effect resistance calculated from (4-39) using B2 in Figure 4-10. 
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Frequency (kHz)

Rferrite / Rwinding = 1.4

Rferrite / Rwinding = 1.6

Rferrite / Rwinding = 1.8

TABLE 4-2. Parameters Values to Calculate Proximity-Effect Loss in (4-39) 
 

Parameters Values 

N 100 

dc 0.1 mm 

ω 628318 rad/s 

lt 2π * (8 mm – 45 mm) 

2B  Figure 4-10 
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winding. The ferrite size is larger than the winding size so the influence of its shape is negligible, 

according to the analysis in Section 4.4. The equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the coil was 

measured with impedance analyzer Agilent 4294A, from 40 Hz to 200 kHz. The measured 

proximity-effect resistance was derived by subtracting the DC resistance from the ESR. The DC 

resistance is roughly the same as the measured ESR at 40 Hz, which is the lowest frequency the 

impedance analyzer can be used for measurement. Figure 4-13 shows the comparison between 

calculation and measurement. The difference is less than 7% for ESR and less than 15% for the 

proximity-effect resistance. 

 

 

Ferrite plate underneath

90 mm

100 mm  
 

Figure 4-12. Fabricated coil of the structure in Figure 4-9 (a) with square ferrite plate of 

dimensions 100 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm. 
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4.6. Summary 

This chapter demonstrates an analytical method to approximate the magnetic field across each 

turn of the planar coil in IPT application, which is critical for the calculation of proximity-effect 

resistance. The magnetic field is decomposed into internal field and external field. The internal 

field is generated by the turn itself, and the external field is generated by all the other turns. They 

are decoupled when calculating the proximity-effect resistance. 

The existence of the ferrite plate complicates the field calculation. The method of image is 

used for the simplification, by replacing the ferrite plate with the mirrored turns. With the 

equivalent structure, the internal fields are calculated from Ampere’s Law, and the external fields 

are calculated from Biot-Savart Law. The influence of ferrite plate’s size is found to be 

negligible on the proximity-effect resistance, as long as the plate size is no smaller than the 

winding size.  
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Figure 4-13. ESR and proximity-effect resistance from calculation (dashed lines) and 

measurement (solid lines) for the coil in Figure 4-12. 
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An exemplary planar coil was fabricated, using litz wire composed of 100 strands with 

0.1 mm diameter and square ferrite plate. The dimensions of the ferrite plate are 

100 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm. The winding resistance up to 200 kHz was measured with 

impedance analyzer. The difference of the proximity-effect resistances is less than 15% between 

calculation and measurement. 

The resistance calculation in this chapter is useful for the fast optimization in Chapter 3. As 

long as the turns vectors is known, the lumped-loop model is translated back to the coils with 

real turns. Then the winding resistance is analytically calculated with the selected litz wire. This 

method is also good for the resistance calculation for planar coils with litz shield in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5. Attenuation of Stray Magnetic Field with Litz Shield 

Nomenclature 

Ish1 RMS value of current in transmitter shield. 

Ish2 RMS value of current in receiver shield. 

Iw1 RMS value of current in transmitter winding. 

Iw2 RMS value of current in receiver winding. 

LRX Equivalent self-inductance of the receiver in Figure 5-6(b). 

Lsh1 Self-inductance of the transmitter shield in Figure 5-6(a). 

Lsh2 Self-inductance of the receiver shield in Figure 5-6(a). 

LTX Equivalent self-inductance of the transmitter in Figure 5-6(b). 

Lw1 Self-inductance of the transmitter winding in Figure 5-6(a). 

Lw2 Self-inductance of the receiver winding in Figure 5-6(a). 

Msh1,n-sh2,m Mutual inductance between loop n of transmitter shield and loop m of 
receiver shield in Figure 5-10. 

Msh1-sh2 Mutual inductance between the transmitter and receiver shields in Figure 
5-6(a). 

Mshield Total number of turns for the shield. 

MTX-RX Equivalent mutual inductance in Figure 5-6(b). 

Mw(i),n-sh(j),m Mutual inductance between loops n of the winding i and loop m of the 
shield j in Figure 5-10, with i or j = 1 representing transmitter and i or j = 2 
representing receiver. 

Mw(j)-sh(i) Mutual inductance between winding j and litz shield i in Figure 5-6(a), 
with i or j = 1 for transmitter and i or j = 2 for receiver. 
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Mw1,n-w2,m Mutual inductance between loops n of transmitter winding and loop m of 
receiver winding in Figure 5-10. 

Mw1-w2 Mutual inductance between the transmitter and receiver windings in Figure 
5-6(a). 

Nsh1,(n) Turns number of loop n in the transmitter shield in Figure 5-9(b). 

Nsh2,(n) Turns number of loop n in the receiver shield in Figure 5-9(b). 

Nw1,(n) Turns number of loop n in the transmitter winding in Figure 5-9(b). 

Nw2,(n) Turns number of loop n in the receiver winding in Figure 5-9(b). 

Nwinding Total number of turns for the winding. 

Pe,m Proximity-effect loss of turn m for the shield. 

Pe,n Proximity-effect loss of turn n for the winding. 

re1 Proximity-effect resistance of the transmitter. 

re2 Proximity-effect resistance of the receiver. 

Rinner Inner radius of the winding. 

Router Outer radius of the winding. 

rRX Equivalent resistance of the receiver in Figure 5-6(b). 

rsh1 Resistance of the transmitter shield in Figure 5-6(a). 

rsh2 Resistance of the receiver shield in Figure 5-6(a). 

rTX Equivalent resistance of the transmitter in Figure 5-6(b). 

rw1 Resistance of the transmitter winding in Figure 5-6(a). 

rw2 Resistance of the receiver winding in Figure 5-6(a). 

αsh(j),n,i Current-to-field coefficient in direction i for loop n of shield j in Figure 
5-11, with j = 1 representing transmitter and j = 2 representing receiver, 
i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 
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αw(j),n,i Current-to-field coefficient in direction i for loop n of winding j in Figure 
5-11, with j = 1 representing transmitter and j = 2 representing receiver, 
i = X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2. 

5.1. Introduction 

Chapter 3 describes the method to attenuate stray magnetic field by tuning the distribution of 

turns. The more effective method is to add metal shields to the IPT coils [53], [100]–[102]. The 

mostly used metal shields are the plate shield in Figure 5-1(a) and the ring shield in Figure 

5-1(b). The magnetic field generated by the windings induces eddy currents in the shields, and 

then the stray magnetic field is reduced by the eddy currents. 

 

 

However, the induced eddy currents generate significant conduction losses owning to the skin 

effect. When the frequency of the current is 100 kHz, the skin depth is 0.2 mm for copper and 

0.26 mm for aluminum. In this case, the shield current mostly flows on the surface and increases 
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Figure 5-1. Metal shields with (a) plate structure and (b) ring structure to attenuate stray 

magnetic fields around the coils. 
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conduction losses. In order to overcome this problem, litz wires are used as metal shields in this 

chapter. The shielding currents are uniformly distributed in the litz shields to reduce the losses.  

The litz shields are categorized to two types: the shorted litz shield and the driven litz shield. 

Turns of litz wires are placed around the windings for shielding purpose. In the shorted litz 

shield, the shielding turns are self-shorted and they are not connected to the windings. The eddy 

current is induced on the shields for field attenuation. In the driven litz shield, the shielding turns 

of litz wire are connected to the windings in series, but in the reverse direction. The supplied 

current flows in both the winding and the driven litz shield. The induced eddy current in shorted 

litz shield and the supplied current in driven litz shield are evenly distributed in the shields, so 

the shielding losses are reduced compared to plate shield and ring shield in Figure 5-1. 

Circuit models are derived to analyze the behaviors of the coils with litz shields. The litz 

shields are modeled as inductors coupled with the windings. The coils with litz shields are 

represented as four coupled inductors. The currents of windings and shields, the equivalent 

mutual inductance, and the equivalent series resistances (ESRs) are all calculated from the circuit 

models with the four coupled inductors. 

Pareto fronts are used to optimize the coil-to-coil efficiency and the stray magnetic field for 

the coils with litz shields. The concept of lumped-loop model in Chapter 3 is used for the fast 

optimization, by replacing the windings and litz shields with lumped loops. As long as the 

number of turns for each loop is known, the inductances and magnetic field are calculated 

directly using the permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. The winding resistances are 

calculated using the analytical method in Chapter 4. The coil-to-coil efficiency is calculated from 

the inductances and winding resistances afterwards. The Pareto fronts are derived using Matlab, 

after all the turns vectors are swept. 
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Section 5.2 demonstrates the structures and circuit models for the coils with litz shields. 

Section 5.3 shows the the fast method to derive the Pareto fronts of coil-to-coil efficiency versus 

stray magnetic field, using the lumped-loop model. Section 5.4 uses an example to illustrate the 

details of the fast method. In Section 5.5, coils with different metal shields are designed to 

transfer 100 W power across 40 mm gap with the same efficiency. They were fabricated and 

their performances were compared in experiment.  

5.2. Litz Shield 

5.2.1. Structures of Litz Shield 

In order to attenuate the stray magnetic field on the side of the coils, the shield current flows 

in the opposite direction to the winding current, as shown in Figure 5-2. The current in the shield 

can be either induced eddy current or supplied current. 

 

 

Cylindrical 
Axis

Cylindrical 
Axis

Shield

Winding

 
 

Figure 5-2. Working principle of metal shields to attenuate the stray magnetic field on the 

side of the coil. 
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Figure 5-3 shows the current-density vectors on the windings, plate shield, and ring shield. 

They are derived from finite-element simulation. The current densities are not uniformly 

distributed in the shields. The region of the shields that is closer to the winding has higher 

current density because the magnetic field is stronger. 

 

 

The distribution of current-density magnitude for the ring shield is plotted in Figure 5-4(a), on 

its cross section. Most shield current flows on the surface of the ring shield, which is caused by 

the skin effect. The current density is higher for the region closer to the winding, because of the 

stronger magnetic field. The uneven distribution of the current increases the shielding loss 

significantly. 

Figure 5-4(b) shows the structure to replace the ring shield with turns of litz wires. The shield 

turns are connected in series so the shielding currents are almost the same for all the turns. 

Because skin effect is negligible in litz wire, cross section of the shield is fully utilized so the 

shielding loss is reduced. 

Plate Shield
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Winding
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Winding
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Figure 5-3. Top view of current-density vectors for coils with (a) plate shield and (b) ring 

shield in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-5 demonstrates two structures of litz shields. Figure 5-5(a) is the shorted litz shield. 

The litz shield is self-shorted and disconnected from the winding. Eddy current is induced in 

shorted litz shield, which attenuates the magnetic field on the side. 

Figure 5-5(b) shows the structure of driven litz shield. The litz shield is connected to the 

winding and driven by the winding current. Because the currents of the winding turns and shield 

turns flow in the opposite direction, the fields generated by the driven litz shield and that 

generated by the winding attenuate each other on the side of the coil. 
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Figure 5-4. Distribution of current-density magnitudes for (a) ring shield and (b) litz shield. 
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5.2.2. Circuit Models of Coils with Litz Shield 

5.2.2.1. Circuit Models 

The litz shields in Figure 5-5 behave like additional planar coils which are coupled with the 

windings. The circuit models for the coils with litz shields are plotted in Figure 5-6(a). The 

windings of transmitter and receiver are modeled as inductances Lw1, Lw2 and resistances rw1, rw2, 

whereas the litz-shields are modeled as inductances Lsh1, Lsh2 and resistances rsh1, rsh2. All of the 

four inductances Lw1, Lw2, Lsh1, Lsh2 are coupled with each other: Mw(j)-sh(i) is the mutual 

inductance between winding j and litz shield i, with i or j = 1 for transmitter and i or j = 2 for 

receiver; Mw1-w2 is the mutual inductance between the windings; Msh1-sh2 is the mutual inductance 

between the litz shields. All of these parameters can be extracted from finite-element simulation, 

but a better way for the optimization procedure is to calculate the parameters using the lumped-

loop model, which will be mentioned in Section 5.3. 
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Figure 5-5. Structures of the coils with (a) shorted litz shield and (b) driven litz shield. 
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However, the model with four coupled inductors in Figure 5-6(a) complicates the analysis. 

Figure 5-6(b) shows the simplified model which uses two coupled inductors. The equivalent 

inductances LTX, LRX, MTX-RX and equivalent resistances rTX, rRX in Figure 5-6(b) are derived from 

the four-coils model in Figure 5-6(a). Terminals TX1 and TX2 are the terminals of the transmitter 

winding, and RX1, RX2 are the terminals of the receiver winding. 

 

 

The voltages between the terminals in Figure 5-6(a) are derived according to KVL, with
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Figure 5-6. (a) Circuit model for the coils with litz shield in Figure 5-5, using four coupled 

inductors; (b) simplified circuit model with equivalent inductances and resistances, using 

two coupled inductors. 
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1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2A D w w w w w w sh sh w sh shV j L I j M I j M I j M I  

(5-1) 
2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2A D w w w w w w sh sh w sh shV j M I j L I j M I j M I  

1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2B C w sh w w sh w sh sh sh sh shV j M I j M I j L I j M I  

2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2B C w sh w w sh w sh sh sh sh shV j M I j M I j M I j L I  

5.2.2.2. Equivalent Parameters of Coils 

For the coils with shorted litz shield in Figure 5-5(a), terminals B1 and C1 are shorted, and 

terminals B2 and C2 are shorted. The terminals A1, D1, A2, D2 in Figure 5-6(a) are equivalent to 

TX1, TX2, RX1, RX2 in Figure 5-6(b), respectively, which is expressed as 

1 1 1 2A D TX TXV V  

(5-2) 
2 2 1 2A D RX RXV V  

1 1
0B CV  

2 2
0B CV  

According to (5-1) and (5-2), the equivalent inductances LTX, LRX, MTX-RX and the equivalent 

resistances rTX, rRX in Figure 5-6(b) for shorted litz shield are derived as 

22
2 1 1 1 2 1 21 2

1 2
2 2 1 2 1 2

sh w sh w sh sh shw sh
TX w

sh sh sh sh sh sh

L M M MML L
L L L L M

 (5-3) 

22
1 2 2 2 1 1 22 1

2 2
1 1 1 2 1 2

sh w sh w sh sh shw sh
RX w

sh sh sh sh sh sh

L M M MML L
L L L L M

 (5-4) 

2 2 1 2 2 1 2
1 2 1 12

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 2 1 1 2
1 22

1 2 1 2

sh w sh w sh sh sh
TX RX w w w sh

sh sh sh sh

sh w sh w sh sh sh
w sh

sh sh sh sh

L M M MM M M
L L M
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 (5-5) 
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2 2
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

1 1 22 22 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sh sh w sh w sh sh sh sh w sh w sh sh
TX w sh sh

sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh
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2 2
1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

2 1 22 22 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sh sh w sh w sh sh sh sh w sh w sh sh
RX w sh sh

sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh

M M M L M M M L
r r r r

L L M L L M
 (5-7) 

For the winding with driven litz shield in Figure 5-6(a), terminals C1 and D1 are connected, 

and C2 and D2 are connected. The terminals A1, B1, A2, B2 in Figure 5-6(a) are equivalent to 

TX1, TX2, RX1, RX2 in Figure 5-6(b), respectively, which is equivalent to 

1 1 1 2A B TX TXV V  

(5-8) 
2 2 1 2A B RX RXV V  

1 1
0C DV  

2 2
0C DV  

According to (5-1) and (5-8), the equivalent inductances and equivalent resistances in Figure 

5-6(b) are derived for the driven litz shield as 

1 1TX w shL L L  (5-9) 

2 2RX w shL L L  (5-10) 

1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1TX RX w w sh sh w sh w shM M M M M  (5-11) 

1 1TX w shr r r  (5-12) 

2 2RX w shr r r  (5-13) 

Figure 5-7(a) shows an exemplary set of coils with litz shield. The dimensions are labeled in 

the figure. There are 25 turns in the winding. The number of turns for litz shield is changed from 

1 turn to 8 turns. The same litz wire is used for both the winding and litz shield, which consists 
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of 100 strands of AWG number 38. The length of the square litz shield is fixed to be 130 mm. 

The spacing between the shield and the winding changes according to the turns of the shield. 

Figure 5-7(b)-(d) show the equivalent self-inductance, equivalent mutual inductance, and 

equivalent resistances versus different numbers of turns for the litz shields. After the shields are 

added, the inductances decrease and resistances increase. This is also predicted by (5-3) – (5-7) 

and (5-9) – (5-13). 
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Figure 5-7. (a) An exemplary structure of coils with litz-shield; (b) equivalent self-

inductances, (c) equivalent mutual inductances, and (d) equivalent winding resistances 

calculated for coils without shield, with shorted litz shield, and with driven litz shield. 
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Figure 5-8 shows the coil-to-coil efficiency which is calculated from (2-10) for the coils in 

Figure 5-7. The turns number of the litz shield changes from 1 turn to 8 turns. The efficiency is 

reduced after the shields are added, which indicates that the optimization of efficiency and field 

attenuation is necessary for litz shield. 

 

5.2.2.3. Currents of Windings and Litz Shields 

The winding currents iw1 (t) and iw2 (t) are calculated from the equivalent circuit model in 

Figure 5-6(b) as 

1( ) sin( )
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M

 (5-14) 

2 ( ) sin( )
2 2w out si t I t  (5-15) 

where Iout is the output current which is usually determined by the systeme specifications.  

The shielding currents are derived from the circuit model in Figure 5-6(a). For shorted litz 

shield, the induced eddy currents in the shields are calculated as 
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Figure 5-8. The coil-to-coil efficiency calculated from (2-10) with the parameters in Figure 

5-7. 
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sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh
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 (5-17) 

For driven litz shield, the currents in the litz shields are the same as the supplied currents in 

the windings, with 

1 1( ) ( )sh wi t i t  (5-18) 

2 2( ) ( )sh wi t i t  (5-19) 

The currents iw1 (t), iw2 (t), ish1 (t), and ish2 (t) will be used to calculate the stray magnetic field, 

which is demonstrated in Section 5.3.3. 

5.3. Fast Method to Derive Pareto Front 

5.3.1. Lumped-loop Model and Turns Vectors 

The inductances and resistances in Figure 5-6(a) can either be derived from finite-element 

simulation or be calculated with lumped-loop model. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the calculation 

with lumped-loop model is more suitable for the optimization purpose. 

Figure 5-9 shows the lumped-loop model of the coils with litz shield. The windings and litz 

shields are replaced by several loops that are distributed on top of the ferrite plate with equal 

spacing. Each loop is composed of Nw or Nsh turns.  

The turns vectors 1wNN  and 2wNN  describe the number of turns for each loop of the windings in 

the transmitter and receiver coils, respectively: 

1 1,1 1,2 1,w w w w NN N N NN NN N ,N1,1 N1N  (5-20) 
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2 2,1 2,2 2,w w w w NN N N NN NN N ,N2,2 N2N  (5-21) 

where Nw1,(n) and Nw2,(n) represent the turns number of loop n in the transmitter and receiver, 

respectively, with n = 1, 2, … N. Loop 1 represents the outermost loop and loop N represents the 

innermost loop of the winding, which is shown in Figure 5-9(b). 

The turns vectors 1shNN  and 2shNN  describe the number of turns for each loop of the litz shields 

in the transmitter and receiver coils, respectively: 

1 1,1 1,2 1,sh sh sh sh MN N N NN NN N ,M1,sh M1N  (5-22) 

2 2,1 2,2 2,sh sh sh sh MN N N NN NN N ,M2,sh M2N  (5-23) 

where Nsh1,(m) and Nsh2(m) represent the turns number of loop n in litz shields of transmitter and 

receiver, respectively, with m = 1, 2, … M. Loop 1 represents the loop that is most close to the 

winding and loop M represents the outermost loop of the litz shield. 

The physical parameters of the coils are equivalent to the turns vectors in (5-20) – (5-23). In 

Figure 5-9(b), loops with dashed circles are assigned zero turn to realize the physical parameters, 

such as Rinner, Router, length of the litz shield, and the spacing between the winding and shield. 

The numbers of turns for the loops with solid circles represent the distribution of turns. 

Therefore, with lumped-loop model and turns vectors, the sweep of the physical parameters for 

the original coils is equivalent to the sweep of elements in the turns vectors in (5-20) – (5-23) for 

the lumped-loop model in Figure 5-9. 
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5.3.2. Calculation of Inductances with Permeance Matrices  

As shown in Figure 5-9, the lumped-loop model is divided into four parts, which are the 

windings of transmitter and receiver, and their litz shields. Figure 5-10 shows the definitions of 

permeance matrices, which are used to calculate the inductances in Figure 5-6(a) with turns 

vectors. 

 

Lumped Loops: Litz Shield

Lumped Loops: Winding

Ferrite

 
(a) 

Receiver

Transmitter
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Figure 5-9. (a) Top view and (b) side view of the lumped-loop model for IPT coils with litz 

shield. The turns vectors are [Nw1,1, Nw1,2, …, Nw1,N] and [Nw2,1, Nw2,2, …, Nw2,N] for the 

windings, and [Nsh1,1, Nsh1,2, …, Nsh1,M] and [Nsh2,1, Nsh2,2, …, Nsh2,M] are for the litz shields. 

The distribution of turns are represented by turns vectors. 
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The permeance matrices Lw(i) and Lsh(i) are used to calculate the self-inductances of the 

winding i and litz shield i, with i = 1 representing transmitter and i = 2 representing receiver: 

( ),1 ( ),1 ( ),2 ( ),1 ( ),

( ),2 ( ),1 ( ),2 ( ),2 ( ),

( ), ( ),1 ( ), ( ),2 ( ),

w i w i w i w i w i N

w i w i w i w i w i N

w i N w i w i N w i w i N

L M M
M L M

M M L

w(i)L

( )( )(M ( )(( ),( ),(( )(( )

M ( ),( ),M ( )(M
( ),

), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),( ),

LLL

 (5-24) 

( ),1 ( ),1 ( ),2 ( ),1 ( ),

( ),2 ( ),1 ( ),2 ( ),2 ( ),

( ), ( ),1 ( ), ( ),2 ( ),

sh i sh i sh i sh i sh i M

sh i sh i sh i sh i sh i M

sh i M sh i sh i M sh i sh i M

L M M
M L M

M M L

sh(i)L

( )M ( )(( )( )(( )(( )

M ( )( )M ( )(M
( )

), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),( )

LLL

 (5-25) 

where Lw(i),n and Lsh(i),n are the self-inductances of loop n of the winding and loop n of the litz 

shield, respectively; Mw(i),n-w(i),m is the mutual inductance between loops n and m of the windings; 

Msh(i),n-sh(i),m is the mutual inductance between loops n and m of the litz shields. 
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Figure 5-10. Permeance matrices Lw1, Lw2, Lsh1, Lsh2, Mw1-w2, Msh1-sh2, Mw1-sh1, Mw1-sh2, 

Mw2-sh1, and Mw2-sh2 of the lumped-loop model in Figure 5-9. 
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The permeance matrices Mw1-w2, Msh1-sh2, Mw1-sh1, Mw1-sh2, Mw2-sh1, and Mw2-sh2 are used to 

calculate the mutual inductances among the four parts: 

1,1 2,1 1,1 2,2 1,1 2,

1,2 2,1 1,2 2,2 1,2 2,

1, 2,1 1, 2,2 1, 2,

w w w w w w N

w w w w w w N

w N w w N w w N w N

M M M
M M M

M M M

w1-w2M

1 11 1M 1 1,1,11 11 1

M 1,21,2M 1 2M
,

,, , , , ,

M 1,1,1,M 11M

 (5-26) 

1,1 2,1 1,1 2,2 1,1 2,

1,2 2,1 1,2 2,2 1,2 2,

1, 2,1 1, 2,2 1, 2,

sh sh sh sh sh sh M

sh sh sh sh sh sh M
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M M M

M M M
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h1 1M 1 1,1,11 11 1

M ,h1,2M 1 2M
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,, , , , ,
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 (5-27) 
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 (5-28) 

where Mw1,n-w2,m is the mutual inductance between loops n of transmitter winding and loop m of 

receiver winding; Msh1,n-sh2,m is the mutual inductance between loops n of transmitter shield and 

loop m of receiver shield; Mw(i),n-sh(j),m is the mutual inductance between loops n of the winding i 

and loop m of the shield j, with i or j = 1 representing transmitter and i or j = 2 representing 

receiver. 

All of the elements for the permeance matrices in (5-24) – (5-28) are derived from one finite-

element simulation of the lumped-loop model in Figure 5-10, with one turn for each loop. The 

inductances of the circuit models in Figure 5-6(a) are calculated from the permeance matrices 

and turns vectors as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
T

w i w i w iL N Nw(i)L TN N  (5-29) 
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( ) ( ) ( )
T

sh i sh i sh iL N Nsh(i)L TN N  (5-30) 

1 2 1 2
T

w w w wM N Nw1-w2M TN N  (5-31) 

1 2 1 2
T

sh sh sh shM N Nsh1-sh2M TN N  (5-32) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T

w i sh j w i sh jM N Nw(i)-sh(j)M TN N  (5-33) 

The inductances in (5-29) – (5-33) are used to calculate the currents of the windings and 

shields, iw1 (t), iw2 (t), ish1 (t), ish2 (t), from (5-14), (5-15), and (5-16) – (5-19).  

5.3.3. Calculation of Stray Magnetic Field with Current-to-Field Matrices 

Figure 5-11 shows the definitions of current-to-field matrices. The stray magnetic fields are 

calculated from winding currents using the current-to-field matrices. In Figure 5-11, the 

magnetic field generated by all the loops is calculated by adding the magnetic field generated by 

each loop, according to superposition: 

1, , 1, 1 2, , 2, 2
1 1

1, , 1, 1 2, , 2, 2
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

N N

i w n i w n w w n i w n w
n n

M M

sh n i sh n sh sh n i sh n sh
n n

B t N i t N i t

N i t N i t
 (5-34) 

where αw(j),n,i and αsh(j),n,i are the current-to-field coefficients for loop n of winding j and shield j, 

respectively, with j = 1 representing transmitter and j = 2 representing receiver; i represents the 

orientations X, Y, or Z in Figure 3-2; Nw(j),n and Nsh(j),n are the numbers of turns for the 

corresponding loop, which are the elements of the turns vectors in (5-20) – (5-23); iw(j) (t) and 

ish(j) (t) are the currents of winding j and litz shield j, respectively. 
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The current-to-field matrices αw1,i, αw2,i, αsh1,i, αsh2,i are composed of the current-to-field 

coefficients in (5-34): 

( ),1, ( ),2, ( ), ,w j i w j i w j N iw(j),iα j( ),( ),( )( )(  (5-35) 

( ),1, ( ),2, ( ), ,sh j i sh j i sh j M ish(j),iα j( ),( ),( )(  (5-36) 

The current-to-field coefficients of one loop is derived by setting 1 Ampere-turn in this loop 

and setting 0 Ampere-turn to all the others. If there are N loops for the winding and M loops for 

the shield in both transmitter and receiver, 2(N + M) simulations are required to derive all the 

elements in the current-to-field matrices. After the current-to-field matrices in (5-35) and (5-36) 

are derived, the stray magnetic fields in X, Y, Z orientations are calculated from (5-34) with 

turns vector in (5-20) – (5-23), winding currents in (5-14) and (5-15), and shielding currents in 

(5-16) – (5-19). 
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Figure 5-11. Current-to-field matrices αw1,i, αw2,i, αsh1,i, αsh2,i of the lumped-loop model in 

Figure 5-9. 
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5.3.4. Coil-to-Coil Efficiency 

According to (2-10), the coil-to-coil efficiency is influenced by rTX and rRX in Figure 5-6(b). 

The values of rTX and rRX are calculated from rw1, rw2, rsh1, rsh2 in Figure 5-6(a), using (5-6), (5-7), 

(5-12), and (5-13). The coupling power loss between the transmitter and receiver is not 

considered. The winding resistance rw1 includes the DC resistance of the transmitter winding, the 

proximity-effect resistance of the transmitter winding, and the reflected proximity-effect 

resistance of the transmitter shield. The shield resistance rsh1 includes only the DC resistance of 

the transmitter shield. The definitions of rw2 and rsh2 for the receiver are the same as rw1 and rsh1. 

The DC resistances are calculated from the cross-sectional area and the length of the litz wire. 

The proximity-effect resistance is calculated according to (3-22). The magnetic fields across the 

turns are generated by winding current iw1 (t) and shield current ish1 (t). The current ish1 (t) is 

calculated from iw1 (t) using (5-16) for shorted litz shield or using (5-18) for driven litz shield. 

The proximity-effect resistance re1 of the transmitter is calculated from the total proximity-effect 

loss of the winding and shield as 

2
1 , , 1

1 1

winding shieldN M

e e n e m w
n m

r P P I  (5-37) 

where Iw1 is the RMS value of winding current; Pe,n is the proximity-effect loss of turn n for the 

winding; Pe,m is the proximity-effect loss of turn m for the shield; Nwinding is the total number of 

turns for the winding; Mshield is the total number of turns for the shield. The proximity-effect 

resistance of the receiver re2 is calculated similarly. 

To analytically calculate the magnetic fields across the turns, the lumped-loop model is 

translated back to coils with real turns according to the turns vectors. The same procedure as in 

Chapter 4 is implemented to analytically calculate the proximity-effect resistances. The ferrite 
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plate is replaced with mirrored turns of the winding and shield, according to the the method of 

image. The internal field is calculated with Ampere’s Law, and the external field is calculated 

with Biot-Savart Law. 

After the proximity-effect resistance re is calculated, it is added to rw with the DC resistance. 

The equivalent resistances rTX and rRX are calculated from (5-6) and (5-7) for the shorted litz 

shield and from (5-12) and (5-13) for the driven litz shield. The efficiency is then calculated 

from (2-10) with rTX and rRX. 

5.3.5. Summary of the Procedure for the Fast Optimization  

The optimization of efficiency and stray magnetic field is realized with Pareto fronts for the 

coils with litz shield. The fronts are plotted on a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. 

The horizontal axis and vertical axis represent magnetic field and coil-to-coil efficiency, 

respectively. The optimal designs of the coils are selected along the fronts. 

Figure 5-12 illustrates the procedure to derive the Pareto fronts using the concept of the 

lumped-loop model. It starts by selecting the lumped-loop model with some fixed parameters 

such as air gap and the size of ferrite plate. Turns vectors in (5-20) – (5-23) are swept to 

represent the physical parameters, such as the Rinner, Router, length of the shield, and the spacing 

between the winding and shield in Figure 5-7(a). 

For each set of turns vectors, stray magnetic field and coil-to-coil efficiency are calculated 

following the method in 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. Stray magnetic fields are derived from (5-34) with the 

current-to-field matrices and the currents of windings and shields, iw1 (t), iw2 (t), ish1 (t), ish2 (t). 

These currents are calculated from (5-14), (5-15), and (5-16) – (5-19) with inductances in the 

circuit models of Figure 5-6. The inductances in Figure 5-6(a) are derived from the permance 

matrices in (5-24) – (5-28), and they are used to calculate the shield currents ish1 (t) and ish2 (t). 
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The inductances in Figure 5-6(b) are derived from (5-3) – (5-5) and (5-9) – (5-11), and they are 

used to calculate the winding currents iw1 (t) and iw2 (t).  
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Figure 5-12. Procedure to derive the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency versus stray 

magnetic field for the coils with litz shield, using the concept of lumped-loop model. 
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The coil-to-coil efficiency is calculated from (2-10). The equivalent resistances rTX and rRX in 

Figure 5-6(b) are calculated from (5-6), (5-7), (5-12), and (5-13), with the resistances rw1, rw2, 

rsh1, rsh2 in Figure 5-6(a). The winding resistance rw includes three parts: DC resistance of the 

winding, proximity-effect resistance of the winding, and reflected proximity-effect resistance of 

the shield. The shielding resistance rsh includes only the DC resistance of the shield. The 

proximity-effect resistance is calculated from (4-39) and (5-37). 

After the coil-to-coil efficiencies and stray magnetic fields for all the turns vectors are 

calculated, the results are marked on the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The 

Pareto fronts are derived using Matlab.  

5.4. Design Example for Coils with Shorted Litz Shield 

This section uses an example to demonstrate how to use the lumped-loop model to derive the 

Pareto front for the coils with shorted litz shield. The design specifications of this example are 

the same as those in Section 3.5, in order to compare the results for coils with metal shields and 

without metal shield. 

The coils are designed for the series-series compensation with the circuit topology in Figure 

2-1. The power of 100 W is transferred across 40 mm gap, with 35 V output voltage on the load 

and 100 kHz switching frequency of the full bridge inverter.  

The structure of the coils is selected to be the same as Figure 5-7(a). Circular winding is 

placed on the square ferrite plate. The litz shields are placed on the side of the coils and avoid 

overlapping with the ferrite plate. This is to fully utilize the ferrite for shield purpose. The 

material of 3C96 is used for the ferrite, and the dimensions of the plate are 100 mm by 100 mm, 

with the thickness of 5 mm. The maximum length is 130 mm, which means the dimensions of 

the coils with litz shield should be smaller than 130 mm by 130 mm. 
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Figure 5-13 is the lumped-loop model for the coils with litz shield. The grey plates are made 

of ferrite. The circular loops are the lumped loops of the winding. The loops w1,1 to w1,10 are 

the 10 lumped loops of the transmitter winding, and the loops w2,1 to w2,10 are the lumped 

loops of the receiver winding. The blue square loops around the coils are the lumped loops of the 

litz shields. Loops sh1,1 to sh1, 4 represent the litz shield of the transmitter, and loops sh2,1 to 

sh2, 4 represent the litz shield of the receiver. 
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Figure 5-13. Lumped-loop model of the design example for the coils with litz shield. 
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By exciting all the loops in Figure 5-13 with stranded excitation in Ansys Maxwell, the 

permeance matrices Lw1, Lw2, Lsh1, Lsh2, Mw1-w2, Msh1-sh2, Mw1-sh1, Mw1-sh2, Mw2-sh1, and Mw2-sh2 

are extracted from one simulation. They are used to calculate the inductances in Figure 5-6(a), 

using (5-29) – (5-33). TABLE 5-1 – TABLE 5-6 list the elements of these permeance matrices. 

The current-to-field matrices, αw1,i, αw2,i, αsh1,i, αsh2,i, are extracted from 28 finite-element 

simulations, with 20 of them for the winding loops, and 8 of them for the shield loops. The 

procedure to derive the current-to-field matrices is similar to the example in in Section 3.5. Each 

current-to-field coefficient is derived by exciting the corresponding loop with 1 Ampere-turn, 

and all the other loops are excited with 0 Ampere-turn. TABLE 5-7 – TABLE 5-10 list the 

elements of the current-to-field matrices αw1,i, αw2,i, αsh1,i, αsh2,i, respectively.  

 

 

TABLE 5-1. Permeance Matrices Lw(i) in Figure 5-10 (Unit: nH, i = 1 or 2) 
 

Loop w(i),1 w(i),2 w(i),3 w(i),4 w(i),5 w(i),6 w(i),7 w(i),8 w(i),9 w(i),10 

w(i),1 400 242 167 120 87 61 42 27 16 8 

w(i),2 242 369 220 149 104 72 49 31 18 9 

w(i),3 167 220 332 194 128 86 57 36 21 10 

w(i),4 120 149 194 291 164 105 67 42 24 11 

w(i),5 87 104 128 164 249 135 82 49 28 13 

w(i),6 61 72 86 105 135 206 106 60 33 15 

w(i),7 42 49 57 67 82 106 165 80 41 19 

w(i),8 27 31 36 42 49 60 80 125 54 23 

w(i),9 16 18 21 24 28 33 41 54 88 32 

w(i),10 8 9 10 11 13 15 19 23 32 54 
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TABLE 5-2. Permeance Matrix Mw1-w2 in Figure 5-10 (Unit: nH) 
 

Loop w1,1 w1,2 w1,3 w1,4 w1,5 w1,6 w1,7 w1,8 w1,9 w1,10 

w2,1 66 62 56 48 40 31 23 16 10 5 

w2,2 62 59 54 47 39 31 23 16 10 5 

w2,3 56 54 50 44 37 30 23 16 10 5 

w2,4 48 47 44 40 34 28 21 15 9 5 

w2,5 40 39 37 34 30 24 19 13 8 4 

w2,6 31 31 30 28 25 20 16 12 7 4 

w2,7 23 23 23 21 19 16 13 9 6 3 

w2,8 16 16 16 15 13 12 9 7 4 2 

w2,9 10 10 10 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 

w2,10 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 

TABLE 5-3. Permeance Matrices Lsh(i) in Figure 5-10 (Unit: nH, i = 1 or 2) 
 

Loop sh(i),1 sh(i),2 sh(i),3 sh(i),4 

sh(i),1 422 245 191 160 

sh(i),2 245 441 257 202 

sh(i),3 191 257 474 275 

sh(i),4 160 202 275 515 

 

TABLE 5-4. Permeance Matrix Msh1-sh2 in Figure 5-10 (Unit: nH) 
 

 sh1, 1 sh1, 2 sh1, 3 sh1, 4 

sh2, 1 65 66 67 68 

sh2, 2 66 68 70 73 

sh2, 3 67 70 74 77 

sh2, 4 68 73 77 82 
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TABLE 5-5. Permeance Matrices Mw(i)-sh(i) in Figure 5-10 (Unit: nH, i = 1 or 2) 
 

Loop w(i),1 w(i),2 w(i),3 w(i),4 w(i),5 w(i),6 w(i),7 w(i),8 w(i),9 w(i),10 

sh(i),1 157 118 89 68 51 37 25 17 10 5 

sh(i),2 122 95 74 57 43 31 22 14 8 4 

sh(i),3 104 82 64 50 38 28 19 13 8 4 

sh(i),4 91 73 58 45 34 25 18 12 7 3 

 

TABLE 5-6. Permeance Matrices Mw(i)-sh(j) in Figure 5-10 
(Unit: nH, i = 1, j = 2 or i = 2, j = 1) 

 

Loop w(i),1 w(i),2 w(i),3 w(i),4 w(i),5 w(i),6 w(i),7 w(i),8 w(i),9 w(i),10 

sh(j),1 61 55 47 40 32 25 18 12 7 4 

sh(j),2 59 52 45 37 30 23 17 11 7 3 

sh(j),3 57 51 43 36 28 22 16 11 6 3 

sh(j),4 56 49 42 34 27 21 15 10 6 3 

 

TABLE 5-7. Current-to-Field Matrix αw1 in Figure 5-11 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 
 

 w1, 1 w1, 2 w1, 3 w1, 4 w1, 5 w1, 6 w1, 7 w1, 8 w1, 9 w1,10 

X 0.021 0.006 0.000 0.007 0.011 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.001 0.001 

Y -0.594 -0.394 -0.229 -0.185 -0.123 -0.067 -0.049 -0.029 -0.019 -0.01 

Z 1.083 0.906 0.688 0.620 0.521 0.359 0.255 0.174 0.096 0.07 
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The turns vectors of the windings and shields for the lumped-loop model in Figure 5-13 are 

expressed as: 

1 1,1 1,2 1,10w w w wN N N NN NN N 1,101 10N  (5-38) 

2 2,1 2,2 2,10w w w wN N N NN NN N 2,102 10N  (5-39) 

TABLE 5-8. Current-to-Field Matrix αw2 in Figure 5-11 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 
 

 w2, 1 w2, 2 w2, 3 w2, 4 w2, 5 w2, 6 w2, 7 w2, 8 w2, 9 w2,10 

X 0.021 0.006 0.000 0.007 0.011 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.001 0.001 

Y 0.594 0.394 0.229 0.185 0.123 0.067 0.049 0.029 0.019 0.01 

Z 1.083 0.906 0.688 0.620 0.521 0.359 0.255 0.174 0.096 0.07 

 

TABLE 5-9. Current-to-Field Matrix αsh1 in Figure 5-11 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 
 

 sh1, 1 sh1, 2 sh1, 3 sh1, 4 

X 0.001 0.005 0.025 0.009 

Y -1.033 -1.294 -1.620 -2.041 

Z 1.409 1.608 1.847 2.085 

 

TABLE 5-10. Current-to-Field Matrix αsh2 in Figure 5-11 (Unit: μT/Ampere-Turn) 
 

 sh2, 1 sh2, 2 sh2, 3 sh2, 4 

X 0.001 0.005 0.025 0.009 

Y 1.033 1.294 1.620 2.041 

Z 1.409 1.608 1.847 2.085 
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1 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4sh sh sh sh shN N N N NN NN  (5-40) 

2 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4sh sh sh sh shN N N N NN NN  (5-41) 

The turns vectors in (5-38) – (5-41) are swept to derive the Pareto fronts. In this example, the 

winding turns are assumed to be evenly distributed, and the turns in the litz shields are not evenly 

distributed. TABLE 5-11 shows the steps to sweep the elements of the turns vectors.  

The outermost loops of 1wNN  and 2wNN  are swept to represent the outer radii of the windings. 

For the transmitter, its outermost loop Nw1,(o) is swept from Nw1,1 to Nw1,5, whereas the outermost 

loop of the receiver Nw2,(o) is swept from Nw2,1 to Nw2,5. 

The innermost loops are selected according to the outermost loops Nw1,(o) and Nw2,(o), 

respectively. The innermost loop of the transmitter, Nw1,(i), is swept from Nw1,(o+1) to Nw1,10, and 

the innermost loop of the receiver, Nw2,(i), is swept from Nw2,(o+1) to Nw2,10.  

The turns number of the windings is swept according to the wire diameter D. The value of D 

is selected from the datasheet of the litz wire manufactures. In this example, litz wires with 

AWG #38 strands are selected. The strand numbers are selected from 40, 66, 100, 162, 260, 420, 

660, 1050, 1650. The corresponding wire diameters are 0.9 mm, 1.1 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.9 mm, 

2.3 mm, 2.9 mm, 3.8 mm, 4.8 mm, and 6 mm. The maximum number of turns, Nmax, is calculated 

from the innermost loop, outermost loop, and D. The total number of turns is swept from 1 to 

Nmax. All these turns are evenly distributed between the loops Nw1,(i) and Nw1,(o) for the transmitter 

or between the loops Nw2,(i) and Nw2,(o) for the receiver The other loops of windings are assigned 

zero turns. 

The turns number of each loop for the shields is swept from 0 turns to (4.2 mm / D). The turns 

are not evenly distributed in the litz shields. 
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TABLE 5-12 shows an example of the turns vectors which is used to demonstrate the 

calculation with lumped-loop model for coils with litz shield. A total of 25 turns are evenly 

distributed in the 10 loops of winding, so each loop contains 2.5 turns. The number of turns for 

the 4 shield loops are 1, 0, 2, 2, respectively.  

TABLE 5-11. Turns Vectors to Sweep for the Lumped-loop Model in Figure 5-13 
 

Procedure Swept Values 

The outermost loop of transmitter Nw1, (o) o: from 1 to 5 

Router of the transmitter 50 mm – (o – 1) * 4.2 mm  

The innermost loop of transmitter Nw1, (i) i: from (o + 1) to 10 

Rinner of the transmitter 50 mm – (i – 1) * 4.2 mm 

Wire Diameter D  From 0.9 mm to 6 mm 

Sweep the turns number of the transmitter From 1 to floor[(Router – Rinner) / D] 

The outermost loop of receiver Nw2, (o) o: from 1 to 5 

Router of the receiver 50 mm – (o – 1) * 4.2 mm 

The innermost loop of receiver Nw2, (i) i: from (o + 1) to 10 

Rinner of the receiver 50 mm – (i – 1) * 4.2 mm 

Sweep the turns number of the receiver From 1 to floor[(Router – Rinner) / D] 

Turns number of each loop in transmitter shield From 0 to floor(4.2 mm / D) 

Turns number of each loop in receiver shield From 0 to floor(4.2 mm / D) 
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With the turns vectors in TABLE 5-12, the inductances in Figure 5-6 are calculated from the 

permeance matrices in TABLE 5-1 – TABLE 5-6. TABLE 5-13 shows the methods and results. 

 

 

TABLE 5-12. Turns Vectors for an Exemplary Coil with Shorted Litz Shield with the 
Lumped-loop Model in Figure 5-13  

 

Parameters Values 

1wNN  [2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5] 

2wNN  [2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5] 

1shNN  [1, 0, 2, 2] 

2shNN  [1, 0, 2, 2] 

TABLE 5-13. Calculation of Inductances for the Exemplary Coil with Shorted Litz Shield 
in TABLE 5-12 

 

Parameters Methods Results 

Lw1, Lw2 (5-29), with Lw1 and Lw2 in TABLE 5-1 53.5 μH, 53.5 μH 

Lsh1, Lsh2 (5-30), with Lsh1 and Lsh2 in TABLE 5-3 8 μH, 8 μH 

Mw1-w2 (5-31), with Mw1-w2 in TABLE 5-2 13.4 μH 

Msh1-sh2 (5-32), with Msh1-sh2 in TABLE 5-4 1.8 μH 

Mw1-sh1, Mw2-sh2 (5-33), with Mw1-sh1 and Mw1-sh2 in TABLE 5-5 5.3 μH, 5.3 μH 

Mw1-sh2, Mw2-sh1 (5-33), with Mw2-sh1 and Mw2-sh2in TABLE 5-6 3.4 μH, 3.4 μH 

LTX (5-3) 49.3 μH 

LRX (5-4) 49.3 μH 

MTX-RX (5-5) 9.8 μH 
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The resistances of the windings and shields are calculated using the methods in Chapter 4. 

The coils with real turns are determined by the lumped-loop model, and the magnetic fields 

across each turn are calculated with the method of image. TABLE 5-14 shows the calculation 

results. According to the inductances in TABLE 5-13 and resistances in TABLE 5-14, the coil-

to-coil efficiency is calculated to be 94.5% from (2-10). 

 

 

The currents of the windings and shields are calculated from the equivalent circuit models in 

Figure 5-6. The transmitter and receiver currents have 90 degrees’ phase difference, so the 

phases of the shield currents are calculated accordingly. TABLE 5-15 are the calculated currents 

for the currents. Because each shield is coupled to both windings, so the shield current include 

two parts: one part is in phase with iw1 (t), and the other part is in phase with iw2 (t). 

TABLE 5-14. Calculation of Resistances for the Exemplary Coil with Shorted Litz Shield 
in TABLE 5-12 

 

Parameters Methods Results 

rw1, rw2 (4-39), with turns vectors in TABLE 5-12 127 mΩ, 127 mΩ 

rsh1, rsh2 (4-39), with turns vectors in TABLE 5-12 68 mΩ, 68 mΩ 

rTX, rTX (5-6) and (5-7) 157 mΩ, 157 mΩ 
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The stray magnetic fields are calculated from (5-34), with the current-to-field matrices αw1,i, 

αw2,i, αsh1,i, αsh2,i in TABLE 5-7 – TABLE 5-10 and the currents in TABLE 5-15. The calculation 

results of BX (t), BY (t), and BZ (t) are listed in TABLE 5-16. The quantified magnetic field is 

19.6 μT. 

 

Similar procedure is implementd to derive the Pareto front for the coils with driven litz shield. 

Figure 5-14 shows the fronts derived for shorted litz shield and driven litz shield, following the 

procedure in Figure 5-12. The Matlab code to derive the fronts is provided in Appendix B. 

The Pareto fronts for the coils without metal shields, for the coils with plate shield in Figure 

5-1(b), and for the coils with ring shield in Figure 5-1(c) are plotted in Figure 5-14 as well. The 

TABLE 5-15. Calculation of Currents for the Exemplary Coil with Shorted Litz Shield in 
TABLE 5-12 

 

Parameters Methods Results (Unit: A) 

iw1 (5-15) 7.2 * sin(ωt) 

iw2 (5-14), Iout = Pout / Vout = 2.6 A  4.5 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 

ish1 (5-16) 5.3 * sin(ωt) + 4 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 

ish2 (5-17) 4 * sin(ωt) + 3.3 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 

 

TABLE 5-16. Calculation of Stray Magnetic Field for the Exemplary Coil with Shorted 
Litz Shield in TABLE 5-12 

 

Parameters Methods Results (Unit: μT) 

BX (t) (5-34), with αw1,i, αw2,i, αsh1,i, 

αsh2,i in TABLE 5-7 - TABLE 

5-10 

0.6 * sin(ωt) + 0.2 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 

BY (t) 20.2 * sin(ωt) + 12.8 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 

BZ (t) 0.1 * sin(ωt) – 14.1 * sin(ωt + π / 2) 
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dimensions for all the coils are limited to be smaller than 130 mm × 130 mm, and the gap is 

40 mm. The magnetic field is optimized for the point (0, 100 mm, 0) in Figure 5-13. Figure 5-14 

shows that the coil-to-coil efficiency is reduced after the shields are added, but the stray 

magnetic field is significantly attenuated. 

The shorted litz shield attenuates the field most when the four shields are designed for the 

same efficiency. Compared to the plate shield and ring shield, skin effect in shorted litz shield is 

negligible, so the shield current of shorted litz shield is higher for the same amount of losses. 

Higher current in the shields helps to attenuate the stray magnetic field more. The performance 

of shorted litz shield is better than driven litz shield. This is because current of the driven litz 

shield is limited to the supplied value, while the induced eddy current in shorted litz shield is 

able to adjust according to the magnetic field. 
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Figure 5-14. Pareto fronts of coil-to-coil efficiency versus stray magnetic field for coils 

with no shield, plate shield, ring shield, shorted litz shield, and driven litz shield. 

Horizontal axis is the stray magnetic field at point (0, 100 mm, 0) in Figure 5-13, with 

100 W power transferred across 40 mm gap. 
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5.5. Experimental Verification 

The circles along the Pareto fronts in Figure 5-14 represent coils with different shields and 

similar efficiency (around 94.5%). They were fabricated for experimental test. Figure 5-15 are 

the fabricated coils. The litz wire used for all the structures have 100 strands of AWG # 38 wires.  

 

 

47 mm

12 mm
21 Turns

130 mm

Plate shield underneath  

50 mm

10 mm
24 Turns

130 mm

Ring shield  
(a) (b) 

  

50 mm

8 mm
25 Turns

130 mm

Shorted litz shield  

50 mm

12 mm
21 Turns

130 mm

Driven litz shield  
(c) (d) 

  
Figure 5-15. Fabricated coils for selected structures marked as circles along the Pareto 

fronts in Figure 5-14, with (a) plate shield, (b) ring shield, (c) shorted litz shield, and (d) 

driven litz shield. The coils are optimized to transfer 100 W power across 40 mm gap. 
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The measured inductances and resistances are listed in TABLE 5-17. The coil-to-coil 

efficiencies are calculated from (2-10) with the inductances and resistances. Weight breakdown 

of the coils is listed in TABLE 5-18. Compared to coils without shield, the increases of weight 

for ring shield and litz shields are negligible, while the plate shield almost doubles the weight. 

The hardware setup for the field measurement is the same as in Figure 3-16(b). Figure 5-16 

shows the simulated and measured waveforms of BY (t) and BZ (t) at the point (0, 100 mm, 0). 

The power of 100 W was transferred from the transmitter to receiver across 40 mm gap. The 

difference between measurement and simulation is less than 10%. The field in Z-direction is 

dominant at this point. The field in X-direction is negligible so it’s not plotted. Figure 5-17 is the 

comparison of BY (t) and BZ (t) for coils without metal shield and with metal shields in Figure 

5-15. Shorted litz shield attenuates the field more than other shields on both Y and Z directions. 

 

TABLE 5-17. Measurment Results for Coils in Figure 5-15 
 

Parameters Without 
Shield 

Plate 
shield 

Ring 
shield 

Shorted litz 
shield 

Driven litz 
shield 

LTX, LRX (μH) 36 40 49 45 44 

MTX-RX (μH) 8.7 8.8 11 9.8 9.6 

rTX, rRX (mΩ), at 100 kHz 106 125 175 160 145 

Coil-to-Coil Efficiency 95.7% 94.7% 94.7% 94.4% 94.7% 

 
TABLE 5-18. Weight Breakdown for Transmitter Coil in Figure 5-15, 

(Ferrite Weight = 240 g) 
 

Parameters Without 
Shield 

Plate 
shield 

Ring 
shield 

Shorted litz 
shield 

Driven litz 
shield 

Winding (g) 28 31 35 36 32 

Shield (g) 0 192 14 19 4 
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(a) 

BY(t)
BZ(t)

Solid line: measurement Dashed line: simulation

 

(b) 

BY(t)
BZ(t)

Solid line: measurement Dashed line: simulation

 

(c) 

Solid line: measurement Dashed line: simulation

BY(t) BZ(t)

 

(d) 

Solid line: measurement Dashed line: simulation

BY(t)

BZ(t)

 
Figure 5-16. Simulated and measured waveforms of the magnetic fields BY (t) and BZ (t) at 

the point (0, 100 mm, 0), for the coils in Figure 5-15 with (a) plate shield, (b) ring shield, 

(c) shorted litz shield, and (d) driven litz shield. The power of 100 W was transferred 

across 40 mm gap. 
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The measurement of the coil-to-coil efficiency (TABLE 5-17) and the stray magnetic fields 

for the coils in Figure 5-15 are plotted as diamonds in Figure 5-14. The magnetic fields were 

quantified using equation (3-8). The circles are the calculation results for the coils in Figure 

5-15. The calculation match well with the measurement. The errors are mostly caused by the 

deviations of the fabrication and probe’s position. 

Although the shields were optimized for the magnetic field at (0, 100 mm, 0), the stray 

magnetic fields at other positions are effectively attenuated as well. Figure 5-18 shows the 

Shorted litz shield

Without shield
Driven litz shield

Plate shield
Ring shield

 
(a) 

Shorted litz shield

Without shield
Driven litz shield

Plate shield
Ring shield

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5-17. The comparison of BY (t) and BZ (t) at point (0, 100 mm, 0) between the coils 

without shield and the coils with different shields in Figure 5-15. The stray magnetic fields 

are measured when 100 W power was transferred across 40 mm gap. 
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quantified results of the measured fields on the side of the coils along the Y axis. The stray 

magnetic field is attenuated by up to 65% with shorted litz shield. 

 

 

5.6. Summary 

The litz shields are used to attenuate the stray magnetic field around the inductive-power-

transfer coils in this chapter. Compared to the plate shield and ring shield, litz shield attenuates 

the magnetic field with smaller shield loss, because the shield current is more uniformly 

distributed. The increased weight due to the litz shield is negligible for the coils.  

Litz shields are categorized as shorted litz shield and driven litz shield. Circuit models are 

derived for both categories with four coupled inductors, from which the equivalent inductances, 

equivalent resistances, windings currents, and shields currents are analyzed.  

Pareto fronts are used to optimize the coil-to-coil efficiency and stray magnetic field for the 

coils with litz shields. A fast method to get the Pareto fronts using lumped-loop model is 

 
 

Figure 5-18. The quantified stray magnetic fields from measurement along Y axis, with the 

distance to the center ranging from 75 mm to 150 mm in Figure 5-13. 
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described. The efficiency and magnetic field are calculated with permeance matrices, current-to-

field matrices, and turns vectors of the lumped-loop model. Only tens of simulations are needed 

in the entire optimization procedure, which is much faster than the conventional method that asks 

for thousands of simulations.  

Following the method with lumped-loop model, Pareto fronts for coils with litz shields are 

derived for an exemplary IPT system. The system was designed to transfer 100 W power across 

40 mm gap, with 35 V output voltage and 100 kHz switching frequency. The dimensions of coils 

were limited to be smaller than 130 mm × 130 mm. Pareto fronts for coils with plate shield and 

ring shield were derived from parametric sweep in finite-element simulation. The optimal 

designs of plate shield, ring shield, shorted litz shield, and driven litz shield were selected along 

the fronts to achieve around 94.5% coil-to-coil efficiency. The selected structures were 

fabricated and measured in experiment. The results from simulation and measurement match 

well. The shorted litz shield is most effective among all the shielding structures. It attenuates the 

stray magnetic field by 65% compared to the coils without metal shield. The increased weight 

due to the litz shields is negligible. The measured efficiencies were 94.5% and 95.5% for coils 

with shorted litz shield and coils without metal shield, respectively. 
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Chapter 6. Attenuation of Stray Magnetic Field by Controlling Phases of 

Winding Currents 

Nomenclature 

a1 The ratio of B1r0 over B1a0. 

a2 The ratio of B2r0 over B2a0. 

B Quantified magnetic field. 

B1 Stray magnetic field generated by transmitter current. 

B1a Components of B1 in axial direction. 

B1a0 RMS value of B1a when φ is 90°. 

B1r Components of B1 in radial direction. 

B1r0 RMS value of B1r when φ is 90°. 

B2 Stray magnetic field generated by receiver current. 

B2a Components of B2 in axial direction. 

B2a0 RMS value of B2a when φ is 90°. 

B2r Components of B2 in radial direction. 

B2r0 RMS value of B2r when φ is 90°. 

I0 RMS value of winding current when φ is 90° and when I1 = I2. 

I1 RMS value of transmitter current. 

I2 RMS value of receiver current. 

L1 Self-inductance of the transmitter. 
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L2 Self-inductance of the receiver. 

M Mutual inductance between transmitter and receiver. 

Ploss Total winding loss of transmitter and receiver. 

Ploss Output power in Figure 6-5 

PlossN Normalized winding loss. 

r1 Winding resistance of transmitter at switching frequency. 

r2 Winding resistance of receiver at switching frequency. 

v1 Output voltage of the inverter in Figure 6-4. 

v10 Sinusoidal voltage source in Figure 6-5 to represent fundamental component of 
v1. 

v2 Input voltage of the rectifier in Figure 6-4. 

v20 Sinusoidal voltage source in Figure 6-5 to represent fundamental component of 
v2. 

Vin Input DC voltage in Figure 6-3. 

Vout Output DC voltage in Figure 6-3. 

α1 Pulse-width of v1. 

α2 Pulse-width of v2. 

θ Phase difference between transmitter and receiver currents. 

φ Phase difference between v1 and v2. 

6.1. Introduction 

Chapter 5 demonstrates an effective method to attenuate the stray magnetic field by adding 

litz shield. In this chapter, another method to attenuate the stray magnetic field is investigated. 

The field is attenuated by controlling the phases of winding currents.  
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The magnetic field is decomposed to components in axial and radial directions [103]. The 

axial component decreases when the phase difference between winding currents is smaller, while 

the radial component exhibits the opposite property. Because the axial component of stray 

magnetic field around IPT coils is dominant [52], it’s preferred to decrease the phase difference. 

The dual-side-controlled converter is applied for circuit realization. Bridges with active 

switches are used for both the inverter on the transmitter side and the rectifier on the receiver 

side. Switching frequency equals the resonant frequency. The magnitudes of winding currents 

are controlled by the pulse-widths of inverter voltage and rectifier voltage. The phases of 

winding currents are tuned with the phases of the voltages. Equations are derived from the 

equivalent circuit model of the converter to predict the field attenuation. Increased winding loss 

is analyzed with the equivalent circuit model as well. 

Section 6.2 analyzes influences of current’ phases on stray magnetic field with relevant 

equations. Section 6.3 demonstrates the circuit realization to control phases of winding currents 

with dual-side-controlled converter. In Section 6.4 and 6.5, finite-element simulations and 

experiment were implemented to verify the theory.  

6.2. Influence of Currents’ Phases on Stray Magnetic Field 

According to superposition, the time-varying stray magnetic field B(t) around the cylindrical 

symmetric coils in Figure 6-1 is composed of B1 (t) and B2 (t). B1 (t) is generated by the 

transmitter current i1 (t), while B2 (t) is generated by the receiver current i2 (t). The directions of 

i1 (t) and i2 (t) are marked in Figure 6-1. Magnetic fields B(t), B1 (t), and B2 (t) are decomposed to 

components in the radial direction (Br (t), B1r (t) and B2r (t)) and components in the axial direction 

(Ba (t), B1a (t) and B2a (t)). According to Figure 6-1, the relationships among these components 

are 
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2 1( ) ( ) ( )r r rB t B t B t  (6-1) 

2 1( ) ( ) ( )a a aB t B t B t  (6-2) 

 

 

According to Ampere’s law, B1 (t), B1a (t), and B1r (t) are proportional to i1 (t), whereas B2 (t), 

B2a (t), and B2r (t) are proportional to i2 (t). Since i1 (t) and i2 (t) are almost sinusoidal with 

switching frequency in IPT application, the magnetic fields are sinusoidal as well. Therefore, the 

currents and fields are represented with phasors to simplify the analysis. The magnitudes of all 

the phasors in this chapter are the RMS values. Equations (6-1) and (6-2) are written with 

phasors as 

1 2r r rB B B1 2r r r1 2B B BBB1  (6-3) 

2 1a a aB B B2 1a a a2 1B B B2BB  (6-4) 

Diagrams of phasors in Figure 6-2(b) and (c) are equivalent to (6-3) and (6-4). When the 

receiver current 2I2I  leads transmitter current 1I1I  by phase θ, fields 2rB2rB  and 2aB2aB  lead fields 1rB1rB1  

 
 

Figure 6-1. The magnetic fields generated by IPT coils from side view. According to 

superposition, B1 (t) is generated by transmitter current i1 (t), and B2 (t) is generated by 

receiver current i2 (t). B1 (t) and B2 (t) are decomposed to components B1a (t) and B2a (t) in 

the axial direction and components B1r (t) and B2r (t) in the radial direction. 
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and 1aB1aB1 by phase θ as well. The magnitudes of phasors rBrB  and aBaB  are derived from Figure 

6-2(b) and (c) as 

2 2
1 2 1 22 cosr r r r rB B B B B  (6-5) 

2 2
1 2 1 22 cosa a a a aB B B B B  (6-6) 

 

 

For cylindrical symmetric coils, the RMS value of magnetic field at one position is quantified 

as: 

2 2
a rB B B  (6-7) 

According to (6-5) and (6-6), Br decreases with θ while Ba increases with θ, when θ changes 

in the range from 0° to 180°. In order to achieve a smaller value in (6-7), it’s preferred to 

decrease θ because axial components of stray magnetic field is dominant on the side of the coils 

[52]. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 6-2. (a) Phasors representing winding currents i1 (t) and i2 (t), with magnitudes I1 

and I2 and phase difference θ; phasors representing stray magnetic fields in (b) axial 

direction and (c) radial direction. 
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6.3. Circuit Realization with the Dual-Side-Controlled Converter 

The dual-side-controlled converter in Figure 6-3 is applied in order to control the phases of 

winding currents on both sides. Both the inverter and rectifier are composed of full bridges with 

MOSFETs. The series-series compensation is used as the exemplary IPT system. In Figure 6-3, 

L1 and L2 are the self-inductances of transmitter and receiver; M is the mutual inductance; C1 and 

C2 are the resonant capacitors of L1 and L2; r1 and r2 are the winding resistances at switching 

frequency; Vin and Vout are input and output DC voltages. In order to reduce the circulating 

energy, switching frequencies on both sides equal resonant frequency. 

 

 

The switching sequence of the switches is shown in Figure 6-4. It controls the pulse-width α1 

for the output voltage of inverter v1, the pulse-width α2 for the input voltage of rectifier v2, and 

the phase difference φ between v1 and v2. 

 

Inverter Rectifier

M

L2L1

i1 i2

r1 r2

C1 C2

Vin Voutv1 v2

Q1

Q2 Q4

Q3 Q5

Q6 Q8

Q7

 
 

Figure 6-3. Circuit topology of series-series compensation with the dual-side control 

converter. 
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The equivalent circuit model in Figure 6-5 is used to analyze the behavior of the topology in 

Figure 6-3. Under the first harmonic approximation, the input DC voltage source and the inverter 

are modeled as sinusoidal voltage source v10 (t), while the output DC voltage and the rectifier are 

modeled as sinusoidal voltage source v20 (t). The sources v10 (t) and v20 (t) are expressed as 

phasors 10V10V1  and 20V20V2  in Figure 6-5. Assuming phasor 10V10V1  is aligned with real axis and its phase is 

0°, the expressions of 10V10V1  and 20V20V2  are 
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2 2 sin 0
2inV V10

22V10
22 22
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Figure 6-4. Simulated waveforms of voltages and currents on the inverter side and receiver 

side in Figure 6-3 (Pout = 3.3 kW, Vin = 400 V, Vout = 400 V, φ = 140°, α1 = α2 = 126°). 
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The phasors 1I1I  and 2I2I  for the sinusoidal currents of the windings are derived from the 

equivalent circuit model in Figure 6-5 as 

2
1

2 2 sin 90
2

outVI
M1

2 2I1
2 2

 (6-10) 

1
2

2 2 sin 90
2

inVI
M2

2 2I2
2 2

 (6-11) 

According to (6-10) and (6-11), 1I1I  lags 2V2V2  by 90° and 2I2I  leads 1V1V1  by 90°. The phase 

difference θ between 1I1I  and 2I2I  is controlled by phase difference φ between 1V1V1  and 2V2V2  as 

180  (6-12) 

When neglecting the influence of r1 and r2, the output power is derived from Figure 6-5 as 

1 2
2

8 sin sin sin
2 2

in out
out

V VP
M

 (6-13) 

The desired output power is achieved by tuning the phases φ, as well as pulse-widths α1 and 

α2. According to (6-10) and (6-11), the output power in (6-13) is further simplified as 

1 2 sinoutP I I M  (6-14) 

+ +
- -

L2L1

I1

C1 C2
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V10 V20

-jωMI2 jωMI1 
 

 
Figure 6-5. Equivalent circuit model of the topology in Figure 6-3. 
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Assuming the transmitter and receiver have the same structures, the equivalent series 

resistance of each coil is r. The winding loss Ploss is calculated from ohm’s law as 

2 2
1 2lossP I I r  (6-15) 

By combining (6-14) and (6-15), Ploss is expressed as: 

2
2
1

1 sin
out

loss
PP I r

I M
 (6-16) 

By solving 1 0lossP I  for (6-16), the smallest Ploss is achieved when I1 = I2 for a given 

value of φ. This is equivalent to (6-17) according to (6-10) and (6-11). 

1 2sin sin
2 2in outV V  (6-17) 

Therefore, α1 and α2 are tuned to guarantee I1 = I2 and to minimize the winding loss. When 

phase φ between 1V1V1  and 2V2V2  is tuned to control θ between 1I1I  and 2I2I , the magnitudes of the 

winding currents should be changed accordingly by tuning α1 and α2 to keep the same power 

transfer. Assuming I0 is the magnitude of winding current when φ is 90°, the current should be 

0 sinI  for other values of φ according to (6-14). Since the magnetic field is proportional to 

winding currents, equations (6-5) and (6-6) are represented as: 

2 2
1 0 2 0 1 0 2 02 cos

sin
r r r r

r
B B B BB  (6-18) 

2 2
1 0 2 0 1 0 2 02 cos

sin
a a a a

a
B B B BB  (6-19) 

where B1r0, B2r0, B1a0, and B2a0 are the magnetic fields in the radial direction and axial direction 

when φ is 90°. The quantified field is calculated from (6-7) as 
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2 2 2 2
1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 02 cos 2 cos

sin
r r r r a a a aB B B B B B B BB  (6-20) 

Assuming a1 is the ratio of B1r0 over B1a0 and a2 is the ratio of B2r0 over B2a0, (6-20) is 

simplified as 

2 2 2 2
1 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 01 1 2 1 cos

sin
a a a aa B a B a a B B

B  (6-21) 

Using the quantified magnetic field with φ = 90° as the base, the normalized magnetic field 

BN is defined as 

2 2 2 2
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2 2 2 2
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The normalized winding loss PlossN is defined with the base of winding loss when φ = 90°, 

which is expressed as 

( ) 1
( 90 ) sin
loss

lossN
loss

PP
P ) i) si

 (6-23) 

The axial distances from the positions along the radial axis in Figure 6-1 to the transmitter and 

receiver are the same. When the transmitter and receiver have the same structures, the magnetic 

field at each position along the radial axis satisfies B1a0 = B2a0, B1r0 = B2r0, and a1 = a2= a. Figure 

6-6 shows BN in (6-22) when φ changes from 90° to 140° and a changes from 0.1 to 1. With 

smaller a when the field component in the axial direction is more dominant, φ should be 

increased to reduce θ for field attenuation. 

Figure 6-7 shows PlossN in (6-23) when φ changes from 90° to 140°. The winding loss 

increases with φ. Therefore, the trade-off to attenuate the stray magnetic field by increasing φ is 

that the winding loss is increased as well. 
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6.4. Simulation Verification 

The effectiveness of the field attenuation by controlling the phases of winding currents is 

verified in finite-element simulation. The exemplary set of planar coils in Figure 6-8 was 

designed for a 3.3 kW IPT system. The specifications of the system are listed in TABLE 6-1. 
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Figure 6-6. Normalized magnetic field BN in (6-22) versus φ and a. The measurement 

position of magnetic field is along the radial axis. 
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Figure 6-7. Normalized loss in (6-23) versus φ. 
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According to the simulation, the self-inductances of the transmitter and receiver are 150.2 μH, 

the mutual inductance is 31.8 μH, and the coupling coefficient is 0.212. The compensation 

capacitors are 16.8 nF for 100 kHz resonant frequency. The stray magnetic fields at the points for 

field measurement along the radial axis in Figure 6-9 are compared for different values of φ with 

3.3 kW power transfer. 

 

 

 

TABLE 6-1. Specifications of the Exemplary 3.3 kW IPT system with Coils in Figure 6-8 
 

Parameters Values 

Vin in Figure 6-3 400 V 

Vout in Figure 6-3 400 V 

fs 100 kHz 

 

100 mm
33 mm

125 mm

Winding

Ferrite

Receiver

Transmitter

25 Turns

 
 

Figure 6-8. Structures and dimensions of the exemplary coils designed for the 3.3 kW IPT 

system in TABLE 6-1. 
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Figure 6-10 shows the values of a = a1 = a2 at the measurement positions in Figure 6-9, which 

represent ratios of B1r0 over B1a0 and B2r0 over B2a0. They were derived from the simulation of the 

coils in Figure 6-8 by exciting the transmitter or receiver only. Circles in Figure 6-11 represent 

the calculated BN versus φ at the measurement positions using (6-22) with the values of a in 

Figure 6-10. Solid lines in Figure 6-11 are the simulated BN with the current excitations derived 

from (6-10) and (6-11). The calculation matches well with simulation. The stray magnetic field 

was attenuated by up to 30% and 40% when φ is 130° and 140°, respectively, which is 

equivalent to be θ = 50° and θ = 40°. 

The waveforms of currents and voltages the for inverter and receiver in Figure 6-3 are plotted 

in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13, for φ = 90° and φ = 130°, respectively. The current and voltage 

are in phase when φ = 90°. There is more circulating energy when φ = 130°, which leads to 

increased winding loss.  
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Figure 6-9. Positions for field measurement along the radial axis around the coils in Figure 

6-8. 
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Figure 6-10. Simulated values of a = B1r0 / B1a0 = B2r0 / B2a0 at the positions for field 

measurement in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-11. Simulated BN (solid lines) and calculated BN from (6-22) (circles) at the 

positions for field measurement in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 show the magnitudes of the magnetic fields around the coils in 

finite-element simulations for these two conditions. The stray magnetic field around the coils 

when φ = 130° is significantly attenuated compared to the case when φ = 90°. 
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Figure 6-12. Waveforms of currents and voltages for the inverter and receiver in Figure 

6-3: φ = 90°, θ = 90°. 
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Figure 6-13. Waveforms of currents and voltages for the inverter and receiver in Figure 

6-3: φ = 130°, θ = 50°. 
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6.5. Experimental Verification 

A scaled-down system of TABLE 6-1 was built to verify the field attenuation by controlling 

the phases of winding currents. In the experiment, 100 W power was transferred across 40 mm 

gap, with φ = 90° and φ = 130°. Figure 6-16(a) shows the structure of the coils. There are 21 

Transmitter

Receiver

250 mm

100 m
m

 
 

Figure 6-14. Magnitude of magnetic field around coils from finite-element simulation: 

φ = 90°, θ = 90°. 
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Figure 6-15. Magnitude of magnetic field around coils from finite-element simulation: 

φ = 130°, θ = 50°. 
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turns of litz wire in the winding. The litz wire is composed of 100 strands with 0.1 mm strand-

diameter. The inner radius is 10 mm, and outer radius is 45 mm. The 3C96 ferrite plate with 

dimensions of 100 mm by 100 mm by 5 mm is placed underneath the winding. The gap between 

the transmitter and receiver is 40 mm, as shown in Figure 6-16(b). 

 

 

 

Figure 6-17 shows the hardware setup for the experimental verification. Infineon 

IPP200N25N3 MOSFETs were used to build the inverter and rectifier. The switching frequency 

100 mm

10 mm

45 mm

 

Gap = 40 mm

 

(a) (b) 
  

Figure 6-16. (a) Fabricated coils for the 100 W experimental verification with (b) a gap of 

40 mm between transmitter and receiver. 

 

TABLE 6-2. Inductances and Resistances for Coils in Figure 6-16 
 

Parameter Simulation Measurement 

L1, L2 36.8 μH, 36.8 μH 35.4 μH, 36.0 μH 

M 8.6 μH 8.7 μH 

r1 at 100 kHz, r2 at 100 kHz 100 mΩ, 100 mΩ 102 mΩ, 106 mΩ 
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and resonant frequency were both 100 kHz. The gate signals of the devices were directly 

supplied from two synchronized function generators. The electronic load was set to be in the 

constant voltage mode. 

 

 

Two conditions were tested, with φ = 90° and φ = 130°. In both cases, 100 W power was 

transferred to the load. Figure 6-18 shows the waveforms of transmitter current i1 (t) and receiver 

current i2 (t). Figure 6-18(a) and (c) are the measurement results with the hardware setup in 

Figure 6-17. Figure 6-18(b) and (d) are simulated in LTSpice with the circuit topology in Figure 

6-3 and coils parameters in TABLE 6-2. 

When φ = 90°, the receiver current is 90° leading the transmitter current. The measured RMS 

values of i1 (t) and i2 (t) are 4.5 A and 4.2 A, respectively. When φ = 130°, the receiver current is 

50° leading the transmitter current. The measured RMS values of i1 (t) and i2 (t) are 4.9 A and 

 
 

Figure 6-17. A hardware setup for field measurement around the coils. 
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4.7 A, respectively. Calculated with the winding resistances in TABLE 6-2, the winding losses 

are around 3.8 W for φ = 90°and 4.6 W for φ = 130°. 

 

 

In Figure 6-17, the magnetic fields Ba (t) and Br (t) were measured with the near-field probe 

Langer EMV LF-R 50. The stray magnetic field were measured and simulated along the r axis, 

as shown in Figure 6-19. The distance between the points of field measurement and the center of 

the coils ranges from 100 mm to 200 mm. Figure 6-20 plots the magnetic fields Ba (t) and Br (t) 

Measurement, φ = 90°

i2 (t) i1 (t)

 

i2 (t)i1 (t)

Simulation, φ = 90°

 

(a) (b) 

  

Measurement, φ = 130°

i2 (t) i1 (t)

 

i2 (t)i1 (t)

Simulation, φ = 90°

(c) (d) 

  

Figure 6-18. Winding currents when transferring 100 W power with the coils in Figure 

6-16 and the hardware in Figure 6-17: (a) φ = 90°, measurement; (b) φ = 90°, simulation; ; 

(c) φ = 130°, measurement; (d) φ = 130°, simulation. 
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at the point (x = 0, r = 100 mm, a = 0) in Figure 6-19. Figure 6-20 (a) and (c) are the 

measurement results with the hardware setup in Figure 6-17. Figure 6-20 (b) and (d) are the 

simulation results in Ansys Maxwell with the eddy current solver. The magnetic fields in X 

direction is negligible for the points along Y axis due to the symmetry, so they are not plotted. 

 

 

Observed in Figure 6-20(a) and (c), there are harmonics for the measured magnetic fields. 

Therefore, FFT was implemented to derive the components at 100 kHz which is the switching 

frequency. When φ = 90°, the RMS values of the measured Ba (t) and Br (t) in Figure 6-20(a) are 

50.1 μT and 13.6 μT, respectively, and the quantified magnetic field is 51.7 μT. Its 

corresponding results from simulation is 56.6 μT, calculated from Figure 6-20(b). When 

φ = 130°, the RMS values of the measured Ba (t) and Br (t) in Figure 6-20(c) are 35 μT and 

20.9 μT, respectively. The quantified magnetic field is 40.8 μT. Its corresponding results from 

simulation is 44.7 μT, calculated from Figure 6-20(d). As shown in Figure 6-20(a) and (c), when 

the phase φ is increased from 90° to 130°, Br (t) is increased and Ba (t) is decreased. The 

quantified magnetic field is decreased because Ba (t) is dominant on the side of the coils. 
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Figure 6-19. Points along the radial axis for field measurement for the coils in Figure 6-16. 
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Figure 6-21 shows the quantified magnetic field at the points of field measurement along the 

radial axis in Figure 6-19, for φ = 90° and φ = 130°. The dashed lines are the simulation results, 

and the circles are the measurement results. They match well with each other. Figure 6-22 shows 

the magnitudes of the magnetic fields around coils in finite-element simulations for these two 

conditions. Both Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22 prove significant attenuation of the stray magnetic 

field when φ is increased from 90° to 130°. 
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Simulation, φ = 90°
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Measurement, φ = 130°
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Simulation, φ = 130°
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(c) (d) 

  

Figure 6-20. Magnetic fields Ba (t) and Bz (t) at the point (0, 100 mm, 0) in Figure 6-19, 

when transferring 100 W power with the coils in Figure 6-16 and the hardware in Figure 

6-17: (a) φ = 90°, measurement; (b) φ = 90°, simulation; (c) φ = 130°, measurement; (d) 

φ = 130°, simulation. 
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Figure 6-21. Comparison of the quantified magnetic field along radial axis in Figure 6-19, 

between φ = 90° and φ = 130°. The dashed lines are from simulation using Ansys Maxwell. 

The circles are from measurement. 
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Figure 6-22. Magnitudes of magnetic field around coils from finite-element simulation: (a) 

φ = 90°, θ = 90°; (b) φ = 130°, θ = 50°. 
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6.6. Summary 

The phases of winding currents are controlled to attenuate the stray magnetic field around IPT 

coils. The relationship between magnetic fields and phases of winding currents are derived from 

diagrams of phasors, by decomposing the field to the components in the axial and radial 

directions. The dual-side-controlled converter is applied for the circuit realization. The 

magnitudes of winding currents are controlled by pulse-widths of inverter voltage and rectifier 

voltage, while the phases of winding currents are controlled by phases of the voltages.  

The effectiveness of this method was verified with a 3.3 kW IPT system using finite-element 

simulation and with a 100 W IPT system in experiment. Compared to the conventional series-

series IPT with 90° phase difference between winding currents, stray magnetic field was 

attenuated by up to 30% and 40% when the phase differences of winding currents are 50° and 

40°, respectively. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions  

7.1. Introduction 

This study focuses on the synergetic attenuation of the stray magnetic field. Three methods 

are discussed to attenuate the stray magnetic field around the IPT coils. The first method is to 

tune the physical parameters of the winding, such as the inner radii, outer radii, distribution of 

the turns, and types of the litz wires. The second method is to add metal shields with litz wires 

around the IPT coils. The third method is to control the phases of winding currents. 

The efficiency and stray magnetic field are optimized simultaneously for the IPT coils. Pareto 

front is used to realize the multi-objective optimization. The optimal designs are selected along 

the fronts. The performances of coils with different shield structures are compared with the 

Pareto fronts as well. 

In this dissertation, a fast method to derive the Pareto front is demonstrated, using the lumped-

loop model. The windings are replaced by several lumped loops. As long as the number of turns 

for each loop is known, the efficiency and magnetic field are calculated directly from the 

permeance matrices and current-to-field matrices. The Pareto front is derived after all the 

possible numbers of turns for the lumped loops are swept in calculation. Only tens of simulations 

are required to derive the matrices. There is no need to run the parametric sweep in finite-

element simulation. This makes the optimization much faster without losing the accuracy.  

An analytical method is introduced to calculate the proximity-effect resistance of the planar 

coils with ferrite plate, which is suitable to work together with the fast optimization. In this 

method, the ferrite plate is replaced by the mirrored turns according to the method of image. The 
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magnetic field across each turn, which is essential to calculate the proximity-effect resistance, is 

then derived from Ampere’s Law and Biot-Savart Law.  

7.2. Main Contributions and Conclusions 

1. Fast optimization of efficiency and stray magnetic field using lumped-loop model. 

Pareto front is applied for the synergetic attenuation of stray magnetic field. A faster method 

to derive the Pareto front using lumped-loop model is described. Only tens of simulations are 

required during the entire procedure, so this method is much faster than the conventional method 

which requires thousands of simulations for parametric sweep. The accuracy is verified with 

experimental measurement of the fabricated coils. The coil-to-coil efficiency from calculation is 

the same as the measurement, and the difference for stray magnetic field is less than 12.5%. 

2. Calculation of proximity-effect resistance for IPT coils with ferrite plate. 

The proximity-effect resistance of the litz wire in the planar coil with ferrite plate is calculated 

analytically. The objective of this calculation method is to work together with the fast 

optimization. The essense of the method is to replace the ferrite plate with mirrored turns 

according to the method of image. The magnetic field across each turn, which is critical to 

calculate the proximity-effect resistance, is then calculated from Ampere’s Law and Biot-Savart 

Law. An exemplary planar coil was fabricated and tested. Its winding resistance was measured 

with impedance analyzer up to 200 kHz. The difference of its proximity-effect resistance is less 

than 15% between calculation and measurement. 

3. Attenuation of stray magnetic field with litz shield. 

Litz shield is able to attenuate the stray magnetic field with smaller shield loss compared to 

the conventional metal shield. This is because the shield current is more uniformly distributed. 

The increased weight due to the litz shield is negligible. Equivalent circuit models are derived to 
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analyze the two categories of litz shields: shorted litz shield and driven litz shield. The fast 

method with lumped-loop model is used to derive the Pareto front of coil-to-coil efficiency 

versus stray magnetic field for coils with litz shield. Coils with different shields were fabricated 

and measured in experiment. Both calculation and measurement show that shorted litz shield is 

most effective for field attenuation. In the exemplary system, with all the shields designed for the 

same efficiency, shorted litz shield attenuated the stray magnetic field by up to 65%. 

4. Attenuation of stray magnetic field by controlling phases of winding currents. 

Phases of winding currents are controlled to attenuate the stray magnetic field around IPT 

coils. The relationship between magnetic fields and phases of winding currents are derived from 

diagrams of phasors, by decomposing the field to the components in the axial and radial 

directions. The dual-side-controlled converter is applied for the circuit realization. The 

effectiveness of this method was verified using a 3.3 kW IPT system based on finite-element 

simulation and a 100 W IPT system in experiment. Compared to conventional series-series IPT 

with 90° phase difference between winding currents, stray magnetic field was attenuated by up to 

30% and 40% when phases differences of winding currents are 50° and 40°, respectively. 

5. Systematical design of IPT coils to maximize efficiency. 

A sequential, non-iterative method is described to design the IPT coils for desired power 

transferability and efficiency. This is realized when the stray magnetic field is not considered. In 

this method, the electrical parameters were normalized, and the normalized parameters are 

designed systematically to meet the requirement of power transferability and efficiency. The 

physical realization of the designed electrical parameters was optimized by parametric sweep in 

finite-element simulation. In order to prove the effectiveness of the sequential design, coils for a 

3.3 kW series-series IPT system were designed, built and tested. The measured output voltage 
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(200 – 400 V for 400 V input) and the coils' efficiency (98.9% at peak power) met the design 

specifications. 
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Appendix A. Matlab Code for Synergetic Optimization 

A.1. Coils without Shield 

The following Matlab code is used to derive the Pareto front for the design example in 

Section 3.5. 

% Synergetic optimization of coils with no shield (NS) 

clc; 

clear; 

close all; 

1.1. Import data 

% Litz wire datasheet 

Rlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','F3:F14'); % DCR 

Dlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','E3:E14')/1000; % Diameter 

Nlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','A3:A14'); % Strand number 

 

% Field matrix, Brms with 1 A rms current in TX only 

MatrixB100=xlsread('FieldMatrix.xls','Field','B2:K4')/sqrt(2); %%% rms 

 

% Inductance Matrix (Unit: H) 

MatrixL=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B2:K11')/1000; 

MatrixM=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B17:K26')/1000; 

1.2. System parameters 

% Lumped-loop model 

Rstep=4.2;   % spacing between adjacent loops, unit: m 

% length of each lumped loop 

lpt=2*pi*[47.9 47.9-Rstep*1 47.9-Rstep*2 47.9-Rstep*3 47.9-Rstep*4 ... 

    47.9-Rstep*5 47.9-Rstep*6 47.9-Rstep*7 47.9-Rstep*8 47.9-Rstep*9]/1000; 

spacing=0.2/1000; % allowed maximum spacing between turns 

 

% System specifications 

fs=100e3; % switching frequency 

w=2*pi*fs; 

ACFactor=1.2; % factor to approximate total resistance 

Pout=100; % output power 

Vout=35;  % output voltage 

RLac=(8/pi^2)*(Vout^2/Pout);    % equivalent load resistance 

I2=sqrt(Pout/RLac); % receiver current 
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1.3. Optimization iterations 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% structure of loops %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%Outermost loop                                      Innermost loop% 

%   IL1   IL2   IL3   IL4   IL5   IL6   IL7   IL8   IL9   IL10 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% structure of loops %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

x=0; 

a_NS=size(Nlitz);    % Sweep the strands number 

 

for NO=1:5    % sweep outermost loops: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

    for NI=(NO+3):10    % sweep inner most loops: NO+3, ..., 10 

 

        % equivalent outer radii 

        Router=(50-(NO-1)*Rstep)/1000; 

        % equivalent inner radii 

        Rinner=(50-NI*Rstep)/1000; 

        % equivalent winding width 

        Width=Router-Rinner; 

 

        % sweep Litz wire 

        for Litz_NS=1:a_NS(1) 

            % Max turns with the selected litz wire 

            Nmax_NS= floor(Width/(Dlitz(Litz_NS)+spacing)); 

            % sweep the total number of turns 

            for N_NS=1:Nmax_NS 

                % Max diameter of each turn 

                TurnsWidth=Width/N_NS; 

                % Turns number of each loop 

                TurnsPerLoop=(Rstep/1000)/TurnsWidth; 

 

                % Assign turns for each loop 

                for i=1:10 

                    if (i<NO || i>NI) 

                        IL(i)=0; 

                    else 

                        IL(i)=TurnsPerLoop; 

                    end 

                end 

 

                % turns vector (IL(1): outermost; IL(10): innermost) 

                turns=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5)  IL(6) ... 

                    IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

 

                % calculation of inductances 

                Leq=turns*MatrixL*transpose(turns); 

                Meq=turns*MatrixM*transpose(turns); 

                keq=Meq/Leq; 

 

                % transmitter current 

                I1=RLac/(2*pi*fs*Meq)*I2; 

 

                if (Meq<16e-6) && (Meq>6e-6) 
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                    % calculation of stray magnetic field 

                    % stray magnetic field generated by the transmitter 

                    B100_tx=MatrixB100*I1*transpose(turns); 

                    % stray magnetic field generated by the receiver 

                    B100_rx=MatrixB100*I2*transpose(turns); 

                    % RMS values of BX, BY, and BZ 

                    % BX, BY, BZ are generated by TX and RX together 

                    B100_X=sqrt(B100_tx(1)^2+B100_rx(1)^2); 

                    B100_Y=sqrt(B100_tx(2)^2+B100_rx(2)^2); 

                    B100_Z=sqrt(B100_tx(3)^2+B100_rx(3)^2); 

                    % quantified magnetic field 

                    B100mag=sqrt(B100_X^2+B100_Y^2+B100_Z^2); 

 

                    x=x+1; 

                    % total length of wires 

                    Length=lpt*transpose(turns); 

                    % simplified results of resistance 

                    r=Rlitz(Litz_NS)*Length*ACFactor; 

                    % 

                    eff=1/(1+r/RLac+r/RLac*(1+r/RLac)^2/(w*Meq/RLac)^2); 

 

                    % save all the results in the array optimization_NS 

                    % total number of turns 

                    optimization_NS(x, 1)=N_NS; 

                    % outer radii 

                    optimization_NS(x, 2)=Router; 

                    % inner radii 

                    optimization_NS(x, 3)=Rinner; 

                    % strand number of litz wire 

                    optimization_NS(x, 4)=Nlitz(Litz_NS); 

                    % maximum diameter of each turn 

                    optimization_NS(x, 5)=TurnsWidth; 

                    % quantified magnetic field 

                    optimization_NS(x, 6)=B100mag; 

                    % self inductances 

                    optimization_NS(x, 8)=Leq; 

                    % mutual inductances 

                    optimization_NS(x, 9)=Meq; 

                    % coupling coefficient 

                    optimization_NS(x, 10)=Meq/Leq; 

                    % total length of wire 

                    optimization_NS(x, 11)=Length; 

                    % winding resistance 

                    optimization_NS(x, 12)=r; 

                    % coil-to-coil efficiency 

                    optimization_NS(x, 13)=eff; 

                    % transmitter current 

                    optimization_NS(x, 14)=I1; 

                    % winding distribution 

                    optimization_NS(x, 15 : 24)=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3) ... 

                        IL(4)  IL(5)  IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                end 

            end 
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%            sprintf('NO=%d, NI=%d, x=%d',NO,NI,x) 

        end 

    end 

end 

1.4. Derive the Pareto front 

ss_NS=size(optimization_NS(:, 10)); 

i=0; 

 

% choose the parameters from optimization_NS array 

for pp=1:ss_NS(1) 

    if (isnan(optimization_NS(pp, 10)) == 0) 

        i=i+1; 

        B100_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 6); 

        eff_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 13); 

        TunrNumber_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 1); 

        LitzType_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 4); 

        OuterRadii_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 2); 

        InnerRadii_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 3); 

        L_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 8); 

        M_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 9); 

        k_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 10); 

        I1_NS(i)=optimization_NS(pp, 14); 

    end 

end 

 

% horizontal axis: stray magnetic field 

x_NS=transpose(B100_NS); 

% vertical axis: efficiency 

y_NS=1-transpose(eff_NS); 

 

% derive the Pareto front using 'paretofront' function 

front_NS=paretofront([x_NS y_NS]); 

 

% number of points along the Pareto front 

size_NS=size(front_NS); 

i=0; 

% find out the parameters of the optimal point along Pareto front 

for a=1:size_NS(1) 

    if (front_NS(a) == 1) 

        i=i+1; 

        Pareto_B100_NS(i)=B100_NS(a); 

        Pareto_eff_NS(i)=eff_NS(a); 

        Pareto_TunrNumber_NS(i)=TunrNumber_NS(a); 

        Pareto_LitzType_NS(i)=LitzType_NS(a); 

        Pareto_OuterRadii_NS(i)=OuterRadii_NS(a); 

        Pareto_InnerRadii_NS(i)=InnerRadii_NS(a); 

        Pareto_L_NS(i)=L_NS(a); 

        Pareto_M_NS(i)=M_NS(a); 

        Pareto_k_NS(i)=k_NS(a); 

        Pareto_I1_NS(i)=I1_NS(a); 
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    end 

end 

1.5. Plot the Pareto front 

% make the results in a sequence (smaller B to larger B) 

% for plot purpose 

[ParetoSort_B100_NS, I_NS]=sort(Pareto_B100_NS); 

size2_NS=size(Pareto_B100_NS); 

for a=1:size2_NS(2) 

    i=I_NS(a); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,1)=Pareto_B100_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,2)=Pareto_eff_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,3)=Pareto_TunrNumber_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,4)=Pareto_LitzType_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,5)=Pareto_OuterRadii_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,6)=Pareto_InnerRadii_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,7)=Pareto_L_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,8)=Pareto_M_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,9)=Pareto_k_NS(i); 

    ParetoSort_NS(a,10)=Pareto_I1_NS(i); 

end 

 

% Curvefitting 

coefficient_NS=polyfit(ParetoSort_NS(:,1),ParetoSort_NS(:,2),4); 

CF_NS=polyval(coefficient_NS,ParetoSort_NS(:,1)); 

 

hFig=figure(1) 

set(hFig, 'Position', [100 300 350 200]) 

scatter(B100_NS,eff_NS,'b') 

hold on; 

h=plot(ParetoSort_NS(:,1),CF_NS); 

set(h,'Color','r','LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-') 

hold off; 

grid; 

set(gca,'XLim',[45 70]); 

set(gca,'YLim',[0.8 1]); 

xx=xlabel('B at 100 mm (\muT)','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

yy=ylabel('Coil Efficiency','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman','Fontsize',10) 

set(xx,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

set(yy,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

A.2. Coils with Shorted Litz Shield 

The following Matlab code is used to derive the Pareto front for the design example in 

Section 5.4. 
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clc 

clear 

close all 

2.1. Import data 

Rlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','F6:F14'); % DCR 

Dlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','E6:E14')/1000; % Diameter 

Nlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','A6:A14'); % Strand number 

 

% Field matrices, Brms with 1 A rms current in TX only 

MatrixB100=xlsread('FieldMatrix.xls','Field','B2:S4')/sqrt(2); %%% rms 

MatrixB150=xlsread('FieldMatrix.xls','Field','B7:S9')/sqrt(2); %%% rms 

 

% Permeance Matrices (Unit: H) 

MatrixL=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B2:O15')/1000; 

MatrixM=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B17:O30')/1000; 

 

% Permeance matrices for equivalent circuit model with four coils 

Matrix1_Ltxsh=MatrixL(11:14,11:14); 

Matrix1_Ltx=MatrixL(1:10,1:10); 

 

Matrix1_Mtx_rxsh=MatrixM(11:14,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtx_rx=MatrixM(1:10,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtx_txsh=MatrixL(11:14,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtxsh_rxsh=MatrixM(11:14,11:14); 

 

Matrix1_Btx100=MatrixB100(1:3,1:10); 

Matrix1_Btxsh100=MatrixB100(1:3,11:14); 

Matrix1_Brxsh100=MatrixB100(1:3,15:18); 

 

Matrix1_Btx150=MatrixB150(1:3,1:10); 

Matrix1_Btxsh150=MatrixB150(1:3,11:14); 

Matrix1_Brxsh150=MatrixB150(1:3,15:18); 

 

% Objectives of field attenuation 

turns=[3   3   3   3   3   3   1   0   0   0 ...    % Inner loops 1 - 10 

         0   0   0   0 0   0   0   0];               % Litz wire ring 

B100=MatrixB100*5*transpose(turns); 

B150=MatrixB150*5*transpose(turns); 

B100mag_original=sqrt(B100(1)^2+B100(2)^2+B100(3)^2); 

B150mag_original=sqrt(B150(1)^2+B150(2)^2+B150(3)^2); 

2.2. System parameters 

Rstep=4.2/1000;   % spacing between adjacent loops 

% length of each lumped loop 

lpt=2*pi*[47.9  47.9-4.2*1    47.9-4.2*2  47.9-4.2*3  47.9-4.2*4 ... 

    47.9-4.2*5  47.9-4.2*6  47.9-4.2*7  47.9-4.2*8  47.9-4.2*9 ... 
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    52.1/(2*pi)*8  (52.1+4.2*1)/(2*pi)*8    (52.1+4.2*2)/(2*pi)*8 ... 

    (52.1+4.2*3)/(2*pi)*8]/1000; 

spacing=0.1/1000; % allowed maximum spacing between turns 

 

% System specifications 

f=100e3; % switching frequency 

ACFactor=1.2; % factor to approximate total resistance 

Pout=100; % output power 

Vout=35;  % output voltage 

R=(8/pi^2)*(Vout^2/Pout);    % equivalent load resistance 

Irx=sqrt(Pout/R); % receiver current 

2.3. Optimization iterations 

x=0; 

a_SLS=size(Nlitz);    % Sweep of litz wire 

 

for NO=1:5    % sweep outermost loops of winding: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

    for NI=(NO+3):10 % sweep inner most loops of winding: NO+3, ..., 10 

        % equivalent outer radii 

        Router=(50 - (NO - 1) * 4.2) / 1000; 

        % equivalent inner radii 

        Rinner=(50 - NI * 4.2) / 1000; 

        % equivalent winding width 

        Width=Router - Rinner; 

 

        % sweep Litz wire 

        for Litz_SLS=1:a_SLS(1) 

            % Max turns with the selected litz wire 

            Nmax_SLS= floor(Width / (Dlitz(Litz_SLS)+spacing)); 

            % sweep the total number of turns 

            for N_SLS=1:Nmax_SLS 

                % Max diameter of each turn for winding 

                TurnsWidth=Width / N_SLS; 

                % Turns number of each loop for winding 

                TurnsPerLoop=Rstep / TurnsWidth; 

                % Max diameter of each turn for litz shield 

                FALMaxTurns=fix(Rstep / TurnsWidth); 

 

                % Assign turns for each loop 

                for i=1:10 

                    if (i<NO || i>NI) 

                        IL(i)=0; 

                    else 

                        IL(i)=TurnsPerLoop; 

                    end 

                end 

 

                % turns vectors 

                % Winding: IL(1): outermost; IL(10): innermost 

                % Shield: FAL1: closest to winding; FAL4: outermost 

                for FAL1=0:FALMaxTurns 
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                for FAL2=0:FALMaxTurns 

                for FAL3=0:FALMaxTurns 

                for FAL4=0:FALMaxTurns 

                    % turns vector of TX winding 

                    turns_tx=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5) ... 

                        IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                    % turns vector of RX winding 

                    turns_rx=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5) ... 

                        IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                    % turns vector of TX shield 

                    turns_txsh=[FAL1 FAL2 FAL3 FAL4]; 

                    % turns vector of RX shield 

                    turns_rxsh=[FAL1 FAL2 FAL3 FAL4]; 

 

                    % calculate the inductances 

                    % for the equivalent circuit with four coupled coils 

                    Ltxsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Ltxsh*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                    Ltx=turns_tx*Matrix1_Ltx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Lrxsh=Ltxsh; 

                    Lrx=Ltx; 

                    Mtxsh_rxsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Mtxsh_rxsh*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                    Mtx_rx=turns_tx*Matrix1_Mtx_rx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mtx_rxsh=turns_rxsh*Matrix1_Mtx_rxsh*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mtx_txsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Mtx_txsh*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mrx_txsh=Mtx_rxsh; 

                    Mrx_rxsh=Mtx_txsh; 

 

                    % calculate equivalent Leq, Meq 

                    % for the equivalent circuit with two coils 

                    Leq=Ltx-(Ltxsh*Mtx_rxsh^2+Ltxsh*Mtx_txsh^2-2 ... 

                        *Mtxsh_rxsh*Mtx_txsh*Mtx_rxsh)/(Ltxsh^2-Mtxsh_rxsh^2); 

                    Meq=Mtx_rx-Mtx_txsh*(Ltxsh*Mtx_rxsh-Mtx_txsh*Mtxsh_rxsh) ... 

                        /(Ltxsh^2-Mtxsh_rxsh^2)-Mtx_rxsh* ... 

                        (Ltxsh*Mtx_txsh-Mtx_rxsh*Mtxsh_rxsh)/(Ltxsh^2-Mtxsh_rxsh^2); 

                    keq=Meq/Leq; 

 

                    if (Meq<16e-6) && (Meq>6e-6) 

 

                        % calculation of currents 

                        % transmitter current 

                        Itx=R/(2*pi*f*Meq)*Irx; 

                        % current of transmitter shield 

                        % Itxsh_tx: the part in phase with Itx 

                        Itxsh_tx=(Mtx_txsh*Lrxsh+Mtx_rxsh*Mtxsh_rxsh)/ ... 

                            (Ltxsh*Lrxsh+Mtxsh_rxsh^2)*Itx; 

                        % Irxsh_tx: the part in phase with Irx 

                        Irxsh_tx=(Mrx_txsh*Lrxsh+Mrx_rxsh*Mtxsh_rxsh)/ ... 

                            (Ltxsh*Lrxsh+Mtxsh_rxsh^2)*Itx; 

 

                        % current of receiver shield 

                        % Itxsh_rx: the part in phase with Itx 

                        Itxsh_rx=(Mtx_rxsh*Ltxsh+Mtx_txsh*Mtxsh_rxsh)/ ... 

                            (Ltxsh*Lrxsh+Mtxsh_rxsh^2)*Itx; 

                        % Irxsh_rx: the part in phase with Irx 
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                        Irxsh_rx=(Mrx_rxsh*Ltxsh+Mrx_txsh*Mtxsh_rxsh)/ ... 

                            (Ltxsh*Lrxsh+Mtxsh_rxsh^2)*Irx; 

 

                        % magnetic field generated by TX 

                        B100_tx=Matrix1_Btx100*Itx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                        % magnetic field generated by TXsh 

                        % in phase with Itx 

                        B100_txsh_tx=Matrix1_Btxsh100*(Itxsh_tx)*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                        % magnetic field generated by RXsh 

                        % in phase with Itx 

                        B100_rxsh_tx=Matrix1_Brxsh100*(Irxsh_tx)*transpose(turns_rxsh); 

 

                        % magnetic field generated by RX 

                        B100_rx=Matrix1_Btx100*Irx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                        % magnetic field generated by TXsh 

                        % in phase with Irx 

                        B100_txsh_rx=Matrix1_Btxsh100*(Itxsh_rx)*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                        % magnetic field generated by RXsh 

                        % in phase with Irx 

                        B100_rxsh_rx=Matrix1_Brxsh100*(Irxsh_rx)*transpose(turns_rxsh); 

 

                        % magnetic field components, in phase with Itx 

                        B100_Itx=B100_tx+B100_txsh_tx+B100_rxsh_tx; 

                        % magnetic field components, in phase with Irx 

                        B100_Irx=B100_rx+B100_txsh_rx+B100_rxsh_rx; 

 

                        % quantified magnetic field 

                        % Itx and Irx have 90 degrees phase shift 

                        B100mag=sqrt(B100_Itx(1)^2+B100_Itx(2)^2+B100_Itx(3)^2 ... 

                            +B100_Irx(1)^2+B100_Irx(2)^2+B100_Irx(3)^2); 

 

                        % to calculate the length of winding and litz 

                        % shields 

                        turns1=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5)  IL(6) ... 

                            IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10) 0 0 0 0]; 

                        turns2=[0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 abs(FAL1)... 

                            abs(FAL2) abs(FAL3) abs(FAL4)]; 

                        Length=lpt*transpose(turns1); 

                        Length2=lpt*transpose(turns2); 

 

                        % approximate the resistances 

                        rtx=Rlitz(Litz_SLS) * Length * ACFactor; 

                        rsh1=Rlitz(Litz_SLS) * Length2 * ACFactor; 

                        rrx=rtx; 

                        rsh2=rsh1; 

                        r1=rtx+(Mtxsh_rxsh*Mtx_rxsh-Mtx_txsh*Lrxsh)^2 ... 

                            /(Ltxsh*Lrxsh-Mtxsh_rxsh^2)^2*rsh1 ... 

                            +(Mtxsh_rxsh*Mtx_txsh-Mtx_rxsh*Ltxsh)^2 ... 

                            /(Ltxsh*Lrxsh-Mtxsh_rxsh^2)^2*rsh2; 

                        r2=r1; 

 

                        % coil-to-coil efficiency 

                        eff=1/(1+r2/R+r1/R*(r2+R)^2/(2*pi*f*Meq)^2); 
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                        % Meet the requirement of field attenuation 

                        if (B100mag<=B100mag_original) && (eff > 0.8) 

 

                            x=x+1; 

                            % turns of lumped loops for litz shield 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 1)=FAL1; 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 2)=FAL2; 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 3)=FAL3; 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 4)=FAL4; 

                            % total number of turns for the winding 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 5)=N_SLS; 

                            % loop for outer radii 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 6)=Router; 

                            % loop for inner radii 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 7)=Rinner; 

                            % strand number 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 8)=Nlitz(Litz_SLS); 

                            % width per turn 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 9)=TurnsWidth; 

                            % quantified magnetic field 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 10)=B100mag; 

                            % equivalent inductances 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 12)=Leq; 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 13)=Meq; 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 14)=Meq/Leq; 

                            % length of winding 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 15)=Length; 

                            % resistance of winding 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 16)=r1; 

                            % length of shield 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 17)=Length2; 

                            % coil-to-coil efficiency 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 19)=eff; 

                            % distribution of turns 

                            optimization_SLS(x, 23 : 32)=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5)  

IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                end 

                end 

                end 

            end 

            sprintf('NO=%d, NI=%d, x=%d',NO,NI,x) 

        end 

    end 

end 

2.4. Derive Pareto Front 

ss_SLS=size(optimization_SLS(:, 10)); 

i=0; 
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for pp=1:ss_SLS(1) 

    if (isnan(optimization_SLS(pp, 10)) == 0) 

        i=i+1; 

        B100_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 10); 

        eff_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 19); 

        TunrNumber_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 5); 

        LitzType_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 8); 

        OuterRadii_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 6); 

        InnerRadii_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 7); 

        L_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 12); 

        M_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 13); 

        k_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 14); 

        FAL1_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 1); 

        FAL2_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 2); 

        FAL3_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 3); 

        FAL4_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 4); 

        Itxsh_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 20); 

        Irxsh_SLS(i)=optimization_SLS(pp, 21); 

    end 

end 

 

% derive the points along Pareto fronts 

x_SLS=transpose(B100_SLS); 

y_SLS=1 - transpose(eff_SLS); 

front_SLS=paretofront([x_SLS y_SLS]); 

size_SLS=size(front_SLS); 

 

i=0; 

for a=1:size_SLS(1) 

    if (front_SLS(a) == 1) 

        i=i+1; 

        Pareto_B100_SLS(i)=B100_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_eff_SLS(i)=eff_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_TunrNumber_SLS(i)=TunrNumber_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_LitzType_SLS(i)=LitzType_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_OuterRadii_SLS(i)=OuterRadii_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_InnerRadii_SLS(i)=InnerRadii_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_L_SLS(i)=L_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_M_SLS(i)=M_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_k_SLS(i)=k_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL1_SLS(i)=FAL1_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL2_SLS(i)=FAL2_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL3_SLS(i)=FAL3_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL4_SLS(i)=FAL4_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_Itxsh_SLS(i)=Itxsh_SLS(a); 

        Pareto_Irxsh_SLS(i)=Irxsh_SLS(a); 

    end 

end 
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2.5. Plot the Pareto front 

[ParetoSort_B100_SLS, I_SLS]=sort(Pareto_B100_SLS); 

size2_SLS=size(Pareto_B100_SLS); 

for a=1:size2_SLS(2) 

    i=I_SLS(a); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,1)=Pareto_B100_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,2)=Pareto_eff_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,3)=Pareto_TunrNumber_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,4)=Pareto_LitzType_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,5)=Pareto_OuterRadii_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,6)=Pareto_InnerRadii_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,7)=Pareto_L_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,8)=Pareto_M_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,9)=Pareto_k_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,10)=Pareto_FAL1_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,11)=Pareto_FAL2_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,12)=Pareto_FAL3_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,13)=Pareto_FAL4_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,14)=Pareto_Itxsh_SLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_SLS(a,15)=Pareto_Irxsh_SLS(i); 

end 

 

% curve fitting 

coefficient_SLS=polyfit(ParetoSort_SLS(:,1),ParetoSort_SLS(:,2),8); 

CF_SLS=polyval(coefficient_SLS,ParetoSort_SLS(:,1)); 

 

hFig=figure(1) 

set(hFig, 'Position', [100 300 350 200]) 

scatter(B100_SLS,eff_SLS,'b') 

hold on; 

h=plot(ParetoSort_SLS(:,1),CF_SLS); 

set(h,'Color','r','LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-') 

hold off; 

grid; 

set(gca,'XLim',[10 40]); 

set(gca,'YLim',[0.8 1]); 

xx=xlabel('B at 100 mm (\muT)','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

yy=ylabel('Coil Efficiency','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman','Fontsize',10) 

set(xx,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

set(yy,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

A.3. Coils with Driven Litz Shield 

The following Matlab code is used to derive the Pareto front for the coils with driven litz 

shield. The specifications are the same as the design example in Section 5.4. 
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clc 

clear 

close all 

3.1. Import data 

% Litz wire datasheet 

Rlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','F6:F14'); % DCR 

Dlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','E6:E14')/1000; % Diameter 

Nlitz=xlsread('Litz Wire Datasheet','38AWG','A6:A14'); % Strand number 

 

% Field matrices, Brms with 1 A rms current in TX only 

MatrixB100=xlsread('FieldMatrix.xls','Field','B2:S4')/sqrt(2); %%% rms 

MatrixB150=xlsread('FieldMatrix.xls','Field','B7:S9')/sqrt(2); %%% rms 

 

% Permeance Matrices (Unit: H) 

MatrixL=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B2:O15')/1000; 

MatrixM=xlsread('InductanceMatrix.xls','Inductance','B17:O30')/1000; 

 

% Permeance matrices for equivalent circuit model with four coils 

Matrix1_Ltxsh=MatrixL(11:14,11:14); 

Matrix1_Ltx=MatrixL(1:10,1:10); 

 

Matrix1_Mtx_rxsh=MatrixM(11:14,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtx_rx=MatrixM(1:10,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtx_txsh=MatrixL(11:14,1:10); 

Matrix1_Mtxsh_rxsh=MatrixM(11:14,11:14); 

 

Matrix1_Btx100=MatrixB100(1:3,1:10); 

Matrix1_Btxsh100=MatrixB100(1:3,11:14); 

Matrix1_Brxsh100=MatrixB100(1:3,15:18); 

 

Matrix1_Btx150=MatrixB150(1:3,1:10); 

Matrix1_Btxsh150=MatrixB150(1:3,11:14); 

Matrix1_Brxsh150=MatrixB150(1:3,15:18); 

 

% Objectives of field attenuation 

turns=[3   3   3   3   3   3   1   0   0   0 ...    % Inner loops 1 - 10 

         0   0   0   0 0   0   0   0];               % Litz wire ring 

B100=MatrixB100*5*transpose(turns); 

B150=MatrixB150*5*transpose(turns); 

B100mag_original=sqrt(B100(1)^2+B100(2)^2+B100(3)^2); 

B150mag_original=sqrt(B150(1)^2+B150(2)^2+B150(3)^2); 

3.2. System parameters 

% Lumped-loop model 

Rstep=4.2/1000;   % spacing between adjacent loops 

% length of each lumped loop 
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lpt=2*pi*[47.9  47.9-4.2*1    47.9-4.2*2  47.9-4.2*3  47.9-4.2*4 ... 

    47.9-4.2*5  47.9-4.2*6  47.9-4.2*7  47.9-4.2*8  47.9-4.2*9 ... 

    52.1/(2*pi)*8  (52.1+4.2*1)/(2*pi)*8    (52.1+4.2*2)/(2*pi)*8 ... 

    (52.1+4.2*3)/(2*pi)*8]/1000; 

spacing=0.1/1000; % allowed maximum spacing between turns 

 

% System specifications 

f=100e3; % switching frequency 

ACFactor=1.2; % factor to approximate total resistance 

Pout=100; % output power 

Vout=35;  % output voltage 

R=(8/pi^2)*(Vout^2/Pout);    % equivalent load resistance 

Irx=sqrt(Pout/R); % receiver current 

3.3. Optimization iterations 

x=0; 

a_DLS=size(Nlitz);    % Sweep of litz wire 

 

for NO=1:5    % sweep outermost loops of winding: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

    for NI=(NO+3):10 % sweep inner most loops of winding: NO+3, ..., 10 

        % equivalent outer radii 

        Router=(50 - (NO - 1) * 4.2) / 1000; 

        % equivalent inner radii 

        Rinner=(50 - NI * 4.2) / 1000; 

        % equivalent winding width 

        Width=Router - Rinner; 

 

        % sweep Litz wire 

        for Litz_DLS=1:a_DLS(1) 

            % Max turns with the selected litz wire 

            Nmax_DLS= floor(Width / (Dlitz(Litz_DLS)+spacing)); 

            % sweep the total number of turns 

            for N_DLS=1:Nmax_DLS 

                % Max diameter of each turn for winding 

                TurnsWidth=Width / N_DLS; 

                % Turns number of each loop for winding 

                TurnsPerLoop=Rstep / TurnsWidth; 

                % Max diameter of each turn for litz shield 

                FALMaxTurns=fix(Rstep / TurnsWidth); 

 

                % Assign turns for each loop 

                for i=1:10 

                    if (i<NO || i>NI) 

                        IL(i)=0; 

                    else 

                        IL(i)=TurnsPerLoop; 

                    end 

                end 

 

                % turns vectors 

                % Winding: IL(1): outermost; IL(10): innermost 
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                % Shield: FAL1: closest to winding; FAL4: outermost 

                for FAL1=0:FALMaxTurns 

                for FAL2=0:FALMaxTurns 

                for FAL3=0:FALMaxTurns 

                for FAL4=0:FALMaxTurns 

                    % turns vector of TX winding 

                    turns_tx=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5) ... 

                        IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                    % turns vector of RX winding 

                    turns_rx=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5) ... 

                        IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                    % turns vector of TX shield 

                    turns_txsh=[FAL1 FAL2 FAL3 FAL4]; 

                    % turns vector of RX shield 

                    turns_rxsh=[FAL1 FAL2 FAL3 FAL4]; 

 

                    % calculate the inductances 

                    % for the equivalent circuit with four coupled coils 

                    Ltxsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Ltxsh*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                    Ltx=turns_tx*Matrix1_Ltx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Lrxsh=Ltxsh; 

                    Lrx=Ltx; 

                    Mtxsh_rxsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Mtxsh_rxsh*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                    Mtx_rx=turns_tx*Matrix1_Mtx_rx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mtx_rxsh=turns_rxsh*Matrix1_Mtx_rxsh*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mtx_txsh=turns_txsh*Matrix1_Mtx_txsh*transpose(turns_tx); 

                    Mrx_txsh=Mtx_rxsh; 

                    Mrx_rxsh=Mtx_txsh; 

 

                    % calculate equivalent Leq, Meq 

                    % for the equivalent circuit with two coils 

                    Leq=Ltx-Ltxsh; 

                    Meq=Mtx_rx-Mtxsh_rxsh+Mtx_rxsh-Mrx_txsh; 

                    keq=Meq/Leq; 

 

                    if (Meq<16e-6) && (Meq>6e-6) 

 

                        % calculation of currents 

                        % transmitter current 

                        Itx=R/(2*pi*f*Meq)*Irx; 

                        % current of transmitter shield 

                        Itxsh=Itx; 

                        % current of receiver shield 

                        Irxsh=Irx; 

 

                        % magnetic field generated by TX 

                        B100_tx=Matrix1_Btx100*Itx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                        % magnetic field generated by TXsh 

                        B100_txsh=Matrix1_Btxsh100*(Itxsh)*transpose(turns_txsh); 

                        % magnetic field generated by RX 

                        B100_rx=Matrix1_Btx100*Irx*transpose(turns_tx); 

                        % magnetic field generated by RXsh 

                        B100_rxsh=Matrix1_Brxsh100*(Irxsh)*transpose(turns_rxsh); 
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                        % magnetic field components, in phase with Itx 

                        B100_Itx=B100_tx+B100_txsh; 

                        % magnetic field components, in phase with Irx 

                        B100_Irx=B100_rx+B100_rxsh; 

 

                        % quantified magnetic field 

                        % Itx and Irx have 90 degrees phase shift 

                        B100mag=sqrt(B100_Itx(1)^2+B100_Itx(2)^2+B100_Itx(3)^2 ... 

                            +B100_Irx(1)^2+B100_Irx(2)^2+B100_Irx(3)^2); 

 

                        % to calculate the length of winding and litz 

                        % shields 

                        turns1=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5)  IL(6) ... 

                            IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10) 0 0 0 0]; 

                        turns2=[0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 abs(FAL1)... 

                            abs(FAL2) abs(FAL3) abs(FAL4)]; 

                        Length=lpt*transpose(turns1); 

                        Length2=lpt*transpose(turns2); 

 

                        % approximate the resistances 

                        rtx=Rlitz(Litz_DLS) * Length * ACFactor; 

                        rsh1=Rlitz(Litz_DLS) * Length2 * ACFactor; 

                        rrx=rtx; 

                        rsh2=rsh1; 

                        r1=rtx+(Mtxsh_rxsh*Mtx_rxsh-Mtx_txsh*Lrxsh)^2 ... 

                            /(Ltxsh*Lrxsh-Mtxsh_rxsh^2)^2*rsh1 ... 

                            +(Mtxsh_rxsh*Mtx_txsh-Mtx_rxsh*Ltxsh)^2 ... 

                            /(Ltxsh*Lrxsh-Mtxsh_rxsh^2)^2*rsh2; 

                        r2=r1; 

 

                        % coil-to-coil efficiency 

                        eff=1/(1+r2/R+r1/R*(r2+R)^2/(2*pi*f*Meq)^2); 

 

                        % Meet the requirement of field attenuation 

                        if (B100mag<=B100mag_original) && (eff > 0.8) 

 

                            x=x+1; 

                            % turns of lumped loops for litz shield 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 1)=FAL1; 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 2)=FAL2; 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 3)=FAL3; 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 4)=FAL4; 

                            % total number of turns for the winding 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 5)=N_DLS; 

                            % loop for outer radii 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 6)=Router; 

                            % loop for inner radii 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 7)=Rinner; 

                            % strand number 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 8)=Nlitz(Litz_DLS); 

                            % width per turn 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 9)=TurnsWidth; 

                            % quantified magnetic field 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 10)=B100mag; 
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                            % equivalent inductances 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 12)=Leq; 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 13)=Meq; 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 14)=Meq/Leq; 

                            % length of winding 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 15)=Length; 

                            % resistance of winding 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 16)=r1; 

                            % length of shield 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 17)=Length2; 

                            % coil-to-coil efficiency 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 19)=eff; 

                            % distribution of turns 

                            optimization_DLS(x, 23 : 32)=[IL(1)  IL(2)  IL(3)  IL(4)  IL(5)  

IL(6)  IL(7)  IL(8)  IL(9)  IL(10)]; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                end 

                end 

                end 

            end 

%             sprintf('NO=%d, NI=%d, x=%d',NO,NI,x) 

        end 

    end 

end 

3.4. Derive Pareto Front 

ss_DLS=size(optimization_DLS(:, 10)); 

i=0; 

for pp=1:ss_DLS(1) 

    if (isnan(optimization_DLS(pp, 10)) == 0) 

        i=i+1; 

        B100_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 10); 

        eff_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 19); 

        TunrNumber_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 5); 

        LitzType_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 8); 

        OuterRadii_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 6); 

        InnerRadii_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 7); 

        L_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 12); 

        M_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 13); 

        k_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 14); 

        FAL1_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 1); 

        FAL2_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 2); 

        FAL3_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 3); 

        FAL4_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 4); 

        Itxsh_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 20); 

        Irxsh_DLS(i)=optimization_DLS(pp, 21); 

    end 

end 
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% derive the points along Pareto fronts 

x_DLS=transpose(B100_DLS); 

y_DLS=1 - transpose(eff_DLS); 

front_DLS=paretofront([x_DLS y_DLS]); 

size_DLS=size(front_DLS); 

 

i=0; 

for a=1:size_DLS(1) 

    if (front_DLS(a) == 1) 

        i=i+1; 

        Pareto_B100_DLS(i)=B100_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_eff_DLS(i)=eff_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_TunrNumber_DLS(i)=TunrNumber_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_LitzType_DLS(i)=LitzType_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_OuterRadii_DLS(i)=OuterRadii_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_InnerRadii_DLS(i)=InnerRadii_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_L_DLS(i)=L_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_M_DLS(i)=M_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_k_DLS(i)=k_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL1_DLS(i)=FAL1_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL2_DLS(i)=FAL2_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL3_DLS(i)=FAL3_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_FAL4_DLS(i)=FAL4_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_Itxsh_DLS(i)=Itxsh_DLS(a); 

        Pareto_Irxsh_DLS(i)=Irxsh_DLS(a); 

    end 

end 

3.5. Plot the Pareto front 

% make the points along the front in a sequence 

[ParetoSort_B100_DLS, I_DLS]=sort(Pareto_B100_DLS); 

size2_DLS=size(Pareto_B100_DLS); 

for a=1:size2_DLS(2) 

    i=I_DLS(a); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,1)=Pareto_B100_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,2)=Pareto_eff_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,3)=Pareto_TunrNumber_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,4)=Pareto_LitzType_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,5)=Pareto_OuterRadii_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,6)=Pareto_InnerRadii_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,7)=Pareto_L_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,8)=Pareto_M_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,9)=Pareto_k_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,10)=Pareto_FAL1_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,11)=Pareto_FAL2_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,12)=Pareto_FAL3_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,13)=Pareto_FAL4_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,14)=Pareto_Itxsh_DLS(i); 

    ParetoSort_DLS(a,15)=Pareto_Irxsh_DLS(i); 

end 
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% curve fitting 

coefficient_DLS=polyfit(ParetoSort_DLS(:,1),ParetoSort_DLS(:,2),8); 

CF_DLS=polyval(coefficient_DLS,ParetoSort_DLS(:,1)); 

 

hFig=figure(1) 

set(hFig, 'Position', [100 300 350 200]) 

scatter(B100_DLS,eff_DLS,'b') 

hold on; 

h=plot(ParetoSort_DLS(:,1),CF_DLS); 

set(h,'Color','r','LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-') 

hold off; 

grid; 

set(gca,'XLim',[10 40]); 

set(gca,'YLim',[0.8 1]); 

xx=xlabel('B at 100 mm (\muT)','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

yy=ylabel('Coil Efficiency','FontWeight','bold','Color','k','Fontsize',10); 

set(gca, 'fontname', 'Times New Roman','Fontsize',10) 

set(xx,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

set(yy,'Fontname','Times new roman','fontweight','b'); 

A.4. Excel Files Imported for Calculation 

For the codes in A.1, A.2, and A.3, three excel files should be imported in the beginning of 

the calculation, which are “Litz Wire Datasheet.xls” in Figure A-1, “Inductance Matrix.xls” in 

Figure A-2, and “Field Matrix.xls” in Figure A-3. 

 

 

 
Figure A-1. “Litz Wire Datasheet.xls”. 
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Figure A-2. “Inductance Matrix.xls” (unit: mH). 

 

 
Figure A-3. “Field Matrix.xls” (unit: μT/Ampere-turn). 
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Appendix B. Simulation Tools and Conditions 

B.1. Directory of raw files for simulation or drawing of each figure 

The original simulation files, optimization codes, and PCB schematics and layouts in this 

dissertation can be found at the //ADFS directories in TABLE B-1. 

 

TABLE B-1 Directory of Raw Files for Each Figure 
 

Chapter Type Figure or Table 
Directory 

(\\adfs\adfs\projects\Khai 
Ngo\minglu\Dissertation\Dissertation_Files\) 

2 Matlab Figure 2-6 Chapter2\Mv_eff_phi_vs_ZN_Q_fNH 

2 Matlab Figure 2-7 Chapter2\QLopt_Qmin_vs_k_Mv_fNH 

2 Matlab Figure 2-8 Chapter2\QLopt_Qmin_vs_k_Mv_fN_1 

2 Ansys 
Maxwell Figure 2-9 Chapter2\3kW_k_Q_vs_Size 

2 Excel Figure 2-10 Chapter2\k_L_Router 

2 Matlab Figure 2-11 Chapter2\physical_realization_fNH 

2 Matlab Figure 2-12 Chapter2\Q_vs_LitzWire_fNH 

2 Simulink Figure 2-13 Chapter2\FB_fN_fNH 

2 Matlab Figure 2-14 Chapter2\QLopt_Qmin_vs_k_Mv_fN_1 

2 Matlab Figure 2-15 Chapter2\Q_vs_LitzWire_fN_1 

2 Simulink Figure 2-16 Chapter2\FB_fN_1 

2 Altium Figure 2-18 Chapter2\Primary Inverter 

2 Altium Figure 2-18 Chapter2\Secondary Rectifier 

2 Altium Figure 2-18 Chapter2\C1 
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2 Altium Figure 2-18 Chapter2\C2 

3 Ansys 
Maxwell 

TABLE 3-1, 
TABLE 3-2 Chapter3\Inductance Matrix 

3 Ansys 
Maxwell 

TABLE 3-3, 
TABLE 3-4, 
Figure 3-11  

Chapter3\Field Matrix 

3 Matlab Figure 3-14 Chapter3\Pareto_Front\No_Shield 

4 Matlab Figure 4-10 Chapter4\ref_100W_sweep_FS 

4 Ansys 
Maxwell Figure 4-10 Chapter4\ref_100W_sweep_FS 

4 Matlab Figure 4-11 Chapter4\Sweep_Ferrite_Size 

5 Matlab Figure 5-7 Chapter5\Leq_Meq_req 

5 Matlab Figure 5-8 Chapter5\Leq_Meq_req 

5 Ansys 
Maxwell 

Figure 5-13, 
TABLE 5-1 - 
TABLE 5-6 

Chapter5\Inductance Matrix 

5 Ansys 
Maxwell 

TABLE 5-7 - 
TABLE 5-10 Chapter5\Field Matrix 

5 Matlab Figure 5-14 Chapter5\Pareto_front\Driven_Litz_Shield 
Chapter5\Pareto_front\Shorted_Litz_Shield 

5 AutoCAD Figure 5-15 Chapter5\3D_Print 

6 Matlab Figure 6-6 Chapter6\BN_PlossN\B_vs_sin_Phi_vs_By_over_Bz 
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B.2. Deriving Permeance Matrices in Ansys Maxwell 

The permeance matrices in Section 3.4.2 and Section 5.3.2 are obtained from only one 

simulation using Ansys Maxwell. The lumped-loop model is drawn as Figure B-1. The circular 

loops and square loops represent windings and shields, respectively. The square plates are the 

ferrite plates. The eddy current solver in Figure B-2 is selected as the solution type for the 

simulation. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure B-1. Lumped-loop model in Ansys Maxwell for coils with litz shield (see TABLE 

B-1 for the original file). 

Select the solver

 
 

Figure B-2. Select the eddy current solver for the solution type. 
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All the loops are provided with stranded current excitation, as shown in Figure B-3. This is 

because litz wire is applied to the coils, in which the current is almost evenly distributed. Figure 

B-5 shows the settings for the analysis. In this study, the frequency is selected to be 100 kHz, 

which is the switching frequency of the inverter in Figure 2-1. 

 

 

 

Excitation typeE

 
 

Figure B-3. Select eddy current solver for the solution type. 

Convergence 
Condition

Frequency for 
Analysis

 
 

Figure B-4. Settings for the analysis. 
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It is important to assign proper mesh for the accurate simulation results. The adaptive meshing 

technique of ANSYS products uses a highly robust volumetric meshing and includes a 

multithreading capability that reduces the amount of memory used and speeds the simulation 

time. The automatic meshing is implemented in the simulation. When the simulation is complete, 

the result can be either plotted or shown in matrix. In this study, the matrices were used to see 

the results (Figure B-5). 

 

 

B.3. Deriving Current-to-Field Matrices in Ansys Maxwell 

The current-to-field matrices in Section 3.4.2 and Section 5.3.3 are obtained from simulations 

using Ansys Maxwell. The lumped-loop model is the same as Figure B-1. The eddy current 

solver in Figure B-2 is selected as the solution type for the simulation. When deriving the 

current-to-field matrices for one loop, only the corresponding loop is provided with stranded 

current excitation of 1 A RMS, and all the other loops are provided with 0 A current. The 

Available 
Solutions

Elements of 
Permeance Matrices  

 
Figure B-5. Anaysis of simulation and the results in matrix. 
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settings for the analysis is the same as Figure B-5. The frequency is selected to be 100 kHz, 

which is the switching frequency of the inverter in Figure 2-1. 

For each simulation, Figure B-6 shows how to obtain the magnetic fields in X, Y, Z directions 

for one point of field measurement. The expressions of the fields are shown in Figure B-7. The 

way to derive the current-to-field coefficients from the fields and currents has been demonstrated 

in Figure 3-11 

 

 

  

The point of field 
measurement

Plot the sinusoidal 
waveforms vs. phase

Expressions of the fields in 
X, Y, Z directions  

 
Figure B-6. Anaysis of simulation and exporting the results. 

 

Expressions of the fields in 
X, Y, Z directions  

 
Figure B-7. Expressions of the magnetic fields in the calculator. 
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Appendix C. Hardware Setup for Experiment 

C.1. Layout of the Inverter 

Altium PCB designer was used to design the schematic in Figure C-1 and PCB layout in 

Figure C-2. The original design projects are saved at the directory in TABLE B-1. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure C-1. Complete schematic of the inverter in Figure 2-18(a) (see TABLE B-1 for the 

original file). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure C-2. Layout of the inverter in Figure 2-18(a): (a) top layer; (b) layer 2; (c) layer 3; 

(4) bottom layer (see TABLE B-1 for the original file). 
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C.2. Fabrication of 100 W Coils with 3D Printer 

AutoCAD was used to design the fixture of the planar coil as shown in Figure C-3. The .stl 

file was imported to Cura for 3D printing, as shown in Figure C-4. The settings in the Cura are 

shown in Figure C-5. 

 

 
 

Figure C-3. AutoCAD file of the coils’ fixture for 3D printing (see TABLE B-1 for the 

original file). 

 

 
 

Figure C-4. Importing the .stl file in Figure C-3 to Cura for 3D printing. 
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Figure C-5. Settings in Cura for 3D printing. 
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